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INTRODUCTION 

A.  GENERAL ASSEMBLY RESOLUTION 1713 (XVI) AND 
SUBSEQUENT DEVELOPMENTS 

The present study on the role of patents in the 
transfer of technology to under-developed countries was 
prepared in accordance with the terms of General 
Assembly resolution 1713 (XVI) of 19 December 
1961. The resolution called for a report containing: 

"(a) A study of the effects of patents on the 
economy of under-developed countries; 

"(b) A survey of patent legislation in selected 
developed and under-developed countries, with pri- 
mary emphasis on the treatment given to foreign 
patents ; 

"(c) An analysis of the characteristics of the 
patent legislation of under-developed countries in 
the light of economic development objectives, taking 
into account the need for the rapid absorption of 
new products and technology, and the rise in the 
productivity level of their economies; 

"(d) A  recommendation  on  the advisability   of 
holding an international conference in order to ex- 
amine the problem regarding the granting, protection 
and use of patents, taking into consideration  the 
provisions of existing international conventions and 
the special needs of developing countries, and utilizing 
the existing machinery of the International Union 
for the Protection of Industrial Property." 

(The text of the resolution is appended as annex A.) 
In view of the broad substantive and geographical 

coverage of the inquiry, the Secretary-General advised 
the Economic and Social Council at its resumed thirty- 
fourth session in December 1962 that the report could 
not be completed in time for submission to the third 
session of the Committee for Industrial Development 
or the thirty-sixth session of the Council. He accord- 
ingly suggested, and the Council accordingly recom- 
mended,   that  the  collection   and   analysis  of   infor- 
mation should continue during 1963 and that the report 
ihould be presented in 1964 to the Committee for In- 
dustrial Development, the Economic and Social Council 
and the nineteenth session of the General Assembly.1 

The Committee for Industrial  Development at its 
third session in May 1963 received an Interim Report 
by the Secretariat,2 noted the recommendation of the 
Council and accordingly decided to defer discussion of 
the subject until its fourth session in 1964.8 

The Preparatory Committee of the United Nations 
Conference on Trade and Development at its second ses- 
sion recognized the importance of patents in facilitating 
access to technological experience and know-how, when 
applied in such a way as to take fully into account the 
special needs and requirements of the economic develop- 

» Document» E/3702, paragraph 8 (vi), and E/SR.1237, para- 
graphs 48-52. 

* Document E/C.5/35. 
* Document E/378Í, E.C.5/37, paragraph 68. 

ment of the developing countries. The Committee noted 
that a study had already Inni started on the Milijeet as 
a result of the initiative taken by Hrazil in the United 
Nations. It was suggested by the Committee that this 
work be expedited so that the study could he brought 
to the attention of the Conference.•* 

The General Assembly at its eighteenth session noted 
the above recommendation of the Kcoiiomic and Social 
Council, as well as the suggestion incorporated in the 
alwive report of the Preparatory Committee of the Con- 
ference on Trade and Development, and requested the 
Secretary-General to continue with the prepaiation of 
the study referred to in sub-paragraphs fu), (M and 
(c) of resolution 1713 (XVI), and to subpiit it to the 
United Nations Conference on Trade and Development, 
as well as to the Committee for Industrial Development, 
the Economic and Social Council and the General As- 
sembly at their 1964 sessions. The General Assembly 
also recommended that the Conference on Trade and 
Development, in the deliberations under item IV of its 
provisional agenda (Invisible Trade), give serious con- 
sideration to the study prepared by the Secretary- 
General.9 

B.   PREPARATION AND SCOPE OF THE REPORT 

General Assembly resolution 1713 (XVI) had re- 
quested the Secretary-General to prepare the report "in 
consultation with appropriate international and national 
institutions, and with the concurrence of the govern- 
ments concerned". Accordingly, the Secretary-General 
circulated on 8 October 1962 to Governments and in- 
terested inter-governmental and non-governmental or- 
ganizations, a Questionnaire on the role of patent;, in 
the transfer of technology to tinder -developed countries. 
(The text of the letter" of transmittal and the Ques- 
tionnaire, and the names of the Governments and or- 
ganizations from which replies have been received, are 
appended as annex R) The views and information re- 
ceived in reply to this Questionnaire have been fully 
used in the preparation of the present report. 

The organization of the siudy has Iwen designed 
to provide a convenient arrangement of the wide scope 
of the issues covered by resolution 1713 (XVI). In 
terms of general content, item (h) and the legislative 
aspects of item (c) of the resolution are covered liy 
part One (Major characteristics of patent systems) and 
annex D (Synoptic table of major provisions of patent 
legislation in selected countries). Item (a) and the 
economic aspects of item (c) are dealt with in part 
Two (The effects of patents on the economies of under- 
developed countries). 

The economic analysis of the effects of patents on the 
economies of under-developed countries (part Two) 
considers the role of patents in the actual transfer of 

« F./3799, paragraph 16S. 
»General Assembly resolution 1935 (XVIII) of 16 December 

1963. 



technology; the role of patents in relation to imports 
of patented products and processes ; and anally, the role 
of patents in improving the process of invention and 
innovation through the indigenous technology of de- 
veloping countries themselves. 

In accordance with the intent of the General As- 
sembly, the study has focused on the problem of the 
treatment extended to foreign patentees. For this reason, 
considerable emphasis has been placed upon the inter- 
national patent system and the extension of patent pro- 
tection to foreign inventors, which are discussed in 
part One, chapter II. The pertinent material directly 
applica!ile to foreigners has been specifically covered 
in connexion with the discussion of multilateral and 
bilateral treaties, under which States have assumed 
international obligations with respect to such matters as 
the grant of national treatment and of priority rights 
of application to foreign patentees. In the majority of 
cases, however, the treatment of foreign nationals is 
governed by measures of general application, and a 
non-discriminatory attitude towards foreign patentees re- 
sults from the non-existence of any distinction between 
nationals and foreigners. 

No attempt has been made in part One to discuss 
all the rules («rtaining to patents. However, it has been 
thought useful to cover the major issues of the juridical 
basis of the patent grant, conditions of patentability, and 
governmental regulation relating to failure to work 
the patent, al »uses of the patent privilege through the 
medium of restrictive business practices, public use of 
patented inventions, and regulation of assignment and 
licensing agreements. 

A survey of national patent legislation is called for by 
subparagraph (b) of resolution 171.1 (XVI), and is in- 
deed essential to the understanding of the various issues 
raised  in that  resolution.  Every effort was therefore 

ule to include in this study information regarding per- 
titii it legislation in both developed and under-developed 
countries, including the legislative changes made or 
contemplated in newly independent States. In this con- 
nexion the Secretary-General requested the Interna- 
tional Bureau for the Protection of Industrial Property 
to prepare a survey of national patent legislation for 
thirty-four selected countries, which provided the basis 
for the tabular  presentation appended  as annex D. 

Studies of patent legislation of ten countries* were 
also -ubmitted by the international Chamber of Com- 
merce and the International Association for the Pro- 
tection of Industrial Property. Of special help in this 
context was the information included in official reports 
on revision of the patent law submitted by several 
Governments.' There have also lieen taken into con- 
sideration various international and regional patent 
agreements anvmg Governments, including among the 
latter the African and Malagasy Accord on Industrial 
Profwrty and the European Common Patent Draft 
Convention, which have a bearing on the functioning 
of national patent systems. 

General Assembly resolution 1713 (XVI) also re- 
quested that the Secretary-General's report should take 
"into consideration any |>crtinent discussions which 
might take place in the United Nations Conference on 
the Application of Science and Technology for the 
Benefit of the Less-Developed Areas". Since the agenda 
for the Conference did not contain a specific item on 
the subject of patents, the Conference's papers and 
discussions did not provide any treatment of the subject. 
Consequently, no reference is made in this report to 
the discussions of the Conference. It mav, however, 
be desirable to communicate the Report to the Advisory 
Committee on the Application of Science and Tech- 
nology to Development, set up by the Economic and 
Social Council under resolution 980 A (XXXVI)« of 
1 August 1963 following the Conference, so that it 
may take this analysis into account in its over-all study 
of the transfer of technology to developing countries. 

The present report was prepared by the Fiscal and 
Financial Branch of the Department of Economic and 
Social Affairs. 

• Brazil.  Ceylon,  France,   Israel,   Japan,  Morocco,   Mexico, 
Switzerland, United Kingdom, Yugoslavia. 

T Canada—Royal   Commission   on   Patents,   Copyright   and 
Industrial  Designs, Report on Patents of Invention, Ottawa, 

India—Report on the Revision of the Patents Law, by Shri 
Justice H. Rajagopala Ayyangar, September 1959. 

United Kingdom— Interim and Final Reports on the Patenti 
and Designs Acts, London, April 1946, and September 1947. 

» Oficial Records .->/ the Economie mid Socißl Cmmeü, Thirty, 
sixth Session, document E/3816. 



SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

A. NATIOKAL PATENT SYSTEMS 

The chief purpose of the economic and legal analysts 
undertaken in this study has been to consider, from 
the viewpoint of the economically under-developed 
countries, whether on balance the patent system can play 
a useful role in encouraging the transfer of technology 
to developing countries and contribute to their economic 
development ; and whether this system is a proper ve- 
hicle for accommodating the respective interrelated in- 
terests involved, i.e., the interest of the inventor in 
his creation ; the social interest of encouraging invention ; 
the consumer interest in enjoying the fruits of the in- 
vention upon fair and reasonable conditions, and the 
national interest in accelerating and promoting the eco- 
nomic development of the country. 

The grant of the patent privilege has been based on 
two primary legal and social justifications. The first 
is that patents are private property, i.e., the inveitor 
has the exclusive right in his invention and the patent 
grant recognizes this right. The other is that they are 
exclusive privileges for a limited term of years granted 
by the Government in the public interest to encourage 
research and invention, to induce inventors to disclose 
their discoveries instead of keeping them as trade 
secrets, and to promote economic development by pro- 
viding an incentive for the investment of capital in new 
lines of production. It is on this latter rationale that 
modern patent systems chiefly rely. 

In order to qualify for a patent grant, the product 
or process must conform to certain legislative criteria 
of industrial utility, novelty and/or inventiveness. Such 
statutory criteria of patentability are subject to inter- 
pretation and application by national Patent Offices 
and national courts. The thoroughness with which a 
Patent Office in practice reviews the patent applications 
filed with it to determine whether the invention claimed 
or disclosed therein is patentable depends not only on 
the controlling legislative provisions, but also on the 
extenf to which the office is adequately staffed to carry 
out its review functions. Patent Offices of developing 
countries are likely to have more limited staffs and 
undertake a more limited review of patent applications 
than those of some of the more industrialized countries. 

Developing countries in fact can rarely affo'd the 
resources of skilled manpower and the costs of a com- 
prehensive Patent Office review procedure such as 
exists in some industrial countries. For this reason, 
some of them have been considering the possible har- 
monization and unification of their national patent 
systems and, more particularly, the establishment of a 
joint Patent Office that would have the resources of 
trained personnel and finance that are necessary for 
successful patent administration but are not within the 
capacity of the individual under-developed countries. 
The first regional P-itent Office and uniform patent law 
of this kind created so far is the African and Malagasy 
Industrial  Property Office established pursuant to an 

Accord among twelve member countries of the Afri- 
can and Malagasy Union. 

In addition to affiliating with a regional Patent Office 
and pooling their joint research efforts therein, the 
under-developed countries may consider two alterna- 
tive methods oí meeting the problem posed above. They 
may dispense with strict standards in the review of 
patent applications and, following the practice of a 
number of countries, issue patents of importation, con- 
firmation or revalidation, i.e., patents issued on in- 
ventions already patented in another country which are 
based upon the first corresponding foreign patent issued. 
Or, they may call on the services of an organization 
such as the International Patent Institute of the Hague 
which examines patent applications submitted by na- 
tional patent administrations and gives opinions thereon 
to private persons. 

B.   lKTt*NATIO»AL PATENT RELATIONS 

Both in the under-developed countries and in most 
industrialized countries, but to a larger extent in the 
former than in the latter, the statistics indicate that, 
generally speaking, the percentage of patents granted 
to foreigners is much larger than that granted to na- 
tionals. It is therefore significant that the patent laws 
of most countries make no distinction between domestic 
and foreign applicants and follow th*' principle of 
national treatment, i.e., nationals of a loreign country 
or others who arc domiciled or have an effective in- 
dustrial or commercial establishment therein are guar- 
anteed equality of treatment with the nationals of the 
country granting the patent. In a few countries, this 
principle is qualified by the notion that the foreign 
country should give reciprocal treatment to the nationals 
of the home country. 

Of the international treaties and conventions re- 
lating to the protection of foreign inventors, the most 
important is the Convention of the Paris Union for 
the Protection of Industrial Property, first established 
in May 1883 and currently adhered to by sixty-four 
industrialized and under-developed countries. The most 
important principles underlying the Paris Union are 
the principle of national treatment, descrif)ed in the 
preceding paragraph, and the right of priority, whereby 
a national of a member country who lias filed a patent 
application in a member country of the Paris Union 
has a twelve-month priority over any other person 
for filing an application for the same invention in all 
other member countries of the Union. 

C. GOVERNMENT REGULATION OF PATENT USES 

There is an extensive range of national legislation 
directed against practices that are considered alnise* 
of the national patent system—chiefly the non-use of 
patents, restrictive business practices, excessive royalties. 
This  legislation,   on  the  vhole,  applies  to  both   the 



foreign and the domestic owners of the abuser! patents, 
although tlu- legislation dealing with the non-exploitation 
of patent- vva- hi-tur rally directed priinarilv toward 
foreign national-., while exchange controls with re-pect 
to tlie limitation of royalties relate exclusively to foreign 
patentei -. 

l'rov ì-it»ri for the revocation or conif'nhe>Tx ¡¡censitili 
of patents which have ii"t been Commercially exploited 
in the o.i.iiitry vvithin a prescribed time after the patent 
has been granted is made in the patent laws h<>th of 
indii-t'ial and luv 'er developed countries. \s a lit-t«»ri- 
ral matter. this legislation was adopted localise of 
concrn o\a r the tact tlirit the foreign owners of in- 
ventions could, bv refusing to exploit the {intents 
COM- aia -n.di invention*, preven; the development of 
national industries which might give emplovment to 
national- and utilize available national resources. An- 
other íü'i'or'ant factor was t'> fear that foreign pafen- 
t e- C'iti'd. 1-v ••xchiditi' other producer- of the patented 
article- from the market, be in a position to monopolize 
the imi port of -neh article- into the country and thereby 
exact holier price- front domestic consumers. 

There are -til! in existence, tnainlv in the case of 
-oine under developed countries, statutes which provide 
for re\.pc--tio!i uf a patent where it has not 1>een ex- 
pheo-d within, it-irdlv. two years of its issuance, or 
where it- n-e has 1« en dt-continued for more than two 
veai-i. \b,re latent laws, however, have favoured the 
less -trinken! n-medc of compulsory licensing of patents 
under which anyone ready to work an unused patent 
mav compel the patentee to issue him a licence. This 
trend ha- been ; ided bv the Convention (,f the Paris 
I 'n;o:i under which patent revocation is permissible only 
if the gran'ing of compulsory licence- does not suffice 
to ii'e\e'ii a hits«-- re-nltin^ fri m the exercise of patent 
rieht-. In tin- ca-i- of the developing countries, there 
may be administrative advantages in a third method 

" automatic 1 ap-e of patent- in the case of non-working 
ht ind a c'-rtaiu period, since this method 'unlike re- 
voc'tioij ip'- compulsory bcen-ing I would not require 
government or pi ivate initiative to he implemented. P>v 
the automatic lap-e of the patent, the public Itecomes 
]i,,;.ses-i .J ,pf the invention without any preliminary 
administrative or judicial action; but, on the other 
Itatiil, this ma\ impair intlucetnent subsequently io work 
the invention which may be providei! bv the existence 
of the patent. 

Manv countries have an administrative requirement 
that all patentees pay annual or periodic fees, which 
usually increase with the age of the patent. The si/e 
of ¡heae payments is considered to he an important 
factor in bringing about the abandonment of utr.i-ed 
patent- 

In   the  ca-e  of  invention- of  special  intere-t  to the 
I'll''1!' v\ el tare or -eCuritV. ]i-ov isiii;i< have Peen made 
ill iranv law« to throw their use ooen to others than 
the iuvt in. .••.   hh'-. ¡n in.uiv e >;tu»'ics   no patents n;:iv 
'e    '--ue !    ST    i'IV • Utiotls   i'l   CiTtl'l!    fields    i ••-• ec'.-dly 
f." 'd    n>l fa dichte t,   In othi r CA-^I 
¡s-e< d,    <>•-< ' i-.i ,n   is   made   '"   •' 

Id l   I 
I'i'UMii-"! or to ,<,\ .,t'('>- interesteil tiirtv; or ( .'* i the 
ex; ta.pnaMe»! , ,>' the patented invention !,v the (îoyern- 
nie'it. In both ca-e-, títere arise issues relating to the 
compensation   of  the  patentee  and  the  administrative 

w'iere oaten1 re 
i-i '11    is   made    in   the    • u''lic    inie'e-t    ft ir : 

•ouii'u'-'rv   I'Cetl-in^  of the  p-'tellt  to the  lîoy- 

or judicial mechanics  and  authority  for determining 
such compensation. 

National (*>!icies differ as to the circumstances under 
which Governments, or persons other than the patente* 
or his voluntary licensee, may use patented inventions. 
There also exist national differences as to the nature 
of the public intere-t which justifies the compulsory 
licensing or expropriation of patented inventions, and 
as to the procedures employed in connexion therewith. 
The public interest deemed to justify the exclusion from 
patentability, cmpulsorv licensing, or expropriation 
of patents, may relate to such diverse matters as the 
national defence, public health, improvements in the 
international balance of tracte, development of special 
resource- available in the country or general industrial 
development. 

•Many countries, mainly those which have reached a 
certain level of industrialization, have taken legislative, 
administrative or judicial action against restrictive busi- 
ness practices that may occur in connexion with patent 
licence and transfer agreements. Such agreements may 
include clauses probi!»iting the licensee from exporting 
or selling in desi»,, ted areas; requiring him tn use only 
materials, equipment, personnel supplie»! by the patentee 
("tie-in" clauses); fixing the resale prices of whole- 
salers and retailers and. in some case-, of the manu- 
facturing licensee himself; limiting hi> output; and com- 
pelling him to pay royalties for unused patents 
("compulsory package" licences' For some cttses (e.g., 
tie-in clauses», legislation of this tyjie is part of the 
national patent law, but more usually it constitutes 
part of the general anti-trust legislation of the country. 
Since business restrictions of this kind are considered 
against public policy, it is immaterial whether they 
appear in patent or in general business agreements, 

»id since, moreover, the effective enforcement of policies 
against restrictive business practices requires a larger 
nutnlier of trained specialists with adequate investiga- 
tive powers and appropriate legal sanctions, legislation 
of a general nature would appear to 1« a more efficient 
nuthod of coping with this problem than legislation 
that is part of the patent law and adds to the duties 
of a patent office. 

National Governments have sought to cope with the 
problem of restrictive business practices in international 
patent licence agreements by taking legal .action against 
abuses- at home or abroad—of patents issued by them. 
or by adhering to treaties dealing with restrictive busi- 
ness practices in international trade. There are at pres- 
ent two multilateral treaties in effect which establish 
supranational programmes for the prevention and con- 
trol of restrictive business practices. These are the Paris 
Treatyjif lf>51 establishing the European Coal and 
Steel Community, and the Rome Treaty of 1(I57 estab- 
lishing the European Economic Community, Nitli con- 
cluded bv lielgium. the Federal Republic of Germany, 
France. Italy. Luxembourg and the Netherlands. 

In many countries, the terms and conditions of patent 
assignment or licence agreements with foreign patentees 
an generally -ubject to governmental review, chiefly 
from the point of view of their probable effect on 
dornest.,- private and pubhc interests. One area of 
potential abuse by a forei.ru patentee is the charging 
of an .'i-.'V.f.fiTv/v h'hih rmalty or i.e. For this reason, 
government review of the terms of agreements 1-etween 



foreign patentees and domestic licensees or assignees 
is exercised chiefly with a view to the reasonableness 
of royalties and the transfer abroad of royalty pay- 
ments. (See the following section, for a discussion of 
the economic aspects of this issue.) 

D.    ErONOMIC   FFFECTS  OF  PATENTS 

In the development of under-developed countries, the 
transfer of technology is only one of several essential 
elements taking its place alongside such other factors 
as financing, trade and the development of human and 
natural resources, as well as the development of a 
country's indigenous technological resources. Within 
the purview of this factor of the transfer of technology 
itself, moreover, the rote of patents is limited by the 
fact that patented knowledge is only a part of the total 
technological knowledge which should and does flow 
to under-developed countries. This is so partly because 
much of the technology required by these countries is 
not at that latest stage of technological advance which 
is covered by patents. Partly, it is because the under- 
developed countries lack so much in general know-how 
and management experience, that the knowledge covered 
by patents alone is usually not sufficient for the intro- 
duction of new products and processes. 

On the other hand, the significance of patents for, 
and their impact on, under-developed countries may 
transcend the field of transfer of technology. The 
patent system will affect under-developed countries also 
via the import of commodities which are patented pro- 
ducts or incorporate patented processes in their pro- 
duction. Finally, the patent system has a relation, not 
only to the transfer of technology but also to its 
creation, to the extent to which patents issued to 
national and resident inventors may promote the de- 
velopment of an indigenous technology. 

As regards foreign patentees, the situation where 
the national enterprise tn the under-developed country 
will lie able to produce the product or work the process 
covered by the patent without any technical, managerial 
or financial co-operation from the foreign patentee, or 
from other foreign sources, is quite exceptional espe- 
cially in the least developed countries. This is par- 
ticularly so in view of the fact that commonly the 
operation and application of new inventions is not 
feasible without the benefit of the relevant unpatented 
technological know-how embodied in formulae, pro- 
cesses and blue-prints, trade secrets, etc. 

Probably the most frequent case in practice will be 
the one where the national producer in the under- 
developed country would seek recourse to the technical 
support and other resources of the foreign patentee. 
This may be so either because these are not obtainable 
elsewhere or because the national producer does not 
have the ability to select and combine the different 
technological and financial factors needed, without the 
patentee's help. If the domestic enterprise wants to use 
the foreign patentee's technological and management 
know-how or capital, and cannot obtain these as readilv 
anywhere else, the foreign patentee will look for as- 
surance« of a safe and profitable situation. Patent 
protection in the developing country may or may not 
have a high place among these profitable conditions 
or guarantees which he expects. In any case, the fart 
is that patent protection is actually asked for and ex- 

acted in a large tuimher of situations, and quite apart 
from it* actual economic significance if muy l«r of 
psychological importance for the foreign p.itentee- 
investor. 

However, the term* arn! conditions of licensing agree- 
ments are legitimately a subject for the concern and 
control by the (iovrrnments of undcr-dcvcloju-d coun- 
tries. Of particular concern to them are undue financial 
sacrifices exacted from the national licensee resulting 
in balance of payments lninlens. and other uudulv re- 
strictive features of licensing agreements which diminish 
the benefits of introducing the patented innovation in 
the under-develoj>ed country. 

There are difficulties in determining what is an ex- 
cessive balance of payments burden, and the necessary 
information cannot l>e obtained from the available 
statistics. Moreover, the actual burden which royalty 
payments to foreigners impose on a country cannot be 
measured in balance of payments terms alone, but must 
also be evaluated in terms of the contribution that the 
technology in question makes to the development of a 
particular industry within the country and the long-run 
contribution that it makes to decreasing the country's 
dependence on foreign imports and increasing its ex- 
ports of the product in question. 

Undue financial sacrifices may appear not only in 
the form of excessive royalties, hut also in excessive 
prices paid for materials or components or for the 
services of technicians obtained from the patentee, or 
an undue share of profits or an undue amount of equitv 
transferred to the patentee in return for the use of 
his patent or for his technical services, unduly high 
management fees. etc. It will be seen that the financial 
terms of these agreements are highly complex and 
their effective control calls for considerable admini- 
strative resources and flexibility. 

The handicaps and possible abuses from which under- 
developed counties may thus suffer in connexion with 
fmtent licensing are basically due to the monopoly of 
technical knowledge, management knowledge, capital re- 
sources and marketing access enjoyed by the firms and 
economies of the more advanced countries, rather than 
to the existence of patents as such. The basic problem 
to tackle for the international community is the one- 
sided relationship under which the possession of know- 
how and capital resources are so unequally distributed. 
The balance of payments burdens resulting from this 
one-sided relationship are heavy and take many dif- 
ferent forms. They have never been fully appreciated, 
or even properly measured, as compared with the 
burdens of adverse terms of visible commodity trade of 
under-developed countries. 

Although the tntrden of the patent system is most 
readily apparent in the form of the heavy payments 
which are made for licensing fees and royalties or 
profit transfers to foreign patentees, yet frequently a 
serious burden of the patent system may lie in pre- 
cisely the opfiosite form, namely those patents which 
are not i>eing utilized within an under-developed country 
although they could he used advantageously in its pro- 
ductive economy. This burden is not measured by the 
volume of fees and royalties : since the patents are not 
in fact worked, no fees and royalties are paid. The 
true burden here lies in the absence of the social and 
economic benefits which the working of the patented 
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product or process could have meant to the under- 
developed country and in the inability of the under- 
developed country to utilize its resources in the fullest 
and best possible way, in consequence of the non- 
working of the patent. 

Where, however, the patent could not be economically 
worked in the country, the burden may result from the 
higher prices which may have to be paid for the im- 
portation of the patented products, as a result of the 
monopoly position pained by the inventor through 
the grant of the domestic patent. This, however, will 
lie the case only in so far as the pr'ce of the imported 
product i- not already controlled by the patent or 
market situation in the developed countries from which 
the product could be obtained. Conversely even the 
grant of n domestic patent will not give the inventor a 
monopoly position in the local market in the case of 
interchangeable products which are typically manu- 
factured by competing suppliers, each of whom has his 
own set of patents on processes, components, etc. 

In any case, the effect of higher prices specifically due 
to patent protection is almost impossible to disentangle 
from higher prices due to such factors as exclusive 
know-how, trade secrets, restrictive practices, or the 
dominant market position of the supplier, all of which 
are intrinsically unrelated to the patent system. Since 
patents are thus only one of the factors which may 
bring about higher prices, the question arises whether 
measures directly affecting price levels or general anti- 
trust legislation are not an economically more effective 
and administratively more feasible technique of coping 
with the problem than legislation devoted specifically 
to the patent system. 

The importance of stimulating indigenous innovation 
and pioneering applications of new technology in under- 
developed countries at reasonable cost is undoubted. 
Even though it may lie true and inevitable that the bulk 

the improved technology applied in underdeveloped 
coi. 'tries will lie taken from the stock of technological 
knowledge existing and being created elsewhere in the 
world fand will thus be transferred rather than newly 
created), yet this transferred technology will often have 
to lie specifically adapted and adjusted to special local 
needs and circumstances. The encouragement of na- 
tional and resident inventors and innovators in under- 
developed countries is particularly important because 
of the manifold special risks which attend investment 
in under-developed countries in any case. Tn so far 
as patent grants provide encouragement and protection, 
they may serve in some measure as an offset to the 
many risks that national innovators are running and 
the handicaps they are facing, compared with their 
counterparts in theìndustrially more advanced countries. 

E.  CONCLUSIONS 

The analysis presented in this report covers the 
economic, legal and technical implications of the patent 
system for the economies of under-developed countries. 
The basic position from which the problem has been 
approached was that of the United Nations, i.e., that 
the economic progress of the under-developed countries 
is a matter of concern not only to themselves, but also 
to the world community at large, and that—as stated 
in < leurrai Assemblv resolution 1713 (XYH—"access 
to knowledge and  experience in  the field of  applied 

science and technology is essential to accelerate the 
economic development of under-developed countries and 
:o enlarge the over-all productivity of their economies". 

The issue of patents to nationals and residents is 
one--though not the only—method at the disposal of 
Government- of under-developed countries for encour- 
aging and rewarding invention and technical progress. 
The establishment of patent systems in under-developed 
countries for nationals and residents, moreover, raises 
no specific problems, subject to the possible need for 
technical assistance or pooling arrangements in admini- 
stering such systems, and the general importance of 
conserving the scarce scientific manpower for directly 
productive tasks. In this direction, non-examination 
systems of patent issue may recommend themselves 
especially to under-developed countries. The possibility 
of utilizing international resources for the purpose of 
examination of patent applications from under-developed 
countries al-^o clearly suggests itself. 

The real issues revolve around the position of the 
foreign [«tentée—and it is with these that resolution 
1713 (XVI) on the role of patents in the transfer of 
technology to under-developed countries is concerned. 
Where a patent granted to a foreign national is not 
worked in the under-developed country, there may 
result artificially high prices of the patented article 
when imported into the under-developed country, but 
such high prices may be the result of other factors 
than the exclusionary monopoly given the patentee. 
The patent system may thus be an element in the 
over-all picture of adverse terms of trade for under- 
developed countries, but its impact is not separably 
measurable. In this context, it has nothing to do with 
the balance of payments burden of royalties since no 
royalties are paid where the patented product is not 
locally produced. The situation may be eased from the 
point of view of under-developed countries if the more 
developed countries operate—as some often do—the pat- 
ent system in a context of general (especially antitrust) 
legislation which serves to reduce or counteract pos- 
sible misuses of the system for restrictive or price- 
raising purposes, not only at home but also on operations 
abroad. The under-developed countries are also in a 
position to adopt, and many have in fact adopted, 
measures to control unreasonable prices and other abuses 
of the patent system. 

Where the patented product or process should be 
advantageously introduced into the economy of under- 
developed countries, a number of issues arise. The 
case where this can be done without the technical co- 
operation or other resources of the foreign patentee 
or any other source outside the under-developed country 
is in practice exceptional ; where such a case exists, 
provisions for compulsory working or licensing will 
deal with the situation if fairly and effectively admini- 
stered. This will also be the case where the patent can 
he worked with such additional foreign know-how 
and resources as can he acquired from third parties 
or m the open market. The best course of action by 
the under-developed country will depend on whether 
it prefers the patentee to come and work his invention 
himself (possibly in a joint venture with local enter- 
prise i— provided he is willing to do so on acceptable 
conditions-°r whether it pv.fcrs the invention to be 
worked wholly by nationals. There may he sound 
economic reasons for either preference in given cases. 



In spheres of production vital to the national interest 
and the development of special resources, or to public 
health, limitations on patentability, or provision for 
limiting the scope of the patent grant by special 
working or compulsory licensing in the public interest 
•re natural, as is evidenced by the inclusion of such 
limitations in the legislation of many countries. 

Where the technical services, management experience 
and perhaps capital resources as well as other con- 
nexions of the foreign patentee himself are essential for 
the introduction of the patented ptocess in the under- 
developed country, and cannot be procured elsewhere, 
hi» minimum terms and conditions will have to be met 
in one form or other if it is decided to bring the inno- 
vation to the under-developed country. In so far as this 
can be described as a one-sided relationship and may 
express itself in undue balance of payments burdens on 
the under-developed country (or else in undue delays in 
introducing the new technology), such results are not 
attributable to the patent system as such, nor is the 
resulting burden properly measured by the patent 
royalties. 

The Governments of the developing countries have a 
legitimate interest in preventing excessive exploitation 
«their one-sided technological and financial depend- 
ence. One such possible method is the screening and 
control of licence agreements, and avoidance of unduly 
restrictive features. The world community and the 
Governments of more developed countries can assist 
by inducing patentees not to be unduly restrictive in 
the conditions and terms on whkh they are willing to 
spread technology into under-developed countries; a 
variety of policy measures ranging from domestic com- 
pensation of patentees, provision of international funds 

for this purpose, equivalent investment guarantees and 
legislation against restrictive practices applying to busi- 
ness operations abroad could be used for this purpose. 

In its final paragraph, resolution 1713 (XVI) raises 
the question of the "advisability of holding an inter- 
national conference in order to examine the problems 
regarding the granting, protection and use of patents". 
No views on this question have been expressed by any 
Governments in their replies to the Secretary-General's 
inquiry. In fact, as pointed out in the report, the prob- 
lems arising in connexion with the transfer of tech- 
nology to developing countries go much beyond the 
ojieratif i of national patent systems or the conduct of 
international patent relations, so that a Conference 
such as that contemplated in the resolution could only 
deal with part of the issues. More could be done 
through the combination of appropriate legislative and 
administrative measures at the national level with action 
to curb restrictive business practices in international 
licensing agreements, and the provision of technical 
and financial assistance to developing countries along 
the lines discussed in the report. In the final analysis, 
the question of patents can be best seen in the broader 
context of facilitating the transfer of technology, pat- 
ented and unpatented, to the developing countries, and 
enhancing the ability of the latter to adapt and use 
such foreign technology in the implementation of their 
development programmes. This may be considered as 
falling within the scope of inquiry of the Advisory 
Committee on the Application of Science and Tech- 
nology to Development, established by Economic and 
Social Council resolution 980 A (XXXVI), to whose 
attention the analysis presented in this report may 
usefully be drawn. 





Part One 

MAJOR CHARACTERISTICS OF PATENT SYSTEMS 

Chapter I 

NATIONAL PATENT LEGISLATION 

1« Tb* iwlilittl It—fa of the notent ******** •     M WWW jnnsVWP^ÜVMi MUM WS   HW   VwWHi* B"VHH* 

1. For tî« purposes of this report, a patent may be 
defined as a statutory privilege granted by the Gov- 
ernment to inventors, and to other persons deriving 
their rights from the inventor, for a fixed period of 
years, to exclude other persons from manufacturing, 
using or selling a patented product or from utilizing a 
patented method or process. At the expiration of the 
tin« for whkh the privilege is granted, the patented in- 
vention is available to the general public or, as it is 
sometimes put, falls into the public domain. 

2. The grant of patents has been justified on the 
basts of two concepts : 

(a) The concept of patents as confirming the private 
property of the inventor in his invention ; 

(b) The concept of the patent as a special grant of 
monopoly to encourage invention and industrial de- 
velopment. 
These two concepts will be briefly discussed in the light 
of the history of patents. 

A. THE LATENT AS PWVATK PìOPEETY 

3. The private property theory of patents is based 
on the concept that the inventor has thé exclusive right 
te his invention and that the patent grant does no more 
than recognize this right. In other words, the patent 
does not create a new legal right, but rather gives 
legal enforcement to an existing right inherent in the 
invention. This theory has support in the wording of 
certain patent legislation and abo, for instance, in the 
discussions of the Patent Law in the French National 
Assembly that took place towards the end of the 
eighteenth century. The preamble to the French Patent 
Law of 1791 expressed the private property theory as 
follows: 

"Every novel idea whose realisation or develop- 
ment can become useful to society belongs primarily 
to him who conceived it, and it would be a violation 
of the rights of man in their very essence if an 
industrial invention were not regarded as the prop- 
erty of its creator." 

4. The view that patents were private property un- 
derlay tue ; atent legislation of most European countries 
towards the end of the nineteenth century, and also 
received strong support from the United States. It was 
endorsed by the international conference held in Paris 
in 1878 in connexion with the discussions that resulted 
in the conclusion of the Paris Convention for the Pro- 
tection of Industrial Property, which adopted the fol- 
lowing formulation : 

"The right of inventors and of industrial creators 
in their own work, or the right of manufacturers 
and businessmen over their trademarks, is a prop- 
erty right. The law enacted by each nation does not 
create these rights, but only regulates them." 

B. THE PATENT AS AN INCENTIVE TO INVENT, 
DISCLOSE AND INVEST 

5. Patent legislation has never been based solely on 
the concept of the patent as »he confirmation of an in- 
herent, rather than the creation of a statutory, property 
right. Such a concept would have left no room for such 
restrictions on the patent grant as its fixed duration, 
its exclusion for inventions in certain fields (see section 
3B below) and the forfeiture or compulsory licensing 
of patents for failure to work them. For this reason, 
even the French Patent law of 1791 provided that pat- 
ents should be forfeited in the event that patented 
products were imported into France, and it involved a 
long passage of years bebre France finally replaced 
the sanction of forfeiture with that of compulsory licens- 
ing. As will be seen in a later chapter," many other 
countries have placed similar qualifications on the 
patent owner's exclusive privilege, by comjielling unused 
patents to be worked or licensed in the public interest. 
There must therefore be recognized the second main 
element in the concept of the intent grant—that it is an 
exclusive privilege granted by the Government in the 
public interest to encourage invention and to promote 
the economic development of the country. 

• Non-use of patented inventions: compulsory working and 
compulsory licensing provisions (chapter 111 (Ij). 
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6. Historically, there have Ver. two methods of 
accomplishing this public interest objective: the older 
form of special monopoly granted to a named individual 
by the sovereign of the country, and the general type 
of statutory grant provided for in modern patent legis- 
lation. The exclusive privilege granted by the sovereign 
to private individuals to sell a product or to use a new 
process has been known for centuries both on the 
continent and in England. Thus, the function of the 
patent monopoly as an incentive to invent was stressed 
in a preamble to the patent law of 1474 of the Republic 
of Venice, which stated that the protection was designed 
to serve as an incentive to others, in England, the in- 
ventor's right was not recognized by the common law, 
but was based on a royal prerogative to grant monopoly 
privileges. These, however, were originally granted by 
the Sovereign in England for the purpose of raising 
revenue and hence involved for the most part every-day 
necessities, devoid of novelty or invention. 

7. To avoid this abuse of royal prerogative, the 
British legislature enacted the Statute of Monopolies in 
1623. According to a 1944 United Kinadom Committee 
report : "The Statute had as its object the suppression 
of monopolies and it declared monojjolies, grants, and 
letters patent for the sole buying, selling, or using of 
anything within the realm to be contrary to law, but 
section 6 excluded patents for invention from that 
general proscription in the following terms : 

" 'Provided also that any declaration before men- 
tioned shall not extend to any letters patent and 
grants of privilege for the term of fourteen years or 
under, hereafter to be made, of the sole working or 
making of any manner of new manufactures within 
this realm to the true and first inventor and inventors 
of such manufactures, which others at the time of 
making such letters patent and grants shall not use, 
so as also they be not contrary to the law, nor 
mischievous to the State, by raising prices of com- 
modities at home, or hurt of trade, or generally 
inconvenient ; the said fourteen years to be accounted 
from the date of the first letters patent or grants of 
such privilege hereafter to be made, but that the 
same shall be of such force as they should be if this 
Act had never been made, and none other'."10 

8. This was the first genera! law of a modern State 
to lay down the principle that patents were to be made 
available on a uniform basis to inventors for the pur- 
poses of encouraging inventions, manufacture and the 
introduction of foreign technology. The scope of the 
statute was subsequently broadened when court deci- 
sions construed the words "first and true inventor" to 
include the first one to introduce a new art from 
abroad, thus extending protection to imported tech- 
nologies as well as to absolutely new inventions. 

9. The public interest theory upon which the patent 
system is based was described as follows in the above- 
mentioned United Kingdom Report : 

". . . the opportunity of acquiring exclusive rights 
in an invention stimulates technical progress, mainly 

10 United Kingdom Second Interim Report, op. cit., para. 8. 

in four ways: first, that it encourages research and 
invention; second, that it induces an inventor to dis- 
close his discoveries, instead of keeping them as a 
trade secret; third, that it offers a reward for the 
expense of developing inventions to the stage at 
which they are commercially practicable ; and fourth, 
that it provides an inducement to invest capital in 
new lines of production which might not appear 
profitable if many competing producers embarked 
on them simultaneously. The history of industrial 
development seems on the whole to' have justified 
this theory."11 

10. The idea of patents as a grant of special privi- 
lege intended to reward inventors for advancing the 
public interest was incorporated in the United States 
Constitution of 1789. Article I, section 8, clause (8) of 
that document empowers Congress "to promote the 
progress of science and useful arts by securing for a 
limi'ed time to authors and inventors the exclusive 
right to their respective writings and discoveries". 

11. Special legislation protecting inventions was also 
introduced in Brazil in the beginning of the nineteenth 
century. The Brazilian Patent Law of 15 July 1809, 
the fourth modern patent law in point of time (following 
the English, United States and French statutes), laid 
down the following policy : 

"It being highly convenient that inventors of any 
new machinery should have an exclusive privilege 
for a certain time, I hereby order that no matter 
who should be in such a position to submit the plans 
of his invention to the Royal Board of Trade which 
verifying that such invention is really worthy, should 
be given the exclusive right for the period of four- 
teen years after which the invention should be pub- 
lished so that all the nation might have the right 
to share the benefits of such invention." 

The Brazilian Federal Constitution of 1946, in para- 
graph 17 of article 141, also provided that: ". . . inven- 
tions belong to their authors to whom the law will 
assure a temporary privilege or, if their use is con- 
venient to the public, will grant an adequate prize". 

12. A 1959 official Indian Report on the Revision 
of latent Laws, emphasizing the role that patents play 
in the economy of the country, cites the following words 
from an established text :12 

"Patent systems are not created in the interest of 
Hie inventor but in the interest of national economy. 
The nues and regulations of the patent systems are 
not governed by civil or common law, but by political 
economy." 

13. The International Chamber of Commerce has 
taken the following position in a 1959 report submitted 
by its Commission on International Protection of Indus- 
trial Property : 

"It is understandable that the Governments of the 
countries ... and the public of each country, whose 

11 Ibid., para. 9. 
MVhft. KTr' °?   c['" Fra*r*Ph* 20, 21, citing P. J. 
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aspirations and needs each of these Government's 
voices, seek and press for the kind of law and inter- 
national arrangement which they consider best for 
their own national economy and interests."13 

14. In conclusion, it may be stated that the creation 
and delimitation of the inventor's right is essentially a 
process in which account is taken of, and an attempt is 
made to reconcile and satisfy, the whole scheme of 
public and private interests pressing for recognition, i.e., 
the interest of the inventor in his creation; the social 
interest of encouraging invention ; the interest of the 
buying public to enjoy the fruit of the invention upon 
fair and reasonable conditions ; and the interest of 
national government to accelerate and promote the 
economic development of the country. 

2.  Patent» and other type« of governmental 
grant* to inventora 

A. PATENTS 

15. Patents are the principal method whereby most 
countries reward inventors. As explained in the previ- 
ous section, the patent is an exclusive privilege, granted 
to a person for a fixed term of years, to manufacture, 
use and sell a product or to employ a method or 
process. In order to qualify for a patent grant, the 
product or process must conform to certain legislative 
definitions of what is patentable, which contain in 
general various features of capability of industrial appli- 
cation, novelty and/or inventiveness.14 

B. CERTIFICATES OF AUTHORSHIP 

16. Another method used by Governments for re- 
warding inventors is that of issuing Certificates of 
Authorship. This method is employed by a number of 
countries in Eastern Europe, namely, Bulgaria, Czecho- 
slovakia, Poland, Romania and the Soviet Union. These 
countries also have patent systems. 

17. The salient features of Certificates of Author- 
ship, as exemplified in the USSR legislation, are as fol- 
lows: the effect of a Certificate of Authorship is to 
certify the authorship by the inventor of his invention 
and to establish the exclusive right of the State to use 
the invention. Any State, public or co-operative organi- 
zation has the right to use the invention thus certified 
without special permission; however, the Government 
bureau in charge of inventions must be informed of 
such use. The remuneration given the holder of a Cer- 
tificate of Authorship is determined by the savings 
realized in the economy through the utilization of his 
invention. Foreigners as well as nationals may receive 
Certificates of Authorship. 

18. The principal difference between a Certificate of 
Authorship and a patent is that the former, unlike 
the latter, does not give the inventor any exclusive right 
to utilize the invention himself or to license others to 
use it. The certificate thus is rather in the nature of a 

monetary reward rather than a legal ri^lit or privilege 
assemble against third persons. Fur tins re,,son no 
registration or annual tees arc required tor CertituMtes 
of Authorship. 

C. UTILITY MOHFI.S 

19. A statutory system for granting rights in utility 
models has been developed, among other countries, 
m Germany and Japan. Utility model rights are similar 
to the rights attaching to patents for invention, but are 
granted for lesser innovations involving a smaller tech- 
nical advance than required for a patentable invention 
and for a shorter term. 

20. In Germany, the system of Gebrauchsmuster 
(utility or working models') was introduced in 1891. and 
it afforded protection to small inventions of instruments 
or objects of practical use. In Japan, the system of 
utility model rights was first introduced bv tlïe Utility 
Model Law of 1905, which followed the pattern of tl»e 
German system of Gebrauchsmuster. At that time it 
was considered beneficial to the country's economy 
to establish a system for protecting technical improve- 
ments of a minor nature in the same way as inventions. 
The situation changed after the First World \V: r, when 
the Japanese industry reached a more highly developed 
standard of production. Nevertheless, the utility model 
system is still considered useful for domestic industries 
oí a smaller scale, which are quite wide-spread in Japan. 
The present system for the protection of utility models 
in Japan18 differs substantially from the German sys- 
tem. Unlike the German Gebrauchsmuster system, 
utility model applications (like patent applications) are 
currently examined as to novelty and inventiveness.1* 

D. SPECIAL KINDS OF PATENTS 

21. Among other types of patents granted by some 
countries (which are referred to in the Synoptic tabic 
(annex D) ), may be listed : 

Patents of confirmation or revalidation, largely recog- 
nized in Latin America," are issued for inventions 
already patented in another country and are based upon 
the first corresponding foreign patent issued. The pur- 
pose of a confirmation or revalidation patent is to |>ermit 
the invention to be protected, notwithstanding the prior 
publication of the invention resulting from patenting 
in other countries. The object in granting this type of 
patent is to promote the introduction and domestic 
exploitation of foreign inventions. 

Patents of importations have essentially the same 
characteristics as patents of confirmation or revalidation. 
Their main use has been in Belgium and .Spain. 

Patents of addition cover improvements on already 
patented inventions. These patents can l>e obtained 
either by the owner of the main patent or by other 
persons. 

« The Revision of the Paris Union Convention, I.C.C. Paris 
(1959), p. 19. 

14 For the language of such legislative definitions, see column 
2 of the Synoptic table of major provisions of patent legislation 
in selected countries (annex D). As for the way these provi- 
sions are interpreted or administered, see section 3 below. 

18 Introduced by the Law No. 123, of 13 April 1059. 
1§For further details on the subject matter of utility models 

patents and their duration, see columns 2 and 4 of the Synoptic 
table (annex D). 
" They are granted, for instance, in Argentina, Chile, Colom- 

bia, Venezuela—see Synoptic table (annex D). 
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Cavititi l or "fri-cinttinnal fatcnts" ), which are issued 
for relatively -hurt periods of time, entitle a person, 
wlio is an inventor hut nas still to perfect his applica- 
tion for .t p.ituit. to notice of applications by other per- 
sons for i patent on the same invention and to the 
opportnmU to iii,j»-ct within a stated period to stich 
application |i\  such other persons. 

3.   Cnmiitioitft of patentability 

A.   R in r I Id: MI \ IS or PATKNT ABILITY    -mi|,F. i'K 
AHMINIS1 HA'I IVK   \MI J filici Al- Kl-A IKW 

22. AN mentioned ahove I see paragraph 15), patents 
an generally issued in respect of products, methods or 
processes which possess some legislatively-defined fea- 
ture of noveltv, industrial utility or inventiveness. The 
legislative criteria for patentahiíity are set forth in col- 
umn 2 of the Synoptic table of major provisions of 
patent legislation in selected countries (annex D). 
However, the degree of noveltv or inventiveness that 
<|u:dilies an invention for patent protection depends in 
practice not otilv on the statutory definition, hut also on 
the wav in which the requirements set forth in the 
patent statute are interpreted and applied by the 
Patent ( Miiee and bv the national courts. These require- 
ments, which are necessarily broad and ambiguous, have 
to ne applied to specific industries and may have to be 
related to the state of the technology prior to the inven- 
tion for which the patent is claimed. Accordingly, even 
in the few industrial countries which have extensive ad- 
ministrative machinery for investigating the prior tech- 
iKilogv or state of the industrial art. there will neces- 
sarily exist differences of opinions among exjierts and 
the competent '•tate administrative and judicial organs 
as to whether particular inventions fir discoveries qual- 
ify for patenting. 

2,1. Questions as to the existence or absence of 
novelty and inventiveness of sjiecitic products, methods 
or processes come up for consideration at various stages. 
They may arise during the administrative review of 
an application for a patent ; or as a ground upon which 
such an application may lie opposed; or at a later stage 
in a proceeding for the revocation or cancellation of an 
issued patent; or in suits for patent infringement where 
the validity of the patent is disputed by the person 
charged with the infringement. 

21. With respect to th • first stage -that of review 
of patent applications by the Patent < >mcc—there exists 
a variety of legislative provisions regarding the extent 
to which the Patent Ofi'wv is required to review and 
examine patent applications to see whether they con- 
form to the statutory conditions of patentability. These 
range from those which requite the Patent ( »dice to 
review as to form only (that is, whether the description 
in the patent application covers a patentable product 
or process), to those which prescribe an extensive 
examination as to the novelty, industrial utility, in- 
ventiveness and, in some cases, priority of invention, 
of the product or process for which a patent is desired. 
More detailed information regarding the review pro- 
cedure obtaining in various countries is available in 
column 3 of the Synoptic table contained in annex 1). 

25. The thoroughness with which the Patent Office 
in practice reviews the patent applications filed with 

it depends not only on the language of the controlling 
legislative provision h-it also on the extent to which 
the office is adequately staffed to carry out its review 
functions. l'uavoidablv, the patent offices of most devel- 
oping countries have much more limited staffs and 
undertake a tar more limited review of patent applica- 
tions than those of the industria, countries. Wherever 
the scope of patent review is restricted- be it in 
an industrial or a developing country-the responsibili- 
ties of tli" courts m reviewing patents to see whether 
they conform to the statutory conditions of patentability 
is correspondingly increased. As .already indicated, such 
judicial r. vii w may occur both in proceedings brought 
against the patentee for the cancellation or annulment 
of a patent and in suits by patentees for patent 
infringement. 

lì.   F.XCl.f SIO.NS FROM  PATENTABILITY 

2o. hi addition to excluding from patentability prod- 
ucts and ]niHcsses which do not meet the affirmative 
standards outlined in the preceding paragraphs, national 
patent laws also contain certain specific exclusions from 
patenting. Some of these specific exclusions are logical 
corollaries of the general concept of the patent. Thus, 
the requirement that the patent claim show invention 
excludes from paten* ¡ng purely scientific and mathe- 
matical discoveries oi principles. The requirement that 
the claimed invention must result in a product or a 
process excludes such matters as bookkeeping, financial, 
credit or other business forms and systems. 

11. Some national laws specifically exclude fro*n 
patenting plant or animal varieties or biological 
processes for their production; or inventions relating 
to nuclear energy; or inventions contrary to oublie 
order, morality or the public health and safety. In most 
of the countries replying to the Questionnaire, there are 
restrictions on the patentability of food, pharmaceuti- 
cal, medicinal or chemical products, and the processes 
relating thereto. (See column 2 of annex D.) The 
reasons advanced for the non-patenting of these prod- 
ucts are their importance in daily use and their essen- 
tiality to the health of the community, coupled with 
the fact that, especially in the case of proprietary drugs, 
competition between different patented products serving 
the same function is less readily available than for the 
bulk of industrial patents used in under-developed 
countries (see para. 285 below), However, in most 
cases where the product is not patentable, it is con- 
sick red in the public interest to provide for the patent- 
ing of the process for producing the product. This is 
on the theory that the grant of the patent will promote 
further research and investment in developing alterna- 
tive and more efficient processes.1*1 

28. In connexion with the foregoing, it should be 
noted that the scope of protection afforded by a process 
patent is not the same in all countries. Thus, in some 

'""His provision excluding medicinal and fo;>d products from 
patentability but allowing the crant of patents to processes 
o'liaie.s, in i ne tonn <r atiutlin. • » the f il lowing countries, 
namely, brazil, e ati.i'bi, t'm-li'i-lovakia, Denmark, Federal 
keptililic if iicrtnany. Finland. France, Ireland, japan, Re- 
public of Korea. I.nxenilnnir,. Mexico, Morocco, Norway, 
I'oland, Sweden. Tunisia, and the I'nited Arab Republic. This 
list is not inclusive and with certain variations the same 
provision obtains in most patent systems. 



countries the patent for the process affords protection 
to the patentee not merely against the use of the process 
by others, but also against the sale of the products 
produced by the patented process; in other words, a 
patent to a process for making a new chemical com- 
pound has in many respects an effect similar to that of 
the patent on the compound itself.1" On the other hand, 
in other countries, the patent on the process is not 
enforceable against products produced by the process. 
It is, of course, never enforceable against the same 
product produced by another process. 

29. In many countries, medicinal, food and chemical 
products, as well as processes, are freely patentable.20 

However, in some cases the grant of a patent may be 
refused on the ground that the substance capable of 
being used as a food or medicine is a mere mixture of 
known ingredients.21 In some of these countries, more- 
over, provision is made for the compulsory licensing 
of patents in the interest of the public; the desired 
effect of these provisions (which are dealt with in 
chapter III, section 3) is to limit the monopoly power 

"This provision obtains, for instance, in Switzerland and 
the Federal Republic of Germany. 

aoFor instance: Australia, Belgium, Cuba, El Salvador, 
India, Israel, New Zealand, the United Kingdom and the United 
States. 

alThis provision obtains, for instance, in Australia, Israel, 
New Zealand and the United Kingdom. 

of the patentee and to avoid the limitation of supplie* 
the imposition of high prices and other adverse effects 
on the public interest thought to intiere in the patentee's 
unrestricted control of the patented product or 
process.-- 

30. In one of the countries answering the Otiestion- 
naire—Italy—both products and processes of a phar- 
maceutical nature are ineligible for patenting However, 
the Italian reply indicated that the existing law is being 
amended to extend patentability both to pharmaceutical 
products and the processes for their production. 

22 For a detailed discussion of this matter see: I'nilcd King- 
dom Pinal Report, ..p. cit., paras. V.'-W, and l anadian Report 
op. cit., p. <)3, et .?,(/.. both of which recommended lo replace 
provisions for exclusion from patentability by spemi compul- 
sory licensing provision: in the public interest. This révision 
was also recommended by the Nordic Committee (see pata 187 
below) regarding the law of Denmark, Finland. Norway and 
Sweden. Or. the other hand, the Indian Report (op rit , puras 
46-100) observes. ret¡ardiiiK the patentability of inventions 
relating to chemical products, or products produced by chemical 
processes, that the interests of a country in early stages of 
industrial development would be best served bv confinine pat 
entability to the processes by which the products are obtained. 
and to deny patents to the products per sr or in a <|uali!icd man- 
ner. Regarding food and medical products, the Report recom- 
mends to deny patentability on the grounds of the importance 
of these articles in daily use and their vitality to the health oí 
the community. However, it was not considered in the public 
interest to render the process unpatentable. 

Chapter II 

INTERNATIONAL PATENT RELATIONS 

1. International and regional patent arrangements 

31. In a report on the role of patents in the transfer 
of technology between countries, special interest at- 
taches to the international aspects of patent protection. 
It should be emphasized at the outset that an inter- 
national patent as such does not as yet exist. The first 
international office granting patents valid for several 
countries—that of the African and Malagasy Union- 
has just commenced operation (see paragraphs 50-56 
below). Neither is there at present any means whereby 
a patent granted by a given country can confer any 
protection beyond the borders of that country. What 
has sometimes been referred to as the "international 
patent system" is in fact the practice of international 
patent relations resulting from the existing international 
treaties with respect to patents. While these treaties 
affect the rights of patentees with signatory countries, 
patents granted by any particular country remain terri- 
torially limited to that country. Hence, any person who 
applies for a patent in one country has to make a sepa- 
rate application in each and every country where he 
wishes to protect his invention and has to conform to 
the respective domestic legal requirements of all such 
countries. Thus, the chief purpose of the existing inter- 
national treaties is to eliminate or ease some of the 
difficulties arising from the territoriality of patents. 

32.  The purpose of this survey is to consider, from 
the developing countries' point of view: 

(a) The nature and role of the main provisions of 
the International Convention of Pari« and other inter- 

national treaties relating chiefly to the protection  of 
foreign inventors; 

(b) The plans for regional agreements which try. in 
connexion with the drive for economic integration 
and co-operation, to unify or harmonize the |>atetit laws 
of the signatory countries, and to eliminate the great 
expense, both for applicants and Governments, of hav- 
ing separate national patent offices by the establishment 
of regional patent offices ; 

(c) Provision of services on international or regional 
basis to Governments and individuals relating to re- 
search and examination in connexion with patents. 

A.   INTERNATIONAL AND REGIONAL AGREEMENTS  FOR 
THE PROTECTION OF FOREIGN INVENTORS 

(i) Convention of the Paris Union for the Protection of 
Industrial Property 

33. Any discussion of the international protection of 
patent rights must start with the International Union 
for the Protection of Industrial Property, which was 
established by the Paris Convention in May 1883 ("the 
so-called "Paris Union"). Since its adoption, the Con- 
vention of the Paris Union has been revised and modi- 
fied several times. In addition to several less important 
revision conferences, the four major revisions were 
those of Washington in 1911, The Hague in 1925, 
London in 1934, and Lisbon in 1958. At the present 
time, sixty-four countries, including both industrialized 
and  under-developed countries, adhere to the  Paris 
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Union. The Paris Union Convention is not limited to 
patents, hut extends to all kinds of industrial property, 
including also trademarks, utility models, industrial de- 
signs, trade names, indications of source or appellations 
of'origin, as well as the repression of unfair competition. 

34. The following countries were members of the 
Paris Union as of 1 August 1964: 

Country 

Australia 
Austria 
Belgium 
Brazil 
Bulgaria 
Cameroon     
Canada    
Central African Republic 
Ceylon     
Chad   
Congo (Brazzaville) 

Cuba         
Czechoslovakia 
Denmark     
Dominican Republic  
Finland 
France 
Gabon   
Germany  (Federal Republic), 

Greece     
Haiti     
H»ly See 
Hungary 
Iceland 
Indonesia 
Iran 
i »land     
Israel     
Italy     
Ivory   Coast 
Japan       
Ijtc»     
Libanon      
Liechtenstein     
Luxembourg      
Madagascar 
Mexico      
Monaco 
Morocco 
Nettici lands 
New Zealand  
Niger   
Nigeria . .. . 
Norway 
Poland 
Portugal 
Romania 
San  Marino  
Senegal 
South Africa  
Sixain 

Pat* of 

1007 
1909 
1884 

1884 

1021 
1964 
1023 

1963 

1952 
1963 
1963 
1904 
1919 

1894 
1890 

1921 
1884 
1964 

1903 
1924 

1058 
1060 
l'<09 

1962 
1888 

1959 
1925 
19» 
1884 
1963 
1899 
1963 

1924 
1933 

1922 
1963 

1903 
1956 
1917 

1884 
1891 

1964 

1063 
18S5 
1919 

1884 
1920 
1960 

1063 
1947 
1884 

Dal* of 
Country aere«»» 

Sweden   1885 

Switzerland *8M 

Syrian Arab Republic 1024 

Tanganyika  * "^ 
Trinidad and Tobago 1964 

Tunisia *8" 
Turkey   1925 
United Arab Republic    1951 
United States of America 1887 
United  Kingdom     1884 
Upper  Volta     1963 
Vict-N'am (Republic of) 1884 
Yugoslavia     1921 

35. The Convention establishing the Paris Union 
also created the International Bureau for the Protection 
of Industrial Property, an inter-governmental organiza- 
tion, which functions in Geneva as a part of the United 
International Bureaux for the Protection of Intellectual 
Property (11.1.K.P.T.). The tasks of the Bureau in- 
clude liaison between the patent administrations of the 
Union's member countries, the study of questions relat- 
ing to industrial property, the preparation of conferences 
of revision, and the publication of documents and other 
information in this field. 

36. Without diminishing the importance of the Paris 
Union and its principles, it should be noted that there 
are many countries granting patents which are not 
members of the Paris Union. In certain cases, the prin- 
ciples adopted by the national laws of these countries 
with regard to foreign patent applicants are similar to 
those contained in the Paris Union ; in other cases, they 
differ. Also, there are some countries which make no 
provision for patent protection. (See paras. 105-106 
below. ) 

37. The main provisions of the Paris Convention of 
interest to foreign inventors are the principles of 
national treatment (article 2) and priority of patent 
application (article 4). The Paris Convention also sets 
forth certain minimum standards of ptotection, appli- 
cable to patentees generally but of particular significance 
for foreign patentees. The most important of these con- 
trol the sanctions «vhich may be imposed upon a paten- 
tee for failure to work the invention in the country 
granting the patent (compulsory working and com- 
pulsory licensing provisions). 

38. The national treatment principle requires that 
member States afford the same rights to nationals of 
other member States as they give to their own nationals. 
Non-nationals who are domiciled iu a member country, 
or who have a real and effective industrial or commer- 
cial establishment therein, are assimilated to nationals 
(article 3). 

39. Tt should be noted that the national treatment 
principle does not call for reciprocal treatment. Under 
the principle of national treatment, each country applies 
its own standards to all applicants and patentees, 
whether they arc its nationals or not. Thus the national 
law of each country determines the rights and obliga- 
tions of all applicants and patentees, domestic and for- 
eign, with regard to such matters as patentability, for- 
malities  necessary   to  obtain protection,   duration   of 
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patents, conditions of use, etc. This may result in a 
situation in which the nationals oí a }/ivcn country 
receivr less generous treatment in other countries than 
is afforded foreign patentees in their own country, or 
vice versa. Since each "national treatment" country is 
free to determine, according to its own needs, the sub- 
stantive scope of patent protection, the degree of such 
protection will vary from country to country. 

_ 40. Under the rujht of priority (article 4), a na- 
tional of a member country who has filed a patent 
application in a country that is a member of the Paris 
Union has a twelve-month priority over any other per- 
son for filing an application for the same invention in 
all other member countries of the Union. 

41. This right of priority serves to mitigate the dis- 
advantages, discussed above, of the limited territorial 
effect of national patents. It gives an applicant in any 
one Paris Union country ample time to apply for 
patent protection in other countries, without being 
hindered from doing so by the acts of other persons 
who might in the interval apply for a patent for the 
same invention or by his own acts. In the absence of 
the priority conferred pursuant to the Paris Conven- 
tion, the national law requirement of novelty could no 
longer be satisfied in the case of a subsequent applica- 
tion in a country where the patent law provides that 
earber publication of the invention anyivherc in the 
world is a bar to patentability. Such countries are in 
the majority ; a substantial but lesser number of coun- 
tries bar from patentability only inventions previously 
published within the country. 

42. Another provision specifically bearing on the 
patent rights of foreigners is that of the independence 
of patents (article 4 bis), according to which the can- 
cellation or expiration of a patent in one country of the 
Paris Union does not lead to the cancellation or expira- 
tion of a patent for the same invention in other member 
States. The Paris Union Convention in article 5 also 
prohibits forfeiture of a patent on the ground of impor- 
tation into the country of patented articles produced in 
other countries that are members of the Paris Union. 
This last provision safeguards the rights of patentees 
against national legislation involving the revocation of 
patents where the patented product had been imported 
into the country. 

43. As already indicated, the major substantive limi- 
tation imposed by the Paris Convention on the patent 
systems of member States relates to sanctions for non- 
working or other abuses of the patent grants. Under 
this provision, no such sanctions for non-working or 
insufficient working may be imposed on a patentee 
until the expiration of a period of four years from 
the date of filing of the patent application, or three 
years from the date of the grant of the patent, which- 
ever period last expires. Even then, the Convention 
provides that a patent may not be revoked except in 
cases where the granting of compulsory licences would 
not be sufficient to prevent abuse of the monopoly grant 
by failure to work the invention. In any case, a pro- 
ceeding for the forfeiture or revocation of a patent may 
not be instituted before the expiration of two years 
from the date of the grant of the first compulsory 
licence. Article 5 applies to other abuses of monopoly. 
Compulsory li-enees may be granted, for example, for 
refusal by the patentee to grant licences on reasonable 

terms   or  demanding   unreasonable  conditions,   where 
licensing would be m the public interest.23 

44. Any group of countries may conclude special 
arrangements concerning the protection of industrial 
property, in so far as such arrangements do not con- 
travene the provisions of the Convention (article Js) 
Only countries which are Paris Union members can 
adhere to such arrangements, but adherence is volun- 
tary. Consideration had been given to this article in 
the various regional patent arrangements, such as the 
Afro-Malagasy Accord and other agreements referred 
to below in paragraphs 50 to t>\. 

45. The International lïureau has, since 1%_\ in- 
itiated several activities specially designed to assist devel- 
oping countries on questions concerning patents and 
other forms of industrial property. The International 
Bureau organized in August 1%/an African Seminar 
on Industrial Property, in Brazzaville (Congo), and a 
Committee of Experts to study industrial property prob- 
lems of industrially less developed countries, in Oc toi »er 
1963, in Geneva. In the latter Conference representa- 
tives from the following member and non-memlM-r coun- 
tries participated: Algeria, Brazil, Colombia, Czecho- 
slovakia, Iran, Japan, Sweden, Tanganyika, the United 
States and Venezuela. The Committee recommended 
that developing countries "should establish legislation 
and an administration appropriate to their needs in the 
field of industrial property" ; and that "so far as they are 
not members of the Paris Union, should consider the 
possibility of adhering to that Union taking into account 
the advantages of such an adhesion". The Committee 
also recommended that the International Bureau should 
undertake to prepare a draft of a model law for the 
protection of inventions and technical improvements, 
and should put in hand a programme of technical assist- 
ance for the benefit of member countries of the Paris 
Union. In the summer of 1964, the Bureau in coopera- 
tion with the Colombian Government held a Latin 
American Seminar on Industrial Property in Bogota, 
Colombia. 

(ii) Other agreements regarding the protection of 
foreign inventors 

46. Similar to the Paris Union, there are other 
regional and bilateral agreements establishing the right 
of priority and national treatment, on the basis of recip- 
rocity.24 In this connexion, the inter-American treaties 
and the inter-Commonwealth arrangements are of 
special interest. 

47. There have been several ¡nler-Ahierican Con- 
ventions in the field of industrial property. These con- 
ventions relate not only to ¡intents, but also to otb-r 
forms of industrial property, Mich as trademarks and 
industrial designs. One of the more significant conven- 
tions bearing on patents was signed in Buenos Aires in 
1910. This convention adopts the principles of the Paris 
Union Convention respecting national treatment, rights 
of priority, and independence of patents. It i-> in effect 
among the following States: Bolivia. Brazil, Costa Rira, 
Cuba, Dominican Republic, I'cuador, Guatemala, Haiti, 

2S For a more detailed di-ruision of this aspect of thi 
Unii.ii, see rhapUr III, 1 U'low. 

24 See column 5 of the Synoptic table (annex li). 

Par it 
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Honduras. Nicaragua, Panama, Paraguay. United 
States fif America, and Uruguay.-"' A prior convention, 
the Convention of Montevideo of 1SSf>, is still in force 
as hetwetfi Argentina, Bolivia, l'erti, Paraguay and 
Uruguav. Tlii«. convention assures reciprocal national 
treatment and a right of priority of application of one 
vear. A further convention was signed in Caracas in 
1**11, which is in effect at"ong P.nlivia, Colombia, 
Ecuador, Peru and Venezuela. 

48. Various hilateral priority provisions are in effect 
between certain countries of the Uritish Commonwealth. 
namely, Australia. Canada. Ceylon, India, Ireland, 
Pakistan. New Zealand and the United Kingdom, which 
are generallv known as Inter-Commonwealth Arrange- 
ments. In all these hilateral arrangements, the first 
application generates a twelve-months' priority term in 
the other countries. Thus, in India and Pakistan which 
are not memtiers of the Paris Convention, the IntfT- 
Commonwealth Arrangements provide a way by which 
the priority can 1* obtained. 

B.   INTERNATIONAL AND REGIONAL  AGREEMENTS FOR 
THE UNIFICATION OR HARMONIZATION OF SUBSTAN- 

TIVE PATENT LAWS 

49, While the Paris Union and the other conven- 
tions mentioned earlier did not purport to bring about 
uniformity in national patent legislation, they have 
advanced the idea of harmonizing and co-ordinating 
the functioning of national patent systems. There have 
since l«*en efforts, in connexion with the drive towards 
regional economic integration, to obtain greater uni- 
formity in the granting and administration of patents. 
These efforts have resulted in several plans for the 
granting of a uniform regional patent (discussed be- 
low), of which only the African and Malagasy pro- 
posal has thus far been implemented. In addition, two 
European Conventions dealing with matters of patent 
I..W (discussed Wow) are also in effect. 

(i t The African and Malagasy Industrial Property 
Convention 

50. The trend towards regional economic integra- 
tion and related efforts to unify or harmonize substan- 
tive laws have had a direct impact upon discussions and 
agreements among developing countries, with a view 
to the possilde harmonization and unification of patent 
systems and, more significantly, the establishment of a 
regional patent office that would have the resources of 
trained personnel and finance that are necessary for 
successful jwtent administration. Imt are not readily 
within the resources of most individual under-developed 
countries. Consequently, the potentialities of a central 
patent office serving the needs of an entire region are 
of considerable interest. 

51. This idea has recently been implemented by the 
African and Malagasy Organization for Economic Co- 
operation. The member States of tlie Organization have 
agreed to establish in Africa an Industrial Property 
Office ami to subscribe to a Common Patent. Trade- 
marks and  Designs  Act, The   Agreement  (signed in 

2* Some of these countries are also members of the Paris 
Union, namely: Brazil, Cuba, Pominican Republic, Haiti. 
Mexico and the United States 

Libreville on 13 September 106.2). will l>e admin- 
istered bv a single central office located in Yaounde 
(Cameroon). The io ¡'owing group of twelve countries 
have ratified the agreement: Cameroon. Central African 
Republic, Chad. Congo (Brazzaville), Dahomey, 
Ciabon. Ivory Coast, Madagascar, Mauritania, Niger, 
Senegal, Upj»er Volta. 

52. The Afro-Malagasy Accord provides for a com- 
mon svstem for obtaining and maintaining industrial 
propertv rights, including patents. The ultimate aim of 
the Accord is to provide for uniform national legisla- 
tion, a system of single filing, and a centralization of 
administrative procedure in the African and Malagasy 
Industrial Property Office. The annexes to the Accord 
set forth uniform industrial property legislation to apply 
in each mendier State. Under article 3 (1) of the 
Accord, when the patent applicant is domiciled in a 
member State, application may be made either with the 
national patent administration or with the Central 
Regional Office, according to the legal provisions in 
force in the State concerned. Under article 3 (2), appli- 
cants domiciled outside member States file their appli- 
cations directly with the Central Office ; such applicants 
must, however, appoint an agent in one of the member 
States. 

53. The Central Office will have the duty of register- 
ing the filing of applications, applying the administra- 
tive procedure, and issuing certificates that are effective 
in each member State. 

54. The uniform national laws contained in the an- 
nexes are based substantially on corresponding French 
legislation. The signatory parties undertake to adhere 
to the Paris Union.-" Any non-signatory African State 
which is a party to the Paris Union may apply to adhere 
to tlie Accord. 

55. All communications to the Central Office must 
be in French. Transitional provisions provide for the 
extension of French patents granted before the inde- 
pendence of the member States. 

56. According to a communiqué published on 30 
November 1963, by the Director-General of the African 
and Malagasy Industrial Property Office, the first of 
January 1%4 has been fixed by the Office as tlie date 
of entfv into force of the Annexes and Rules of the 
Afro-Malagasy Accord. As from that date, applications 
relating to patents, trademarks and designs or models 
will he received. 

(ii) The European Comvntions on patent epptkaHons, 
patent classification and unification of patent laws 

57. Three European Conventions dealing with mat- 
ters of patent law have been concluded under the 
auspices of the Council of Europe, but only the first 
two Conventions are in force. The first is the European 
Convention Relating to the Formalities Required for 
Patent Application, signed at Paris on 11 December 
1°?3. The purpose of this Convention is to simplify and 
unify, so far as possible, the formalities prescribed by 
the various national potent laws in respect of applka- 

36 So far, the following; countries have adhered to the Par» 
Union: Central African P',»i)»lic, Cameroon, Chad, Congo 
( Brazzaville !, Gabon, Ivory Coast, Madagascar, Niger, Senegal, 
and Upper Volta. 



ttons for patents. The following countries have ratified 
this Convention: Denmark, Federal Republic of Ger- 
many, Greece. Ireland, Italy, Luxemburg, Nether- 
lands, Norway. South Africa, Sweden, Switzerland, 
Turkey, United Kingdom. 

5H. The second agreement is the European Conven- 
tion on the international Classification of Patents for 
Inventions, signed at Paris on 19 December 1954. This 
Convention declares that the adoption of a uniform 
system of classification of patents is in the common 
interest of all countries and is likelv to contribute to the 
harmonization of national legislation. Accordingly, the 
Convention provides that each contracting country shall 
adopt a system of classification of patents set out in 
the annex, which is called "International Classification". 
Each contracting country is at liberty to apply the 
International Classification either as a principle or as a 
subsidiary system of patent classification. The following 
countries have ratified this Convention : Australia, Bel- 
gium, Denmark, Federal Republic of Germany, France, 
Ireland, Italy, the Netherlands, Norway, Sweden, Tur- 
key, and the United Kigdom. 

59. p.oth this Convention and the one relating to 
patent application formalities are open to accession only 
by niendiers of the Paris Union. 

60. A third agreement, not yet in effect, is the Euro- 
pean Convention on the Unification of Certain Points 
of Substantive Law on Patents for Invention, signed 
at Strasbourg on 27 November 1963. This Convention 
sets out certain uniform principles in connexion with 
imjxirtarit basic matters of patent law, stich as types of 
invention for which patents may be granted and the 
definition of novelty. This Convention is not vet in force 
but has been signed on behalf of Denmark, Federal 
Republic of Germany, France. Italy, Netherlands, Swe- 
den, Switzerland and the United Kingdom. It provides 
that it shall be open to accession by members of the 
Council of Etirope. After its entry into force, the Com- 
mittee of Ministers of the Council of Europe may 
invite any member of the Paris Union which is not a 
member of the Council of Europe to accede thereto. 

(iii ) Other plans for uniform patent legislation 

The European Draft Patent Convention (Draft Con- 
vention of the Member States of the European 
Economic Community)2* 

61. Another instance of proposed regional co-opera- 
tion in the field of patent law and administration has 
been the subject of recent discussions among the mem- 
ber States of the European Economic Community, 
with respect to the establishment of a European Patent. 
This development is not operative but a detailed Draft 
Convention for the establishing of a European Patent, 
to be issued by a European Patent Office, was drawn 
up in 1962 by a committee representative of the six 
members of the European Economic Community. 

62. The Draft contains provisions tinder which 
States members of the Paris Union may apply to accede 
to, or may apply to be associated with, the European 
Patent Convention. The terms of accession or associa- 

2T Belgium,   Federal   Republic  of   Germany,   France,   Italy, 
Luxembourg and the Netherlands. 

t.on must be laid down in a special agreement con- 
cluded between the applicant State and the original 
contracting States. The decision to honour the applica- 
tion _of a third State must be taken unanimously bv Un- 
original contracting States. The authors of the Drift 
have not yet agreed „n whether accession should be 
open only to the European members of the Paris Union 
or to all members of that Union. 

63. It is contemplated that the European patent sys- 
tem will, for a transitory period, cxi^t alongside the 
national patent systems. A single application for a 
European Patent would afford protection in all coun- 
tries adhering ¿o the Convention, and the scope of such 
protection would be the same for all such countries. The 
system will have a common administration the "Euro- 
pean Patent Office", and a special court, the "European 
latent Court". The trouble and expense now involved 
in patenting an invention in the various national patent 
offices would therefore be vastly reduced. It is intended 
that the European Patent Office will examine the appli- 
cation as to form, but the search for noveltv will be 
carried out by the International Patent Institute in The 
Hague.-8 On the basis of this examination, a "Provi- 
sional European Patent" will be granted within some 
eighteen months after filing. A deferred examination as 
to noveltv and inventiveness will be carried out at the 
request of the patentee or third persons and will lead to 
the confirmation of a "Final European Patent". 

64. The European Draft Patent Convention rHlects 
the tendency of a regional organization to eliminate the 
administrative burden of national patent systems, for 
the purpose of promoting economic development and 
other objectives in the countries concerned. The estab- 
lishment of a single regional patent office could be an 
important step towards the more efficient utilization of 
the limited manpower resources available for the exami- 
nation and issuance of patents. The establishment of a 
European Patent is responsive to the ideas of economic 
integration that underlay the Rome Treaty establishing 
the European Economic Community. The harmoniza- 
tion of existing national patent laws of the member 
countries is also contemplated, on the ground that dif- 
ferences in national patent legislation distort the normal 
conditions of competition. 

The "Xordic Patent" 

65. Co-operation within a regional context is also 
taking place among the Scandinavian countries, accord- 
ing to a report submitted by a Nordic Committee repre- 
senting Denmark, Finland, Norway and Sweden.-9 

This Committee has been established for the purpose 
both of harmonizing the patent legislation of the mem- 
ber countries and of setting up a new system of Nordic 
patents, in which a patent granted by any one of the 
four countries would geni-rally be effective in all of 
them. Up to now, this Committee has been examining 
the question of harmonizing national legislation and 
has recommended, among other matters, c< rtain criteria 
in respect of the categories of inventions that are 
patentable. 

2S* See paragraphs 67-60 U-low. 
2!) information    provided    in    Governments'    replies   to   the 

Questionnaire. 
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The Commonwealth and Benelux discussions 

66. The Commonwealth countries held a Conference 
at Canberra in 1955 with the object of harmonizing their 
patent systems and formalities. The Benelux countries 
have also held discussions looking to the adoption of 
uniform patent legislation, but have made no recom- 
mendations about the establishment of a unified 
system. 30 

C. RESEARCH AND EXAMINATION SERVICES—THE IN- 
TERNATIONAL PATENT INSTITUTE OK THE HAGUE 

(TIIEI.I.B.) 

67. An international agreement was signed, on 6 
June 1947, for the purpose of setting up an International 
Patent Institute in matters of patents. The Institute is 
available for examining patent applications submitted 
by the patent administrations of the member States 
and giving opinions on novelty of inventions to private 
persons. It is thus ;. service to national Patent Offices 
and private individuals, and does not deal with the 
legal rights of individual patent applicants or with the 
grant of patents. 

68. The following countries are parties to this 
Agreement: Belgium, France, Luxembourg, Monaco, 
Morocco, Netherlands, Switzerland, and Turkey. The 
Agreement is open to accession by any country that is a 
member of the Paris Union. 

69. The research and other services offered by this 
form of institution can be most helpful both to Gov- 
ernments and patentees. It can provide national regional 
patent offices with relevant information which otherwise 
would have to be procured through much expense and 
investment of manpower. As indicated above, the Euro- 
pean Patent Office to be established by the European 
Economic Community is expected to rely on the tech- 
nical services of the Institute. Under-developed coun- 
tries may find it useful to pool their research resources 
in one regional institute, or to use the services of an 
international body such as the I.I.B., and thus avoid the 
great drain in money and scarce technological expertise 
involved in establishing separate administrations to 
handle the complex research and examination problems 
involved in patent applications. 

2. Extension of paient protection to 
foreign inventors 

A.  THE EXTENT OF FOREIGN OWNERSHIP OF PATENTS 

70. In most countries, the number of patents granted 
to their own nationals is usually smaller than those 
granted tn foreigners. The table reproduced in annex E 
shows the number of patent applications and/or patents 
granted in various countries for the period 1957-1961, 
as well as the percentage of total patents applied for 
and granted which are issued to foreigners. The table 
was prepared on the basis of data furnished by Govern- 
ments in their reply to the Questionnaire. 

71. The significant fact shown by this table is that 
a higher percentage of patents is granted to foreigners 
than to nationals not only in the developing countries, 

»Information provided in Governments' replies to the 
Questionnaire. 

but also in many industrialized countries. Specifically, 
this is true in such industrialized countries as : Canada, 
France, the Netherlands, United Kingdom, Italy, 
Denmark, Norway, and Belgium. 

72. However, in the developing countries, the pro- 
portion of patent grants to foreigners tends to be much 
higher. It is indicated in the recent report on the revision 
of the Indian patent laws31 that, if account is taken of 
the economic, industrial and scientific value of the 
patented inventions, patents taken out by nationals of 
developing countries play an even less important role. 
Thus, according to the Indian Report, if regard is had 
to the number of patents for which renewal fees have 
been paid after a certain time period (which gives a 
rough idea of the value attached to the invention by 
the patentee), the proportion of domestic to foreign 
patentees would be less than for patents as a whole. 
This is an important consideration because it is recog- 
nized that the number of patents which are actively 
worked within a coumry, either by the patentees them- 
selves or by their licensees, are only a very small per- 
centage of the total number of patents on the register. 

B.   MOTIVES IN APPLYING FOR PATENTS ABROAD 

73. The question of why foreigners take out patents 
in other countries has many economic and legal facets. 
In the view of the above-mentioned Indian Report, the 
reasons why foreigners take out patents in other coun- 
tries are as follow: 

"... These patents are therefore taken not in the 
interests of the economy of the country granting the 
patent, or with a view to manufacturing them, but 
with th • main object of protecting an export market 
from competition from rival manufacturers, particu- 
larly those in other parts of the world".82 

74. While this aspect of the problem is highlighted 
by the Indian Report and by other commentators," it 
is not the sole explanation for foreigners taking out 
patents abroad, nor is it certain that it is the most im- 
portant. Thus there are many instances where the in- 
ventor or the enterprise holding the patent seeks to 
prevent other foreign or local enterprises from manu- 
facturing the patented product or carrying out the 
procesa for which the invention is essential, with the 
intention of itself either manufacturing the product or 
carrying out the process in the foreign country. Another 
purpose sought to be achieved by taking out a patent 
abroad occurs when the prospective patentee intends 
neither to manufacture himself nor to import the 
patented commodity, but rather to license or assign 
the patent to local enterprises in return for royalties 
or other considerations. The foreign patentee may also 
expect commercial advantages from the patent licence 
rather than, or in addition to, direct financial returns. 
Thus, licensing agreements whereby a local firm is 
authorized to utilize the patented invention often contain 
restrictive provisions requiring the licensee to purchase 
raw materials from the licensor, to employ his technical 
personnel, to maintain prices at certain levels, etc. 

sl Op. cit., paras. 25-27. 
«"Op. cit.. paras. 28-29. 
3:- See, for instance, Dr. Ldith Tikon Penrose, The Economic* 

of the International Patent System, The Johns Hopkins Prejs, 
Baltimore, 1951. 



75. Frequently, there may be no explicit economic 
motivation for filing a patent application abroad, but 
merely the desire to safeguard the priority rights estab- 
lished by the Paris Union Convention and by similar 
reciprocal arrangements. As explained above (see para- 
graph 41). the protection granted by the right of 
priority is limited to a fixed period of twelve months. 
It may therefore be regarded as essential to register 
a patent in other countries in order that these rights 
may be protected beyond this fixed period, even if the 
prospective patentee has no immediate plans for ex- 
ploiting the patented invention. 

76. These problems relating to failure to work the 
patent, restrictive provisions in licence agreements and 
the level of royalties will be dealt with separately in 
the subsequent chapters of this report, it is proposed 
here to set forth the views of the different Governments 
as to the various factors involved in taking out patents 
in foreign countries. What follows is based on data 
furnished and opinions expressed in Government replies 
to the Questionnaire and on the treatment extended 
in the respective countries to foreign patent applicants. 

C.  ATTITUDES OF GOVERNMENTS ON THE PROTECTION 
OF    FOREIGN   PATENTEES 

77. In the case of India, which is not a member 
of the Paris Union hut extends unqualified national 
treatment to foreign inventors, the patent system has 
been established for over a century. Hardly 10 per cent 
of the patents granted under the Indian patent law are 
of Indian derivation and more than 90 per cent of the 
patents are owned by foreigners. The Indian reply to 
the Questionnaire emphasizes that this position hits not 
improved since the attainment  of independence.  The 
reply states that India has not derived any substantial 
benefits from these patents and attributes this on the 
one hand to the reluctance of patentees to work their 
inventions in India, either by themselves or by granting 
licences to Indian concerns, and on the other, to the 
fact that India  is not  sufficiently  technologically  ad- 
vanced to work most of the patented inventions. Ac- 
cordingly, the reply concludes that the patent system, 
which yields  advantages to  the  highly industrialized 
countries, does not  produce   the same results when 
applied to the under-developed countries; the foreign- 
owned patents are not taken out to protect their local 
utilization, but rather to protect the export market in 
that country from competition by rival, mostly foreign, 
manufacturers. 

78. In Lebanon, which is a member of the Paris 
Union and extends national treatment to foreign paten- 
tees, the Government's reply states that a great num- 
ber of foreign patents are not used in Lebanon, and that 
the reason for their being taken out is to preserve patent 
rights. 

79. The Government of Cuba expresses the opinion 
that, although a large number of foreign inventions 
have been patented in Cuba, the country has not derived 
any benefits from this fact, since the patents have been 
used to monopolize the importation of products that the 
patents protect. Cuba is a member of the Paris Union 
and extends national treatment to foreigners. 

80. The three replies summarized above support the 
view that inventors apply for patents in other coun- 
tries mainly in order to be able to import their products 

without competition from other foreign or local manu- 
facturers Other replies, referred to in the following 
paragraphs, while not necessarily ignoring this factor 
emphasize the other important factors involved in the 
taking out of patents in foreign countries. These replies 
stress the advantages of the patent system in the public 
interest oí all countries in assisting the spread of tech- 
nology through publication of detaiis of inventions which 
have been patented; manufacturing and investing capi- 
tal m the patenting country ; as well as that of licensing 
and transferring the patent to a local enterprise in 
consideration for royalties. These were the motivations 
that were stressed in the bulk of the replies received 
that essayed an evaluation of the economic elïect of 
granting patents to foreigners. 

81. In the United Kingdom, Where rather more than 
half the applications for patents emanate from abroad, 
the Government's reply points out that from very early 
days the Government has encouraged foreigners as weil 
as nationals to make their inventions known. The Hritish 
Government concludes by stating that the advantages 
and incentives to invent, disclose and develop the in- 
ventions, as well as the inducement to invest capital, 
inherent in the patent system, outweigh the disadvan- 
tages inherent in granting monopolies, and that these 
advantages apply to countries which export patents 
as well as to those which are the recipients of patents. 

82. In Canada, where the patent system does not 
differentiate between foreign and domestic inventions 
and patents are taken out by foreigners roughly at the 
rate of 95 per cent foreign to 5 per cent domestic, 
the laws and policy of the Government encourage the 
entry into the country of new inventions and the setting 
up of new industries. 

83. In France, patent applications of foreign origin 
accounted for more than 60 per cent of all patent ap- 
plications filed in France in 1962 and the balance of 
payments involving the sale and purchase of patents 
and licence concessions shows a deficit of some 300 
million new francs during the period 1957-1%2. The 
Government's reply states that this data suggests that 
France is not primarily, but is to a large extent, a re- 
cip. Tit of foreign know-how. The access to foreign 
know-how has been, in the opinion of the French Gov- 
ernment, facilitated by the existence of a patent system 
which "by giving the owners of such know-how the 
assurance of being protected in France both by domestic 
legislation and by the International Convention, enables 
them to licence or assign their patent rights with 
complete security". 

84. In Israel, where the patent law does not dis- 
tinguish between Israel and foreign inventors, it is 
considered that the utilization of foreign inventions 
by Israel enterprises would for all practical purposes 
be rendered impossible were not patent protection 
granted to foreign inventors. The reply also notes that 
liberally granted patent protection has facilitated the 
creation of new industries and in certain cases prevented 
the establishment of a large number of small enterprises 
competing in a very restrictive home market, which 
would have been detrimental to the economy of the 
country. 

85. Japan is one of the few countries where the 
number of domestic patent applications is larger than 
that of foreign applications, although the number of 
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foreign applications is still very substantial ; two-thirds 
of the patentees and patent applications are in the 
name of lapanese nationals. The Government's strong 
position in favour of the extension of patent protection 
to foreign inventors is based on the following evalua- 
tion: production in Japan involving techniques intro- 
duced iroiii foreign countries has increased by 72 per 
cent at an average annual rate over the last eleven 
years. This rate of growth is surprisingly high, com- 
pared with that of total manufacturing in Japan, which 
is 21 per cent at an average annual rate. It has l>een 
calculated that, if there had been no introduction of 
foreign technology into Japan, the annual rate of growth 
in the Japanese manufacturing industry would have 
been only 1°.S per cent. 

86. The introduction of foreign technology into 
Japan, it is a No re|>orted, has contributed to the mod- 
ernization of equipment and investment in equipment 
related to the foreign technology. The amount of export 
of goods manufactured through the assistance of foreign 
technology «hiring the decade 1**51 to l«»<d was placed 
at $1.5<i0 million. On the other side, royalty payments 
during the same period amounted to $3lK> million, and 
the import of materials and parts which were neces- 
sary in connexion with the use of foreign technology 
was $3X0 million. Hence, the net gain of foreign cur- 
rency was $820 million. In addition to this, the pro- 
duction made possible by the foreign technology had 
the effect of reducing imports of similar products. 
According to the Government reply, the Japanese patent 
system protects foreigners on the assumption that the 
satisfactory introduction of foreign owned technology 
is contributing greatly to the development of the 
Japanese industry. 

87. The Government of the Federal Republic r,t 
Germany states that the supply of inventions and tech- 
nical know how to under-developed count! vs is hindered 

i most such countries bv the inadéquat.' pat* •;. 
tection afforded bv them for patents. !-ur,hermore, 
there have been hindrances in many casts owing to 
the fact that a number of developing comunes are not 
members of the Paris I'nion and therefore do not grant 
patents on the basis of prior tilings elsewhere. 

88 In the Netherlands, which is mainly > recipient 
of foreign inventions, the prevailing opinion has been 
that, due to the existence of a national patent system, 
foreign patentees are more prepared to have their pat- 
ented inventions and the related know-how practised 
bv granting licences, and thereby to supply that know- 
how to interested national industries. The same positive 
results would not have been achieved if a national 
talent system did not exist. The Netherlands is a mem- 
ber of the Paris Union and its law makes no distinction 
between foreign and domestic patentees. 

8«> \ favourable approach to foreign inventors is 
also reflected in the reply of the Government of the 
Republic of South Africa. South Africa is a member 
of the Paris Union and extends national treatment 
without anv distinction between domestic and foreign 
patentees The South African reply quotes troni the 
Lok Í Ouartcr of a Ccnturx of industrial Practice m 
Sont'- linci, bv a former Chairman of the >outh 

African Board of Trade and Industries : 
"South    \frica   may  succeed,  up   to  a  point,  in 

dispensing with foreign capital, but  what «he cer- 

tainly cannot do without, without seriously retarding 
her "industrial growth, is these  material   skills and 
techniques which can only lie drawn from the more 
highly industrialized countries." 

The South  African reply concludes that there can be 
no doubt that the existence of a national patent system 
protecting foreign patentees has assisted in the indus- 
trialization of South Africa, in so far as the engineering, 
mining and certain secondary industries are concerned. 

°0.   In   the  Republic of   Korea,   where  the  number 
of nationallv-owned patents is surprisingly higher than 
the number'of foreign-owned patents, the Government 
asserts in its reply that foreign inventions and know- 
how are imported 'into the country through the existence 
of a national patent system. However, the reply points 
out that many of the foreign inventions and know-hov.' 
might have been introduced to Korea under private con- 
tracts without resort to the patent   -system.  Rut even 
in the case of such, contracts, the Government of Korea 
still considers that  the patent  system  has  assisted all 
parties concernid to invest in the country, by assuring 
them that   their  interests will l»e  safeguarded.   Korea 
is not a member of the Paris I'nion, and  it extends 
priority of application rights only to nationals of coun- 
tries which, bv treaty, convention or law, afford similar 
rights to Korean citizens. 

°1. The United States of America, which is primarily 
a supplier of inventions and know-how to other coun- 
tries, is a member of the Paris Union and applies the 
national treatment principle to all foreigners, without 
qualification. Its Government has expressed a clear 
opinion in favour of protection for foreign inventori 
under national patent systems. The basis for this view 
is set forth in the United States reply to the Question- 
naire as follows: 

"One element that is considered by a potential in- 
vestor   with   respect to  an   investment   involving a 
patent  licensing agreement for production in a par- 
ticular country, is the matter of effective patent pro- 
tection in that country. Theoretically, a country could 
have fr«e access to all of the technology eml>odied in 
patents without maintaining a patent system. Often 
the information disclosed in patents is not sufficient, 
however, to be of much utility to the potential user. 
He needs to have the related technology to 'work' 
the patent. Since patent licenses today usually involve 
commitments for the provision of technical assistance, 
the licensee obtains much more  than naked patent 
rights. The local economy benefits by the acquisition 
through the agreement of valuable  industrial  tech- 
niques and know-how. In addition, dollar costs arising 
from  royalty payments to United  States firms are 
often  more than offset by earnings of foreign ex- 
change from increased exports or savings of exchange 
due to  the availability from domestic  sources of a 
product or service previously imported. This is not 
to say, however, that a foreign  investment project 
involving a patent licensing arrangement in a les*- 
dcvcloped country is always beneficial  to the les*- 
developed country. On the one hand, it may mean 
that a particular iess-devek>i>ed country may be giving 
up clieaper imports : vi may be  diverting some of 
its economic resources from other activities in whkh 
it might be more efficiently engaged. On the other 
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hand, the project may contribute in one way or 
another to general economic development and broad- 
ening of the industrial base in the less-developed 
country. These are factors which the less-developed 
country must weigh in arriving at decisions on an 
investment project involving a patent licensing 
arrangement." 

°2. In the Soviet Union, foreign firms and individ- 
uals may secure either a patent or certificate of author- 
ship through the established Soviet legal procedure. 
Soviet law extends rights to foreign applicants on a 
reciprocal basis, that is. to nationals of countries in 
which the patenting of Soviet inventions is permitted. 
A foreign national who obtains a certificate of author- 
ship or a patent enjoys essentially the same rights as 
Soviet citizens. A certificate of authorship entitles him 
to remuneration determined according to the savings 
realized in the economy through utilization of his in- 
vention. If the foreign national secures a patent, he 
may license or assign it against remuneration to any 
Soviet organization entitled to conclude foreign trade 
agreements.34 The Soviet Union, in its reply, comments 
as follows on the methods of transfer of technology from 
the Soviet Union to developing countries: 

"The Soviet Union is transmitting to the eco- 
nomically backward countries its foremost scientific 
and technical attainments, and its foremost experience 
in production. Passing on these achievement* (includ- 
ing also inventions) is done in the most varied ways, 
in particular by providing technical documents and 
descriptions of technological processes. The Soviet 
organizations supply the under-developed countries 
with equipment of modern design worked out on the 
basis of the most up-to-date production requirements 
and taking into account the most recent achievements 
of science ami techniques ... Technical achievements 
are passed on above all by transmitting the corre- 
sponding documents and descriptions of technological 
processes. Many inter-governmental agreements pro- 
vide for the Soviet Union to deliver drawings and 
descriptions of technological processes necessary for 
the output of a product, without collecting a special 
payment for a license panting the right to produce 
that product." 

93. With respect to Soviet patents or patents held 
by third parties, the Soviet Union concludes : 

"... the inter-governmental agreements include a 
clause that the documents delivered may be used 
only within the country concerned for the output of 
the appropriate products at the projects constructed 
with the assistance of the USSR, and shall not be 
delivered to foreign persons, either national or ju- 
ridical. This is done in order to protect the patent 
and other interests of the Soviet Union, inasmuch 
as the delivery of the documents is aimed at a very 
particular purpose. 

"Another question to do with patents which arises 
regarding the economically under-developed countries 
concerns patents held by third parties. 

"So that the transfer of the right to Soviet in- 
ventions already mentioned to the economically under- 

•*See  "Assignment   and   licence  agreements   with   foreign 
patentee» and know-how owners", para. 240, below. 

developed countries is effective, and also so that the 
supply of equipment to these countries can proceed 
unhampered, the patent rights of third parties m 
force in these countries' territory, and in particular 
of capitalist hrms from other States, should „ot be 
infringed. 

D.   ROLE OK I-NPATKNTKI» KNOW-HOW" 

94. In some replies, it was indicated that the ma- 
jority of agreements with foreign inventors and foreign 
enterprises do not involve patents, but arc- concluded 
as 'special agreements" without anv reference to patent 
protection. This applies, for instance, in Czechoslovakia 
where the majority of agreements with countries re- 
ceiving technological know-how are tint based on the 
patent system and the subject matter of these ai-ree- 
ments is mostly undisclosed know-how and practical 
experience. The Czechoslovak replv emphasizes that 
no data is available ascertaining to what extent the 
patent system or its particular features in countries 
that are recipients of patents and know-how has hi l|>ed 
or hindered the conclusion of such "special agreements". 

95. The Government of the Republic of Korea has 
pointed out that many foreign inventions and consider- 
able know-how may have been introduced to the coun- 
try under direct contract with foreign parties without 
reference to the patent system. However, it qualified 
this statement by stating that the mere fact that the 
patent system existed was an important factor in con- 
vincing investors to transfer their technology to the 
country. This last view is shared hv the < ¡overnment 
of the Netherlands which, as already stated, has ex- 
pressed the opinion that, due to the" existence of the 
national patent system, foreign patentees have been 
more prepared to transfer or license lw>th their patents 
and the related know-how. 

E.  SCOPE OF APPLICATION OF "NATIONAL TRKATMKNT" 
PRINCIPLK 

96. In the light of the views expressed above, it is 
of interest to note the numlier of countries that accord 
national treatment to foreign inventors. As already 
explained in connexion with the discussion of article 2 
of the Paris Union Convention (see paragraph .<X), 
the principle of national treatment is that nationals of 
foreign countries or others who are domiciled or have 
effective industrial or commercial establishment therein 
are guaranteed equality of treatment with nationals in 
the country granting the patent. This principle is fol- 
lowed by most national patent systems, regardless of 
whether the country is a member or non-meml>cr of the 
Paris Union, either by virtue of specific statutory 
enactment or implicitly as a matter of the binding force 
of treaty obligation. The following countries seem to 
make no substantive distinction between provisions ap- 
plicable to domestic patent applicants and those apply- 
ing to foreign applicants and follow the unqualified 
principle of national treatment: 

Argentina,    Australia,   Austria,    Belgium,    Brazil, 
Canada, Chile, Ceylon, Colombia, Cuba, I Jenmark, 

M See also chapter 111 Í4> Mow, on "Assignment and 
licence agreements with foreign patentees and know-how 
owners". 
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Federal   Republic  of Germany,   Finland,  France, 
Hungary,   India,   Ireland,   Israel,   Italy,  Jamaica, 
Lebanon,   Luxembourg,   Mexico,   Nepal,  Nether- 
lands,   New   Zealand,   Norway,   Pakistan,   South 
Africa,   Sweden,   Switzerland,   Tunisia,   Turkey, 
United    Kingdom,    United    States   of   America, 
Venezuela,  Viet-Nam  (Republic of),  Yugoslavia. 

{)7.    In   the  above-mentioned  countries,   foreign  ap- 
plicants   are   treated   alike,   except   for   the   right  to 
priority of application, regardless of whether they are 
from countries that are members of the Paris Union. 

98. In other countries that are members of the 
Paris Union, the principle of national treatment is quali- 
fied by the principle of reciprocity. In these countries, 
patent protection is granted without qualification to the 
nationals and residents of Paris Union countries, but, 
in the case of non-Paris Union countries, is extended 
only to nationals and residents of those foreign coun- 
tries that grant patents to nationals of the granting 
country. This is the situation in the following countries: 

Czechoslovakia.    Iran.    Japan.    Morocco,    Poland, 
Spain, United Arab Republic. 

The following countries, which are not members of the 
Paris  Union,  accord  national treatment  qualified  by 
the principi«? of reciprocity, i.e. to nationals and resi- 
dents of those foreign countries that grant patents to 
nationals of the granting country: 

China,  El   Salvador,  Korea  (Republic of), Philip- 
pines, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics. 

99. Some of the countries which accord national 
treatment to foreigners require that a person not resi- 
dent in the country appoint, as his legal agent or repre- 
sentative, a resident of the country who is empowered 
to represent him in all matters pertaining to the patent 
application and in subsequent legal proceedings relating 
to the patent. This provision is in conformity with 
article 2 (3) of the Paris Union, which expressly 
reserves the right under the laws of the member coun- 
tries of the Union to require the designation of such 
agents and establish procedural requirements. The fol- 
lowing are among those countries which require the 
appointment of such legal agent or representative* 

Argentina, Austria, Czechoslovakia, Denmark, Fed- 
eral    Republic   of   Germany,   France,   Hungary, 
Japan, Korea (Republic of), Philippines. Sweden, 
Switzerland, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics. 

Neither   this   requirement   nor   the   qualification  with 
respect to reciprocity discussed in paragraph 98 above 
are regarded as derogations from the basic principle 
of national treatment. 

F.   STATUS OK PATENT LEGISLATION IN THE 
DEVELOPING   COUNTRIES 

100. As noted earlier, both the countries extending 
national treatment to foreign patentees and the member 
States of the Paris Union include countries in every 
stage of economic development. As the focus of this 
report is on the problems of the developing countries, 
their approach to the extension of patent protection to 
foreigners deserves special consideration. In this con- 
nexion, the developing countries may be divided into 
four categories. 

101. In the first group there are a substantial num- 
ber of developing countries which are members of the 

Paris Union Con ention, have their own patent legis- 
lation and extend protection to foreign patentees. 
These countries include: Brazil, Ceylon, Cuba, Haiti, 
Israel, Iran. Lebanon, Mexico, Morocco, Syria, Tu- 
nisia, United Arab Republic and Viet-Nam (Re- 
public of). 

102. A second group of developing countries possess 
patent legislation, but are not members of the Paris 
Union. These countries either accord national treat- 
ment to foreigners without qualification or qualify the 
principle of national treatment by the principle of 
reciprocity. This group includes China, El Salvador, 
India, Korea (Republic of), Nepal, Pakistan and 
Philippines. 

103. In the third category may be included many 
newly independent countries which have no patent 
legislation and which previously depended upon either 
the French or the United Kingdom patent systems. 
In the former French territories in Africa, the grant 
of a patent in France afforded automatic protection 
to foreigners in the manner prescribed by the French 
system. Since attaining independence, most of these 
countries have taken action to provide for continued 
patent protection to foreign patentees and for the issu- 
ance of regional patents through the recent Afro- 
Malagasy Agreement  (see paragraphs 50-56 above). 

104. A comparable situation to the one described 
above exists in former United Kingdom territories. 
Kenya, Nigeria, Tanganyika, Trinidad and Tobago 
have reported that they have no separate system for 
granting patents. Patents already granted in the United 
Kingdom can be registered in the country, but this 
means that the only foreigners who can obtain protec- 
tion in these countries are those who have obtained a 
patent in the United Kingdom and have registered 
that patent in the country within a certain period from 
the date of the United Kingdom patent grant. Of the 
countries mentioned in this paragraph, Tanganyika and 
Nigeria have recently become members of the Paris 
Union. 

105. In the fourth and last category of developing 
countries fall those that have no patent legislation, 
and obviously no patent protection for foreign inven- 
tions. This includes, for example, Indonesia, Sudan 
and TI.ai!and.M However, Indonesia is a memlier of 
the Paris Union and the Indonesian Department of 
Justice is in the process of drafting a patent law. In the 
meantime, provisional applications for patents may be 
filed with a special government office pursuant to a 
special decree issued by the Ministry of Justice. The 
filing of such application will in due course, when the 
Patents Act is promulgated, confer on the applicant 
the priority rights established by the Paris Union. 

106. The Government of Sudan has stated, in re- 
sponse to the Questionnaire, that in their country there 
is no law for the protection of patents and designs, 
but that provision may be made for the publication of 
a cautionary notice in the "Gazette of the Republic of 
the Sudan". The Government expects that, in the 
course of the country's development, steps will be taken 
to provide for the issuar  •• of patents. 

»•See also prefatory note to the "Synoptic table of major 
provision* of patent legislation in selected countries" (annex D). 
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Chapter III 

GOVERNMENT REGULATION OF THE EXERCISE OF THE PATENT GRANT 

I.   Non-use of patented inventions—compulsory 
working and compulsory licensing provisiona 

A. CONSIDERATIONS FOR NON-USE PROVISIONS 

107. Statutory provisions for the revocation or com- 
pulsory licensing of patents, which have not been com- 
mercially exploited in the country within a prescribed 
time after the patent has been granted, may be found 
in the patent laws of most industrial and under- 
developed countries These provisions against patent 
non-use usually apply irrespective of whether the in- 
vention involved is of national or foreign origin How- 
ever, as a historical matter, they originated from con- 

•uTr th<e faCt that forei«n owners of inventions 
could, by refusing to exploit the patents covering such 
inventions, prevent the development of national in- 
dustries which might give employment to nationals 
and utilize national resources. Another important fac- 
tor was the fear that foreign patentees could, by ex- 
cluding other producers of patented articles from the 
market, monopolize the export of such articles to the 
country and thereby exact higher prices from domestic 

, 108. Additional considerations that have been voiced 
ill mT !euCnt- patent leg'slation of certain coun- 
¡J2urew f?,ow,n*: tllat the demand for a patented 
art ce within the country is not being met, or is being 
SS t asuJ,stantla! exte"t by importation from abroad ; 
that markets for the export of the patented commodity 
capable of being produced within the country are not 
being supplied; and that the efficient working within 
the country of other patented inventions is being un- 
fairly prejudiced because of inability to exploit the 
non-used patent. Obviously, legislation directed to 
remedying such conditions is not limited to the non- 
use of patents, but covers situations where their do- 
mestic exploitation is deemed inadequate or the pa- 
tentee s refusal to grant a licence has adverse affects 
on trade and industrial development. 

B. NON-USE PROVISIONS m NATIONAL LAWS 

109. The national statutes providing for the com- 
pulsory licensing or revocation of patents in the event 
oí no or inadequate use within the country differ with 
respect to the wording of the standard which is to 
guide their application by the Patent Office. The legal 
criteria set forth in the different national laws Te 
summarized in annex D to this report (Synoptic tables 
12T! pr?v,s,on,sN ,°Tf patent legislation in selected 
countries—column 7).8T 

Jí&.LSrretaMat T* prcpared in m3 {oT «he Economic 
ï t?2!£?"nC i •~fr»in* the iovernmental measures^«? 
7¿é¿SlJ£VZ buT,M ,)^îc,ice,• ""«arable attention w«, 
SH     t

,h! Pr°(
blem 0<,non-use.°f Paints and the repor 

íidínV ft? ,Ä - ?• SOmc íorty .na,ional I*"*"« «»tutes pro- viding for the revocation or compu sorv licensing of i»».».«. !- 
SSiSTÄ nors<v(See ^TZS^AffSS^ Ufficiai  hecords:   Sixteenth  Session   S utilement   N»    11À 
Parapraphí   170   to   im.   ÎIlc|,I5ive:   R^MdZ    Economie 

iZLÍ / } Howev.er' *«« texts and discussion may. 
devîloprnent?   "^ C°UntneS' * **'«"* by Inore recent ,e««' 

110.   In order to indicate the scope of the economic 

asTcTrÎr,;; W,"ch are, consîd•'   -'-" i"T case of patent non-use, there   s quoted  the fullowiiur 
comprehensive list of criteria set forth in   he   e ht vdv 
recently amended (1950) patent law of India: ' 

"(a)   That  the patented invention, being capable 
of being commercially worked in India. hasNiot been 
commercially   worked  therein  or   is   not   Wing  so 

tTàbìel t0   ie CX,ent that ÌS rcaso»;','I-V Prac- 

"(b) That a demand for the patented article in 
India is not being met to an adequate extent or 
on reasonable terms, or is being met to a substantial 
extent by importation of the patented article from 
other countries; 

"(c) That the commercial working of the inven- 
tion in India is being prevented or hindered by the 
importation of the patented article from other coun- 
tries ; 

"(d) That by reason of the refusal of the patentee 
to grant a licence or licences on reasonable terms: 

"(i) A market for the export  of  the patented 
article manufactured in  India is not k-ine 
supplied, or 

"(ii) The working or efficient working in India 
of any other patented invention which makes 
a substantial contribution to the establish- 
ment or development of commercial or in- 
dustrial activities in India is unfairly pre- 
judiced; 

"(e) That by reason of conditions imposed by the 
patentee upon the grant of licences under the patent, 
or upon the purchase, hire or use of the patented ar- 
ticle or process, the manufacture, use or sale «if 
materials not protected by the patent or the estab- 
lishment or development of commercial or industrial 
activities in India is unfairly prejudiced." 

111.   The Indian legislation on this point is largely 
P?ttimnn °n the prior Unitccl Kin£fl°m Patents Law 
of 1949 and is similar to the legislation of Canada. 
Ireland, New Zealand, Pakistan, South Africa and to 
a lesser extent, Israel, the Philippines and Trinidad 
and Tobago. This supplies some indication that the 
industrial _ countries are trying to protect interests 
within their national economies similar to those sought 
to be protected by the developing countries. 

C. COMPULSORY LICENSING vis-A-vrs REVOCATION 
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112. The first laws dealing with patent non-use 
were adopted prior to the emergence of the corporate 
age, when patents were essentially employed by the 
individual patentee. Hence, they provided for the revo- 
cation of unused patents (see. e.g., the French Law of 
1844, the Belgian Law of 1854, and the A-gentine 
Law of 1864). There are still in existence, mainly in 
the case of some under-developed countries, statutes 
which provide for revocation where a patent has not 
been exploited  within two years of  its  issuance, or 



where its use has heeii discontinued for more than two 
years, or for even shorter periods of time. 

113. Imiter mi, when the exploitation of patents hy 
licensees he-came more prevalent, consideration was 
given to the le>s stringent remedy of compulsory 
licensing. Tbu-, there are now many countries, such 
as Japan, XeiV-rlands, Xorway and Sweden, which 
make provision for the compulsory licensing of non- 
used patents and no provision for their revocation. 
The more recent national statutes (with the exception 
of the Italian Law of VW ) tend to establish a period 
of time after the issuance of the patent during which 
no application may If made for a compulsory licence, 
and a further time period during which the patents are 
not subject to revocation; many of these statutes fol- 
low the time periods set forth in article 5 of the Paris 
Union »see paragraph 114 below), but there are 
variations. In some countries, revocation of the patent 
tnav take- place if the [latent is beiti,? commercially ex- 
ploited only outside the country. Mexico has a unique 
provision wherehv. if a patent is not exploited within 
the first twelve vears of its issuance, its term is reduced 
to twelve years. This is in addition to a provision for 
compulsory licensing in the event of non-exploitation 
during the first three years of the patent's life or the 
interruption of its exploitation thereafter for more than 
six consecutive months. 

114. The trend away from revocation and toward 
the less stringent remedy of compulsory licensing in 
the event of non-use has been supported on the ground 
that jiatent revocation is inconsistent with the prin- 
ciple of international protection of patentees, unduly 
harsh on inventors, discouraging to investors who wish 
to introduce technological innovai ions and a stimulus 
to firms to locate their enterprises in locations for 
which they are not economically suited. The chief legal 
reason for the national legislative trend toward com- 
pulsory licensing is the adoption of article 5 of the 
Paris Union for the Protection of Industrial Property, 
which has attempted to standardize fand render more 
lenient to the patenter) the national compulsory licens- 
ing and revocation procedures hitherto prevailing. In 
article 5, the principle is set forth that patent revoca- 
tion will 1x* resorted to only if the granting of com- 
pulsory licences does not suffice to prevent abuses 
resulting from the exercise (including the non-use) of 
patent rights. The standard established is that an un- 
used or inadequately exploited patent is not subject 
to compulsory licensing until after three vears from 
the date of issuance of the patent, or until after four 
vears from the filing of the application for n patent 
if the prient was issued within twelve months from 
filing. The patent is not subject to revocation until two 
vears after the issuance of a compulsory licence to an 
applicant. A proposal advanced at the latest 1<>58 
Lisbon Conference of the Paris Union to forbid the 
revocation of unused patents and to have compulsory 
licensing as the sole remedy was unsuccessful, Similar 
attempts had lwen made at prior Conferences. 

115. The national laws of some memlwr countries 
of the Paris Union do not necessarily conform to the 
standard laid down in article 5. For example, in France, 
inch conformity was not estaHished until 1953. In 
Belgium, legislation designed to bring the 1854 Patent 
Act provision with resjx*ct to patent non-use in line 
with article 5 of the Paris Union is currently under 

consideration. Italv. although a member of the Paris 
Union, still prescribes revocation as the sole remedy in 
the case of non-working. 

D.   EVALUATION OF NON-CSE PROVISIONS 

116. Students of the problem have advanced eco- 
nomic arguments both in support of, and in opposi- 
tion to, the patent non-use laws, also referred to as 
compulsi ry working and compulsory licensing statutes. 
The basic economic justification for such laws is that 
the non-working of a foreign patent destroys its only 
valid basis, to bring the economic benefit of the inven- 
tion to the romniunity, as indicated in paragraphs 107 
and 108 above. The economic objections centre about 
the proposition that such statutes, particularly those 
relating to compulsory working, are a form of trade 
protectionism, comparable in their effect to restrictive 
tariffs and having the same detrimental effect on interna- 
tional trade. Moreover, it may not be economically 
desirable to exploit an invention within a country; in 
such a case, the law, Iry compelling a foreign patentee 
to work his invention within the country or by en- 
couraging domestic entrepreneurs to exploit the inven- 
tion, may have the effect of forcing the domestic con- 
sumer, particularly in an under-developed country with 
its relatively thin markets, to pay more for a patented 
product than if they imported it from a country better 
qualified to produce it. Other objections to such statutes 
are that they destroy or diminish the value of patents 
as an incentive to invention and investment in ex- 
pensive research facilities; that they will injure small 
firms that are compiled to license larger competitors; 
and that they are difficult to administer and an inef- 
fective means of reducing restrictions on industry. The 
validity of these objections is disputed by the sup- 
porters of compulsory licensing, particularly as they 
apply to the under-developed countries. 

E.   PRACTICAL EFFECTS OF NON-VSF. PROVISIONS 

117. It is difficult to determine how effective the 
1 iws requiring compulsory working and licensing in 
the event of patent non-use have been in practical opera- 
tion. The criteria underlying these laws are difficult 
to interpret and apply. Such statistics as are available, 
which come prmarilv from the industrial countries, 
indicate that administrative or judicial enforcement of 
the statutes is relatively infrequent. Thus, revocation is 
almost never demanded. The United Kingdom reports 
that, over a recent five-year period, seven applications 
for a compulsory licence based on non-use of the patent 
were made, of which one was granted and the others 
withdrawn or abandoned; Canada, during a similar 
period, that five compulsory licences were requested, 
two granted and three still pending; Denmark, that 
seven applications for compulsory licence were made, of 
which three were granted, three are pending and one 
has l>een withdrawn; the Philippines, that eight re- 
quests were made, all of them pending; Republic oí 
Korea, one request and one licence granted. In India, 
four compulsory licences for non-use were requested, 
and one granted. In Ireland, one request was made ; in 
Israel three, and in T'oiand seven, but in all three 
countries no licence has been granted during the five- 
year period. Norway reports that since 1910 a total of 
twenty-seven  requests  for  compulsory  licences  have 
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been made a total of eleven licences have been granted 
while two have I«-n denied, and eleven shelved or with- 
draw,, Only three of the cases in question involved 
Norwegian nationals, while the other twenty-four re- 
quests related to patents held !>v foreign nationals In 
act, regarding the vast majority of requests for com- 

pulsory licences mentioned above, the patents were 
originally issued to foreign nationals. Australia Cuba 
Japan, Morocco, the Netherlands, Xew Zealand and' 
Switzerland report that there have been no ree u " 
for compulsory licences during the last five years. 

11«.   The   infrequency   of   requests  for "compulsory 

SS!,Bnfn,,pI,t,L-,,WtTr< in,,,'Cate that thfl n•\£ 
servid t \ *   t,K'Se   StatUtür>'   Prisions   lus strved to make patentees more amenable to exploiting 

>e   patents   within   the   country,   either   directly   or 

ÊAîrr / W»•««.' than  thev   othenvis 
ight have been. Likewise, the fact that   he iîovern- 
ent has the power to intervene and fix royalty ra   s 

under a compulsory licence in the event of disagree 
ment  among  the   parties.   may-in  t,,,se  ^A". 

¡SîîL. -V î,Kwment  l"'twrai latent«-»  and  li- 

119.   There are other reasons why it is difficult to 
ascertain how effective compulsory working and com 

vantmg the economic development of a country. Manv 
patents  are  frequently   taken   out,  for  defensive  and 

^Sr•likhr tl0t SUSC^tiMe (>f atrial exploitation. Other patents may constitute minor im- 
provements which are not essentia! to the    r Zction 

practice. As pointed out in part Two of this renort i 
wide range o/ economic facti, must be presíníTsup! 
Smtr -sustain,»K   industrial   development   in   a 
t Z i\ am! "TV0 a I•1•* » thwior<' ineffective m the absence of other necessary factors of product• 
These considerations apply to both industrial and T* 

ine case of the latter, with their special dependence 
¡^unpatented  technological  and managementW 

njf countries, one might also consider the administra- 
te advantages of providing for the autonu 7 ap e 

aviation r ,- T C(myM n•? ^eetive than revocation or compulsory licensing, l>oth of which re- 

ELiTT11 T ,,rivat(;iniSatiw «° ***£ mente«! Hy the automatic laj.se of the patent the 
public Incomes possessed of the invention Art any 

ST\îr ^'"T^ ^"^««tive or judicia actkm 
On the other hand, an automatic lapse intervening 
vu hou pnor consideration by the Government of 
a phcation by . third party desirous of working the 

tTint   belt H W c•*«• «age of develo,? 
SÌ        * the d,iaW*a"*' of the patent in- 

F.    CoMPtXSOSY LICENSING OR ÍXMOPMATION I» THE 
PUBLIC INTFJtEST 

rec'ted tMí* provisb"s whic» are specifically di- 
inerti 1 n0n"í

US€ ** t*tents' tberfexist more 
general provisions for compulsory licensing or  com- 

pensatory  expropriation  in  the   public   interest    Tbl« 

G.     ÍNTKHIH.:|.K\m-:NT PATENTS 

\W2V At SUl,st"!,ti:,! ""»''HT "f countries (e.g..  fain,. 
adontefrí;m ' íray' 1'"rUl-al- Swit/e laíd, lav": 
ÄC.ÜWS Uhldl Pr»•l<- that the owner of a- 
cal eel   improvement patent" may obtain a licence under 
lie basic patent :, h,sa,i,fu, ihe conditions «V "ri 

in the statute, induing t|K, ,,•,,•„,,.,„ ,,,- .„., ' ' " 

compensation, affording,« J-^v'./rS 
of the basic patent and demonstrating tliat ||, ,,!! 
ment patent constitutes a notable "tediai ¡C 
VVhen the owner of the improvement patent obtain' i 
tonco under the basic patent, the owner of , sic 
patent ,s, as a rule, entitled to a cross-licence „1er the 
mprovement   patent.   This  provision   „     ,,,,., 

H.   RESTRICTIVE CON 'DITIONS   »EC.AKIlfN<;    NON-1 S| 
PATENTS 
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12.1.   A number of patent laws contain „o statutory 
provision  dea ,„g  with  the non-use of   paten       V? 

S• t]f aI,SC,,CC',°f •SUdl »tat»»'"-v pn.vision's. Vhe Problem of non-use has been dealt with Thus i„ the 
Imted States, the mere „on-nse of the patented iny< - 
ton » not a ground for attacking a ,„„.,, „r ,,,,, !,  , ' 

mfringers. However, agreements among enterprises 
not    to    use    a    patented   invention    involving    the 

hïll K   ^i  "S     "f a Cf,,"l"'«i»K teclmologv.  have  been 
held by the courts to constitute violations of the anti- 
rust law  (whid, ,s discussed in  the next section  ,f 

this report >. \\ here patent non-use is found „, be part 
of an effort to foreclose compétitif,,, or shows ,„ i„,e,,t 
to monoiiohze. it violates sections 1 and 2 of the Sher- 
man Ant.-Trust Act. The c,„.se,,„nn-, of being found 
JTUiltv of such violation is that the violator mat suffer 
the loss or diminution of his patent rights. Independ- 
ently of the situation that obtains in the Cnited Stati' 
^suggestion   has be«,,  advanced   that   the national 
policy with respect to the nn„-„«. of patents should 
not  be   considered  in   isolation,   but   should  Ir   co- 
ordinated with the general policy of the country with 
respect to restrictive business practices. 

I.    P.WMKM  OF FEES 

(Jt
24' T.-T Shmi,f! als" '"' ,,fJ,<''1 a" administrative 

factor which serves to bring alK,«it the voluntary 
abandonment of unused patents. This is the require- 
ment that all patentees in most countries pay annual 
or periodic fees, which usually increase with the age 



of the patent. The size of these payments mav be an 
important factor in encouraging the voluntary abanclon- 
mem of unused patents. 

2. Safeguards against abases of the 
patent privilege 

A.    RKSTRICTIVE AN»  MONOPOLY ARRANGEMENTS 

125.   As pointed nut earlier, the owner of a patent 
may either retain exclusive control over it, or transfer 
or asMgu it t,   another person, or license it  to other 
pnMMis.   In   tur  event  a   patentee  retains  full   control 
of his patent and decides not to exploit it, he becomes 
Mi.-ject  to the  national compulsory working and com- 
pulsory use statutes described in the preceding chapter 
I his capter will concern itself with other restrictive 
business  practices connected  with the  exploitation of 
patents that are considered under national  legislation 
to he abuses ofu,e patent privilege The most freinent 
oí sudi restrictive business practice, are the conditions 
and   limitations   to   be   found   in   patent   licence  and 
ransfer   agreements,   such   as   requirements   to   use 

patented   and   unpatented   materials   supplied   by the 

Kiln'/ T"1    dailStS).; »,riw fi*»*:  liniitîtions 
n   rn   Pl f   ^  T"*""'«   r°>'altÌeS''   a"d   P3*•* of royalties for unused patents. 

H.   MEASURES CONTAINED IN NATIONAL PATENT 
LEGISLATION 

126. Unlike the situation with respect to non-use of 
patents, many countries have no legislation or other 
legal provision specificali y relating to restrictive busi- 
ness proviens in patent licence agreements. Among 
these are: Ceylon, Czechoslovakia, El Salvador, Korea 
(Kepub ic of>. Luxembourg. Nepal, Pakistan,  Poland, 

(CuUlÌc"of) <J:id   aml   Tü,)ag0   and   Vic,-Nam 

127. The United Arab Republic reports that, while 
it has no defunte laws for the regulation and exploita- 
tion of patents and royalties: "Mach case i« studied 
individualy according to the conditions and obligations 
stipulated m contract." India, which cutremlv has no 
patent or antitrust provisions bearing on thé subject 
of restrictive business practices in patent licence agree- 
ments, states that : s 

'The prevalence of restrictive trade  practices is 
detrimental to the interest  of public generally and 

ítenírit! I"  f,l,CSt,0n  °f  iniT"ú•»£   ¡n  the  new latents   Hill   a   provision   aiming at   prevention  of 
abuse of monopoly |7 restrictive practice is under 
consideration. ' 

Italy, which is a member of the European Economic 
G-iiiniumty and subject to the antitrust provisions Of 
articles *, and 86 of the Rome Treatv establish ng «hi 
Community (which will be discussed'later in this re 
port, see paragraphs 167 et seq., 1-elow). also indicates" 
that national legislation for the regulation of restrictive 
business practices is in the course of consideration 

128. National legislative provisions directed at re- 
strictive business practices may be contained either in 
the patent law itself or in laws applicable to restrictive 
business practices generally. Illustrative of the formei 
type of provision is the statutory provision to be found 
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in the patent laws of Australia, Ireland, New Zealand 
bouth Africa and the United Kingdom, makmg unlaw- 
ful agreements requiring a pateu licensee to turdme 
unpatented articles, or to buy materials only from thl 
patentee, or not to use articles supplied by Zsons 
other than the patentee. y pcrsüns 

129   In the United States, restrictive arrangements 
of the type described above, which are know"« "S? 
clauses  win e not regulated by the patent statute  have 
reuuently  been   the   basis  whereby   the  courts   have 

denied  a  patentee  protection   against   the  direct   or 

ÄiSiir rn-m °f t ^atent T1* innate underlying these decisions is that a patentee entrain» 

."ten   hi" iraCtlCLe SULVertS the ^y »"^Ä   hf patent law, by «-eking to restrain commerce in intented 
or unpatented articles not within the monoiX'S-m ed 
by the patent on which he is suing.        l   Y k     ted 

13U.   The patent statutes of New Zeil•,! ¡nA <    .u 
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135 The patent licence restrictions thus removed 
from the application of the German antitrust law appear 
to he identical with those patent licence restrictions 
which, according to a recent communication issued by 
the Commission of the European Economic Community 
are within the scope of the patent right and hence not 
considered subject to the prohibitions of article US (I) 
of the Rome Treaty, the basic antitrust provision of 
the European Economic Community.  These are: 

"Oblifrations imposed on the licensee which have as their 
object : 

"!. Limitation to certain means of exploiting the inven- 
tion which are contemplated by the law on patents (manu- 
facture, use, distribution); 

"2.   Limitation: 
"(<J) Of   the  manufacture  of  the  patented  product. 
"(b) Of tht application of the patented process, to tech- 

nically defined areas of application; 
"3. Limitation of the number of products to be manu- 

factured or of the number of times the right is exercised; 
"4.   Limitation on the exercise of the right : 
''(«) In time (a licence of a shorter duration than the 

patent), 

"(b) In ipace (a regional licence for a part of the 
territory for which the patent was granted, a licence limited 
to exploitation in a given place or to a specified  factory), 

"(f) Persona limitations (limitations of the licensee's 
power to alienate, such as a prohibition against assigning 
the licence or granting sub-licences)." 

136. In considering the above list of patent licence 
restrictions falling within the patent grant, it should 
be noted that the Commission does not regard the list 
as all inclusive. Also, these restrictive conditions have 
been declared outside the scope of article K5 ( 1 ) of 
the Rome Treaty only in the case of simple patent 
licence agreements; the Commission specifically re- 
trained from passing judgement with respect to patent 
pools, reciprocal licences and multiple parallel licences 
involving such restrictions. Moreover, the Commission's 
clearance of these restrictions as within the prohibition 
ot article «5(1) is limited to provisions which do not 
exceed the duration of the validity of the patent. 

137 In the United States, the courts have generally 
upheld   similar   patent   licence   restrictions   as   being 
reasonably within the reward of the patentee" under 

the patent laws. However, such arrangements are 
scrutinized by the courts when they we part of a 
cross-licensing or patent pool arrangement, to determine 
whether they unreasonably restrain competition or 
monopolize trade in violation of law. 

138 In Japan, article 23 of the Anti-Monopoly Law 
provides that the law shall not apply to acts recognized 
to be within the execution of rights under the Patent 
Law. Restrictive provisions limiting the licencee's field 
of operation, output and geographical area are regarded 
as within the patentee's power. 

D.  MEASURES   CONTAINED   m   GENERAL   ANTITRUST 
LEGISLATION 

139 This report will next discuss the situation in 
the following countries which possess general antitrust 
legislation which is applicable to restrictive business 
practices in patent assignment and licence agreements: 
Belgium, Canada. Denmark, Finland, France. Federal 
Republic   of Germany,   Ireland,  Japan,   Netherlands, 
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\vS L n',,Lnrd KmK',om ;,t,tl united States 
While these are all industrialized countries   their    ri« 
tices   may   be  of cons.derable  interest    »     èvelS* 
countries considering legislation in this liekl        '    g 

triésVïhîh*T0n I*''1 i'•' "m wi,h «»»* «un- irle»  tor   which there  has   been  made avail ible  o,,lv 
general ,n ormation concerning the sco^o   the ant 
rust legislation and then with those for winh there 

riÄV• dmÍiCd ¡nfü"»»tion as to   „¿S 

Mav'lOrì) BígÍU.mi tl,e.rt'«'nt]y enacted   law  of  27 
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fornir lLmCh a,U1Se T * Sh0W» An al Je 3 economie power exists when one or several persons 
possessing economic power have harmed t\Jm\7i 
merest by practices which distort or restrain the ri" mÏÏ 

freedom of producers, distributors or consumers, or 
the development of production or exchange. Kconomk 

S^s,s¿evfinelas •£ rrwhkh stih »*•^ 
Er^-fi' thrfßh-,ndustria1' «smerciai, agri- 
mA^L I ?£? f t'vmes. to exercise a doniirLt 
nfluence on the supply of goods or capital or on the 

price and quality of a specific commodity or service 
Kelgium also recognizes the applicability of the anti- 
trust prohibitions of the Kurojiean Kconomic Com- 
munity, which will be discussed in para.  l(rf> et seq., 

142.   In  France, article  59 bis of the   I«»45   Price 
Ordinance  prohibits every  concerted action,  conven- 

SKT IT' 7-,,re,S °r in,î,,iH- "r ,ri"!«- CKilirion 
which has the object or may have the effect of inter- 
fering with full competition by hindering the reduction 
of productive costs or selling prices or bv encouraging 
^artificial increase of prices. Article 3,7 of tlie Price 
Ordinance forbids unjustified refusals to sell or to 
render services; discriminatory sales terms or prices 
not justified by cost factors ; tie-in clauses and 
minimum resale price maintenance. It is jiossihle to 
obtain an administrative exemption from the minimum 
resale price prohibition, especially in the case of 
patented or guaranteed articles, but the authorities 
have been sparing in granting such exemptions Patent 
licence agreements may in certain circumstances violate 
the national antitrust legislation. 

k•
3- ,n thc Netherlands, the Kconomic Comjwtition 

Act of 1958 requires any regulation of comtietitum 
except those exempted by general regulation or »rwciaí 
dispensation, to be registered with the Ministry of 
Economic Affairs. The Minister niav issu«- general 
orders declaring certain classes and tvf*-s of rentrtrttve 
clauses to be invalid, or individual orders invalidating 
a specific regulation or competition. The I.-IMS for such 
action is that the regulation of rom|>etition bas a 
harmful effect on the public interest. Patent licence 
agreements may violate the Kconomic (Vmitietition Act 
of 1958, if they embody practices or clauses extruding 
beyond the exclusive rights of the patentee and not 
construed as an essential corollary of those rit'hts 

144. In^ Ireland, the Restrictive Trade Practices 
Acts of 1953 and 1959 provide for inquiries and repris 
by the Fair Trade Commission, on the basis of which 
the Commission may make orders which, when con 



tirmcd by act of the Parliament, may prohibit certain 
restrictive and unfair practices in relation to the supply 
ami distribution of the goods concerned. 

14>. in Finland, the basic antitrust law is the Law 
on _ Restriction of Competition of 18 January 1957. 
This law applies to agreements which require the 
contraction or restriction of entrepreneurial activity or 
demand the observance of certain prices or practices 
or which restrict or are intended to restrict the con- 
tracting parties' freedom of competition in some other 
manner, and to other restrictions of comjietition. It 
also applies to enterprises which have "such a dominat- 
ing position in some field of entrepreneurial activity that 
com¡>etition must be deemed to be lacking in this sphere 
or to lie essentially restricted*. In the latter connexion, 
it is recognized that a patent is a monojwlv j-ermitted 
by law. and accordingly ; "Only restraints of competition 
associated wilt the patent hut not belonging essentially 
to the patent are governed by tlie legal regulations 
relating to restriction of competition." 

146. Denmark, Norway and Sweden have antitrust 
legislation similar to that obtaining in Finland, in that 
enterprises are required to supply to the Government 
information concerning restrictive businesi practices ; a 
register of such information is maintained; ami anti- 
trust enforcement is teseti to a large extent on the 
principle that publicity and governmental investigation 
will prove effective, in most cases, in curbing harmful 
restrictive business practices, 

147. In lanada, the Combines Investigation Act, 
1927-46, prohibiting combinations which restrain trade 
or commerce, is applicable to patent licence agreement- 
The statute contains a s|>ecitic provision that, in any 
case where the exclusive rights conferred by patents 
have been used so as to (a) unduly limit the facilities 
for transporting, producing, supplying, or dealing with 
an article or commodity which may be the subject of 
traile or commerce, <t> i unduly restrain or injure trade 
or commerce in such article or commodity, (c) unduly 
prevent or limit tlie production of such article or 
commodity or unreasonably enhance its price, or frf) 
unduly prevent or lessen competition in such article or 
commodity, the court may issue preventive orders. 
Such orders may declare any agreement relating to 
the use of the patent void in whole or in |>nrt, restrain 
the carrying out of provisions of such agreements, or 
direct the granting of licences under tlie patents involved 
to such persons and under such terms and conditions 
as the cmirt may deem proper. 

148. Restrictive business practices in the United 
Kingdom are governed by two bask laws, the Restrictive 
Tracie Practices Act of t"5o and the Monopolies and 
Restrictive Practices (Inquiry and Controls) Acts of 
I'MS and 1 ' »53. as amend«! bv the Restrictive Trade 
Practices \ct oí RVi. The Restrictive Trade Practices 
Act of 1956, part 1, applies to any agreement, between 
two or more persons carrying on manufacturing, sales 
or pr»vcs*ing activities within the United Kingdom, 
containing restrict ions as to prices fn be charged or 
quoted; terms or conditio--; ¡t muuf-'rti.re or *a'e ; 
quality of goods to be pnw'uo d. supplied (>r acoivn-d 
tyjH's of manufacturing processes fi» be applied to 
goods or the quality or kind of good* to which such 
processes are to be applied; or the persons to or from 
whom or the places in which goods are to he bought 
or sold or manufacturing processes applied.  All  such 
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agreements are to be registered with a Registrar of 
Restrictive Trade Agreements, and judicially inves- 
tigated  by a  Kestrictive  Practices Court  in order to 
declare whether or not such restrictions are contrary 
to the public interest. If any such restriction is 
declaret 1 contrary to the public interest, it is void. 

14». If a patent licence or assignment contains 
none of the above enumerated restrictions except in 
respect < i an invention to which the patent relates or 
of articles made by the use of that invention, the 
Restrictive Trade Practices Act of Rsf, does not apply. 
Agreements relating only to exfwrts are not subject to 
registration with the Registrar and adjudication by the 
Court, but must l»e notified to the Hoard of Trade; 
however, this is not true of agreements involving both 
domestic ami export transactions, which are subject 
to the procedures of the 1956 Act. 

150.   The    MotRijiolies   and    Restrictive    Practices 
(Inquiry   and  tout rol)   Acts  of   PMS and   1953,  as 
amended, provide that, if tiie Hoard of Trade considers 
that certain specified conditions  prevail in respect of 
the supply of goods, or the application of any process 
to  goods  or  the  export  of  goods from  tlie   United 
Kingdom, it may refer such matters to a Monopolies 
Commission   for  investigation   and  report.   Currently 
excluded  from  this requirement  are all  such  agree- 
ments  that are required to be  registered under  the 
Restrictive Traile Practices Act of 1956. The report 
of the Monopolies Commission may, and in most cases 
must, be laid before each House of Parliament. If the 
House of Commons by resolution declares that con- 
ditions ofwrate or may be expected to operate against 
the public interest, an application may I* made to the 
Comptroller-General of Patents undei section 40 of the 
Patents Act of PM<>, If it appars to the Comptroller- 
Genera! that such conditions in a (»tent licence restrict 
the use of the invention bv licensees or the right of 
the patentee to grant other licences under the patent. 
or the patentee refuses to grant licences on reasonable 
terms, the Comptroller General may cancel or modify 
such conditiom or order  the patent to lie endorsed 
W ÍÜ WOrds "]kttKe* of ri*ht"- Thc *ff«t of such 
an endorsement is that any person is thereafter entitled 
to a licence on such terms as, failing agreement with 
the patentee, are determined bv the Corrmtrolkr- 
General. 

151. The United Kingdom Board of Trade is at 
present conducting a comprehensive review of legisla- 
tion on monopolies and restrictive practices bot no 
proposals or decisions have yet been announced. 

152. In the Federal Republic of Germany, section 
iV?Vt   iA£T Ajînimt  ^»"«tions oí Competition 

ot ¿7 July 1957 contains prohibitions against restrictions 
involved m the transfer of patents, utility designs and 
rights relating to the protection of new plant varieties, 
and the licences to such rights, and seetion 21 of that 
Act indicates that similar provisions are applicable in 
the field of unpatented technology or know-how. 
\ nder section 20 (\) „f this law. patent transfer and 
'trence agreements are ineffective, in so far as they 
tmpo-e restrictions on the transferee or licensee which 
go beyond the scope of patent. ( There have already 
been mentioned fsee .ras 133-138. above) certain 
types of patent licence restrictions that the statute 
lesignates  as  being within  the  scope of the  patent 



grant.) Paragraph (2) of section 20 sets forth other 
restrictions on the transfer or licensing oi patent rights 
which are not prohibited under paragraph (1), to the 
extent that these restrictions do not extend beyond the 
duration of tlie transferred or licensed right; these 
will be discussed later in connexion with the effect of 
antitrust legislation on specific restrictive business 
practices (see para. 155 et seq., below). Under para- 
graph (J) of section 20, the Cartel Authority may grant 
permission for restrictive agreements of the type 
prohibited by paragraph (1), "if the freedom of the 
transferee or licensee or of other enterprises to carry 
on business activities is not unreasonably restricted 
and corrqx-tition in the market is not considerably pre- 
judiced'1 by the restrictions. The concluding paragraph 
(•»> of section 20 provides that the basic antitrust 
prohibition and exemptions contained in sections 1 to 
14 of the 1957 Act remain unaffected by section 20. 

153. In Japan, as already indicated (see para. 138, 
above), certain restrictions that are within the patent 
grant are recognized as not being inconsistent with 
anti-monopoly policy. However, the unreasonable re- 
straint of competition or unreasonable restriction of 
business activities on the part of other entrepreneuri, 
involving abuse of the patent right, are subject to 
the Law relating to Prohibition of Private Monopoliza- 
tion and Methods of Preserving Fair Trade, hereinafter 
referred to as the Anti-Monopoly Law. The applica- 
tion of the Anti-Monopoly Law to specific restrictive 
business practices is set forth below (see para. 156 
ri seq.). ^ 

154. In the United States, section 1 of the Sherman 
Act of imo prohibits combinations, agreements and 
understandings among competitors which restrain the 
«bmestic and foreign commerce of the United States 
and section 2 of that enactment prohibits the mono- 
polization or attempted monopolization of such 
commerce. These provisions are in appropriate circum- 
stances applied against the parties to patent assign- 
ment and licensing agreements and subject such parties 
to both civil and criminal proceedings instituted by 
the Department of Justice and to treble damage suits 
by private persons who can show that they have been 
injured by the restrictive business practices in question. 
In addition, "tie-in" clauses in patent Ikence agree- 
ments have been held illegal, not only under section I 
of the Sherman A« but also wider section 3 of the 
Oayton Act ; the enforcement of the fatter statute may 
be either at the hands of the Department of Justice 
or of the Federal Trade Commission. A civil suit 
brought by the Department of Justice may result not 
only in terminating the complained of restrictions, but 
in rendering unenforceable, either permanently or for 
limited periods of time, the patents involved in such 
restrictions. It mav also result in requiring the patentee 
to issue licences to all applicants upon the pavment of 
uniform reasonable royalties. 

"Tie-in" étantes 

155. The insertion of a provision in a patent licence 
agreement requiring the licensee to use patented or 
unpatented materials supplied by the licensor, or not 
to procure such materials from any other source, has, 
as has already been indicated, been declared contrarv 
to the patent legislation of the United Kingdom and 
sverai   other  British  Commonwealth  countries   (see 
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para 128, above). Such "tie-in- clauses luve also 
been held or stated to I« .Ilegal under he general 
antitrust leg, slat .on of the United States, the federal 
Republic ot Germany, japan, and the Kurotvan Fco- 
nomic Community. However, in the three latter cases 
if tie use of the "tied-in" material is indisin-iisahU.» to 
ensure the technically unobjectionable exploitation oí the 
jKitent, the restriction may IK* legal. 

Fixing resale prices of patented products 

156. In Japan, the Federal Republic of U-rmanv 
and the Lnited States, the right to designate the sales 
price at which a manufacturing licensee mav sell he» 
within the power of the patentee. However, where such 
provisions have been aimed at or resulted in industry- 
wide price fixing, or are part of a cross licensing or 
multiple licence arrangement, they have been held *«> 
violate the United States antitrust laws, .>iuiit.irlv. in 
the Federal Republic of (lermanv patent \**,imi ar- 
rangements and compulsory imckage licences eontamin.' 
such restrictions may be void. 

157. In the Federal Republic of tlei many, the 
fixing by a patentee or licensee of a res;:le prue at 
which wholesalers and retailers mav .sell is jN.ssibk- 
only upon compliance with section' lt> of the Law 
Against Restrictions of Competition, authorizing such 
resale price maintenance for trade-mark«! goo«Is but 
requiring the registration with the Federal Cartel 
Authority  of  agreements  fixing  such   prices. 

158. In the United States, a patentee may fix the 
resal« price only of his manufacturing licensees: the 
»ale of a patented product terminates the seller's 
control over it and exhausts the seller's right to control 
its resale price. Hence, in the United States, a patent 
licensing programme which attempts t<> control tlie 
prices of wliolesalers and retailers contravenes tlie 
Sherman Act. 

159. In Japan, the patentee docs not, as a rule, have 
the right to designate the resale price of a patented 
article; a patentee or licensee desiring to designate a 
resale price must apply to the Fair Trade Commission 
under article 24-2 of the Ami-Monopoly La-*. The 
Commission has thus far allow«! such resale price 
requirements in the case of nine commodities. 

lr»0. In Finland, under section 12 of the law en 
Restriction of Competition, the Cartel Office can 
forbid an enterprise from either fixing minimum resale 
prices or from suggesting prices unless it is expressly 
stated that the suggested price may l»e undercut when 
the Cartel Office deems that such a restraint on com- 
petition will be injurious to the commuer. The Sw«ftsh 
taw of 1053 to Counteract (Vrtain Acts in Restraint 
of Competition, as amend«! in lO.'o, forbids resale price 
agreements ; while the Fre«lom of Commerce Board 
may grant exemptions from this prohibition, it has 
done so in only a few cases. 

Restrictions on sales territories 

16!. As indicai«! earlier, the limitation of a licensee 
to selling a product within a particular area of the 
country is within the patent right However, it ha» 
been held in th^ United States that the purchaser of 
a patented article in one part of the United States 
mav resell it anywhere in the United States despite 
such territorial restriction. Moreover, patent rights 
granted by a United States or Japanese patent are only 



coextensive with the geographical limits of the country, 
and do not justify an agreement by a licensee not to 
export the patented product from the country, which 
has been held illegal under the laws of those two 
countries. 

Royalties for unused patents 

162. In Japan, Federal Republic of Germany, and 
the I'nited States, the requirement of the payment of 
royalties by a licensee covering patents which he is 
not using is not in itself legally objectionable. However, 
where a patentee coerces a licensee to accept a licence 
under one patent on condition that the licensee accept 
licences under another patent or a whole package of 
patents (so-called "compulsory package licensing"), the 
scheme may fie attacked as beyond the grant of the 
patent monopoly and as a violation of the antitrust 
law. 

163. In Brazil, special regulations have recently 
been issued under the Transfer of Profits Act, which 
apply to the use of patents and to the payment of 
royalties. In order to receive governmental approval 
for pntent licence agreements, it is necessary to prove 
that the licensee is in fact exploiting the patented 
invention, and that the patent is not a mere fiction in 
the contract, designe«:! to justify the payment of 
royalties.** 

Cross-licensing  ani  patent-pooling  arrangements 

164. Limitation of a licensee's territory or field of 
operation, the fixing of his resale price arid the limita 
tion of his output are proper exercises of the patent 
power held by individual patentees. However, where 
cross-licensing and patent-pooling arrangements are 
involved, different considerations obtain. In the United 
States, it has been judicially recognized that err.ss- 
licensing or patent-pooling may be necessary to resolve 
patent conflicts or to utilize mutually dependent or 
blocking patents; in stich circumstances, thev promote 
rather than restrain competition f hi the other hand, 
stich arrangements necessarily involve co-operation 
among competitors that may lead to unreasonable 
restraints of traile violating the anfitrtist laws. In any 
given situation, a determination of antitrust legality 
therefore requires an examination of the purpose, the 
power ami the prodticfs of the parties involved. Ac- 
cordingly, in many situations, patent pools an'! cross- 
licences involving price-fixing, division of fields, sup- 
pression of the sale of unpatented products and similar 
practices have been held unreasonable and to violate the 
antitrust laws. 

K.    ISTFKKATtONAf.    FFFFCTs    OK    »FSTTttCTIVF. 
ARRAKr.KMFSÎTS 

165. While most countries do not have laws pre- 
venting patent misuse and restrictive business practices, 
several countries, as the preceding paragraphs of this 
reiv>rt have shown, have taken legislative, administrative 
or judicial action against such restrie, i ve business 
practices ( which may involve patent misuse ) as tie-in 
sales; the fixing of the resale prices of wholesalers 
and retailer-» and. in some cases, of manufacturing 
licensees ; agreements not to cxjwt or not to sell in 

** See also »ecti'Ti -t hrtow, ".\«<ienmetit and  licence agree- 
ment* with foreign patentee» ami kn >w-how owners". 

designated areas; compulsory package licences; alloca- 
tions of territories ; and limitations of output. These 
laws and decisions take no account of the domestic 
or foreign nationality of the patentees or licensees 
involved ; the basis of the jurisdiction exercised by 
the national authorities is the existence of a domestic 
patent, issued by the national government, and the 
imposition by the patentee (or the licensee) of restric- 
tions on the exercise of that patent that are considered 
to be contrary to the public interest or to the policy 
of the country. From the standpoint of that public 
policy, the question of whether foreign or domestic 
nationals are involved in the patent «abuse is usually 
not a consideration. 

166. There is no international convention or rule 
of law to prevent national governments from condemn- 
ing or taking some legal action against abuses of patents 
issued by them. On the contrary, the Paris Convention 
expressly provides that each member State may adopt 
legislation providing for the grant of compulsory fi- 
cen« * in order to prevent abuses in the exercise of 
patent rights (article 5, para. A2). The question has 
heen raised at times, however, whether, as a practical 
matter, national governments can adequately cope with 
the problem of harmful restrictive business practices 
in international patent licensing agreements, i.e., agree- 
ments where one of the parties or the licensed inven- 
tions are of foreign origin. It is therefore m order to 
set forth in some detail two currently functioning multi- 
lateral treaties dealing with restrictive business prac- 
tices involving international trade, the Paris Treaty of 
1951 establishing the European Coal and Steel Com- 
munity and the Rome Treaty of 1957 establishing the 
European Economic Community. Under these two 
treaties, six countries—Belgium, Federal Republic of 
Germany, France, Italy, Luxembourg, and the Neth- 
erlands-have sttbscril>ed to supra-national programmes 
for the prevention and control of restrictive business 
practices, affecting—though not limited to—patented 
articles and processes. 

167. The specific restrictive practices against which 
articles 85 and 86 of the Rome Treaty Establishing 
the European Economic Community are directed are 
horizontal and vertical (resale) price fixing, whether 
accomplished directly or indirectly; the limitine; or 
controlling of production, distribution, technical devel- 
opment or investment; dividing of markets or sources 
of supply ; tie-in sales ; the application of unequal con- 
ditions for equivalent goods or services vis-à-vis other 
contracting parties, to the competitive disadvantage of 
such parties; and the fixing, directly or indirectly, of 
other conditions of transacting business. Such provi- 
sions are prohibited under article 85 (1) and (2) of 
the Rome Treaty when they involve agreements be- 
tween enterprises, decisions of associations of enter- 
prises, and concerted practices "which are apt to affect 
the commerce between Member States and . . . have 
as their object or effect the prevention, restriction or 
adulteration of competition within the Common 
Market". 

16H. Under article 85 (3) of the Rome Treaty, 
the Commission of the European Economic Community 
has the authority t . t \empt from the prohibitions of 
article 85 (1 > and (2), agreements, decisions or con- 
certed practices "which contribute to the improvement 
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of the production or distribution of commodities or to 
the promotion of technological or economic progress". 
However, an exempted arrangement must meet not only 
this test but three additional safeguards. The restrictive 
arrangement : 

(a) Must reserve "an appropriate share of the re- 
sulting profit to the consumers" (the concept of "profit" 
is not limited to that of price savings) ; 

(b) Must not impose on the enterprises involved 
restrictions going beyond those necessary for the at- 
tainment of the above described rationalization objec- 
tives; and 

(c) Must not enable such enterprises to "eliminate 
competition in respect of a substantia! portion of the 
commodities involved". 

169. Article 86 of the Rome Treaty prohibits, as 
incompatible with the Common Market, ". .. the abusive 
exploitation of a dominant position in the Common 
Market or a substantial part thereoi by one or several 
enterprises to the extent that it is capable of affecting 
the commerce between Member States". The practices 
which it is recognized may result in such an abusive 
exploitation of market position are, with one exception, 
similar to those referred to in connexion with article 85. 
The basic difference is that the cartel restrictive prac- 
tices covered by article 85 (1) are prohibited unless 
exempted by the Commission under article 85 (3), 
whereas the practices of market-dominating concerns 
covered by article 86 are not forbidden unless they 
amount to an abuse of market position. 

170. Both the Commission of the Common Market 
and the national antitrust authorities of the six coun- 
tries constituting the European Common Market have 
the authority to apply articles 85 ( 1 ) and (2) and 86 
of the Rome Treaty. However, only the Commission can 
grant antitrust exemptions under article 85 (3). The 
Commission is given far-reaching investigative powers 
and the power to impose heavy fines or penalties not 
only in connexion with its substantive decisions, but 
also in connexion with false information given it or 
failure to comply with its investigative requests. 

171. Persons who wish to have their a.reements 
exempted pursuant to article 85 (3) of the Rome Treaty 
are generally required to register such agreements 
with the Commission. To date thousands of such agree- 
ments have been filed with the Commission, but the 
Commission has been very slow in arriving at any 
definitive policies. The only declaration of policy that 
the Commission has made with regard to patent licence 
agreements is the one referred to earlier in this section 
of the report. In addition to the restrictions already 
mentioned as fatting within the scope of the patent 
grant and therefore not prohibited by article 85 (I), 
the Commission has indicated that it will not regard 
that article as prohibiting an agreement by the licensor 
to grant no other licences and to refrain from ex- 
ploiting the invention himself, and commitments to 
communicate unpatented know-how acquired in the 
course of exploiting the licensed inventions or to grant 
licences on improvements or on new patent applications. 
However, in the tatter connexion, reciprocal cross- 
licensing of patents and know-how by the licensee is 
valid only if it is not exclusive and if the licensor has 
assumed analogous undertakings. 

172. The Commission has not vet laid down its 
policy with respect to the exi^rt of patented articles 
from one member to another member of the Common 
Market. However, considering the underlying objectives 
of the Rome Treaty to break down all territorial bar- 
riers to trade among its member countries, one of the 
most important issues pending before the Commission 
ts the extent to which it will authorize conditions in 
patent licence agreements preventing the export of pat- 
ented articles outside of the territory for which the 
licensee holds a licence. 

173. Roughly speaking, article 65 of the Paris 
Treaty establishing the Kuropean Coal and Steel Com- 
munity covers the same type of restrictive business prac- 
tices as are covered by article 85 of the Rome Treaty. 
Similarly, its prohibitions apply to all agreements, de- 
cisions and concerted practices "tending directly or 
indirectly to hinder, restrict or adulterate the normal 
operation of competition within the Common Market". 
The High Authority of the Communitv is authorized, 
under article 65 (2) of the Paris Treaty, to exempt 
from this prohibition specialization agreements, joint 
buying and selling arrangements and certain analogous 
distribution agreements, if it is satisfied that such 
arrangements : 

( 1 ) Contribute to a substantial improvement in the 
production or distribution of the products involved, and 
are essential to the achieving of such a result ; 

(2) Are not more restrictive than is necessary for 
such purpose; and 

(3) Do not give the interested parties the |>ower 
to fix prices or control or limit the production or sale 
of a substantial ¡»art of the products involved, or pro- 
tect the parties from effective competition by other 
enterprises within the Community. 

174. The Paris Treaty provisions cover only two 
bask commodities, coal and steel. The problem of the 
future permissible scope of jmtent licensing agreements 
within the Common Market is therefore primarily de 
pendent on the interpretation of the later Rome Treaty 
establishing the European Economic Community, which 
covers all commodities other than those within the 
jurisdiction of the European Coal and Steel Community. 

F.  CONCLUDING OBSERVATIONS 

175. In evaluating the foregoing national and inter- 
national developments with respect to the control <>f 
restrictive business practices, it must lie IK irne in mind 
that most of these developments are of comparatively 
recent origin. With the exception of the United States 
and Canada, the legal developments at the national level 
have all taken place subsequent to World War II. 
The dates of the initiation of the two international 
programmes for the control of restrictive business prac- 
tices, those of the Euro|>ran Coal and Steel Community 
and of the European Economic Community, are 1**52 
and 1*>57, respectively. Because of this lack of historical 
background, the complex nature of the problem, and 
Other reasons, it is not possible to say how effective 
has been the enforcement of the policies against nio 
nopoly and restrictive practices laid down in me various 
national and international measures. It is clear, however 
that, for  the effective enforcement  of these  ¡«jlicies, 
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a large number of trained personnel armed with ade- 
quate investigative powers, and appropriate legal sanc- 
tions, are required. 

176. White some under-developed countries, such 
as Mexico and Argentina, have in the past adopted 
general antitrust measures, there is no indication that 
such measures are currently enforced. Rrazil has more 
recently adopted new antitrust legislation, and Australia 
has under consideration the adoption of such legislation. 
However, the bulk of the countries with antitrust legis- 
lation are industrial countries. If, as is the fact, the 
industrial countries find difficulty in putting into prac- 
tical effect the general legal standards formulated in 
their national antitrust legislation, even more difficulty 
will he encountered by the under-developed countries. 
While these difficulties should not deter developing 
countries from adopting antitrust provisions which 
might reduce or counteract the restrictive abuses, it 
seems more appropriate to conditions in developing 
countries to favour measures for the screening and 
regulation of assignment and licence agreements (see 
below, section 4). 

177. In this connexion, another problem arises re- 
garding agreements for the licensing or transfer of 
unpatented technology ("know-how"). Such agree- 
ments may contain restrictive conditions that are con- 
trary to the national public policy. It is also recognized 
that the same type of restrictions may be present in 
know-how licence agreements as are to be found in 
patent licence agreements. This suggests that any ex- 
amination of restrictive business practices in connexion 
with the transfer of technology to under-developed 
countries is necessarily incomplete if it confines itself 
to the consideration of patents and ignores know-how. 

178. There are. however, special problems and diffi- 
culties with respect to know-how. The economic and 
legal considerations relevant to restrictions placed on 
the use of know-how have not received as intensive 
exploration as has been the case with respect to similar 
restrictions imposed in connexion with the utilization 
of patents. Also, national governments have a better 
legal basis for coping with patent licence restrictions, 
because a patent is a privilege granted by the State, 
the limits of which are expressed by the claims and 
specifications of the patent, and on the exercise of 
which the State can impose conditions. In the case of 
know-how, Governments are dealing with a type of 
private property, the legal status of which is subject 
to considerable uncertainty and the economic nature 
of which it is difficult to define with \ "ecision. This 
issue as well as the various aspects of Governments' 
regulation of patent and know-how assignment and 
licence agreements are further discussed below in 
section 4. 

3. Public UM of patented invention! 

17l>. The preceding sections have discussed how 
national patent legislation through compulsory work- 
ing and licensing provisions deals with the problems 
of non-use and misuse of patents. These provisions 
reflect a wide-spread public interest in the proper and 
effective utilization of inventions (as does the exclu- 
sion from patentability of certain items affected with 
a special public interest (see chapter 1.3)). 
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180. This section will deal with other legal provi- 
sions designed to serve this interest by bringing about 
the use, by governmental agencies or by persons other 
than the patentee, of patented inventions, without neces- 
sary reference to whether the patentee is himself work- 
ing the invention. 

181. The two most common methods for throwing 
open patented inventions to use bv others than the 
patentee are: (a) compulsory licensing of patents to 
mteres'ed parties and (b) the expropriation of the 
patented invention by the Government, with or with- 
out the possible consequence of placing the invention 
within the public domain. In both cases, there arises 
the issues of the compensation to the patentee and of 
the administrative or judicial mechanics and authority 
for determining such compensation. 

182. National laws differ as to the extent to which, 
and the legal procedures under which, Governments 
will be entitled to the use of patented inventions. Thus, 
the policy of the United Kingdom has been to limit 
the governmental authority to use inventions to war- 
time periods and to the purpose of maintaining, con- 
trolling and regulating supplies and services essential 
to the well-l>eing of the community, their equitable 
distribution and their availability at fair price«. Ef- 
forts to give the Government similar power» under 
peacetime conditions have been unsuccessful. Thus, a 
recent United Kingdom report has concluded that, in 
normal times, government departments should be in 
the same position as any ordinary manufacturer and, if 
unable to come to terms with the patentee, should 
apply for a compulsory licence.** 

183. On the other hand, a recent Indian report hat 
recommended that existing governmental powers to 
use patented inventions should he expanded, so that 
all governmental departments, and public corporations 
run by the Government, would be enifiowered to use 
patented inventions on the payment of reasonable com- 
pensation as determined by a special statutory proce- 
dure, without need to resort to the general procedure 
of application for compulsory licence.10 

184. National glides differ, not only as to the cir- 
cumstances under which Governments may use patented 
inventions, but as the nature of the public interest 
which justifies the compulsory licensing or expropria- 
tion of patented inventions and as to the praeeéwt* 
employed in connexion therewith. As will be seen from 
the ensuing summary of national legislation, the puMk 
interest which justifies compulsory licensing or expro- 
priation measures may relate to such diverse matten 
as the national defence, public health," improvements 
m the balance of trade of the countrv, development of 
special resources available in the country or industrial 
development in general. An examination of these dif- 
ferent rules indicates that compulsory licensing or ex- 
propriation are considered as special alternatives, used 
only m exceptional situations. The bask concent of 
the patent system is that the patent owner—i eV the 
inventor or his assignee or licensee—is ordinarily hi 
the best position to assure the most effective exploita. 
Ü°        h,S ,nvent,on  Compulsory licensing or expro- 

imlian Keport, or     it, paragraph 168-174. 
-y wi I I* seen, ui.hc u«e of patenti in the food ar«l <*m 

field function as an alternative to the exctu.k* rf ïhï fi3i 
from patentability (see chapter 1.3 above) **" 
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priation can lie effective only where the patented inven- 
tion is critical tu the production of a commodity and 
the industrial development in question is not dependent 
also on unpatented technology or other resourc« s within 
the control of the patent«'. The need of a country for 
;t patented product or the utilization of a patented 
process must l»e weighed against the possihle deterrent 
effect that compulsory licensing or expropriation may 
have on the patentee's incentive to engage in further 
inventions or to invest in the industrial exploitation 
of his technology. 

185. Various provisions for compulsory licensing or 
expropriation of patents in the public interest are sum- 
marized in annex I). Synoptic table of major provi- 
sions of patent legislation in selected countries (column 
7 !. However, some provisions of special interest, which 
were set forth in the ( iovernments' replies to the Ques- 
tionnaire, will lie mentioned here, 

186. In Czechoslovakia, in cases where the patented 
invention has a particular importance for the State, 
such as defence, and no agreement on licensing condi- 
tions has («en reached l>etween the enterprise needing 
the invention and the patentee, the Office for Patents 
and Inventions may decide to allow the State to use 
the invention without the consent of the patentee. If 
there is no agreement between the parties regarding 
compensation, that issue is decided by the courts. 

1X7.   The legal provisions in the Scandinavian coun- 
tries are of special  interest in view of the revisions 
suggested  by the   Nordic Committee.   In   Denmark, 
there are no provisions regarding compulsorv licensing 
on general grounds of the ptiMte interest  (as distin- 
guished from non-use of patents). In F inland, if an 
invention proves to he such that the national interest 
requires  its immediate  use  by  the  community, the 
patent may be expropriated by the State for "public 
needs (section 25 of the Patent Act). The expropria- 
tion may cover all rights deriving from the patent or 
be  restricted to the  right to use the  patent  for the 
needs of the State itself. In addition to the ¡»ssibility 
of expropriation, if the invention is of general useful- 
ness, it can be ordered to I* made generally available 
to the public (section 35 (2) of the Patent Act). The 
power Mb. to expropriate an invention and to order 
that it be made freely available to the puWk is vested 
in the Government, and reasonable compensation must 
I* paid to the patentee by the State in Imth cases. If 
no agreement is reached as to compensât ion, the pat- 
entee may institute judicial proceedings against the 
State to determine the compensation ( section 36 of the 
Patent Act). In Norway, compulsory licensing may be 
granted to the Government under the expropriation 
provisions of section M of the Patent Act, irrespective 
of whether the patentee is working the invention. Un- 
der these provisions, it •% also possible for the Govern- 
ment to authortie private utilisation of the patent at its 
expense. In Sweden, under section 17 of the Patent 

L •; I** r'mefnn,en*  "»av decide that  an invention 
«hall be free for UM- by the general public or by the 
State,   notwithstanding  any  patent.   In   such  a  case, 
however, the patentee is guaranteed full rompe, *ation, 
to be determined in the last instance bv the courts. 
The  preliminary  report on   N'ordic  patent legislation 
fprrpared by a committee representing Ifc-nmark, Fin- 
land.  N'orwav and Sweden i  propoted to permit com- 
pulsory  licensing  where, m the pnbbe  interest, there 

are weighty reas,,,,, ,,.r such .ut,,,,, Tins pr,,posai is 
oí >í*;u.,l spumone,- it, v;,w „f th.- Xordic Com- 
mittees recommendation to ..¡Uv the grant of patents 
for toodstults .,„d drugs, and terminate the près«-,« 
exclusion in,,,, patent,,?„htv under the national laws 
ot the tour countries. It „„heat, s that, m the case of 
inventions relating to foodstuffs and medianes com- 
pulsory licensing provisi,,,,* are coii-id.a ed ],v the 
Committee as preferable to iion-paicutah¡Iit\ . 

1SX. In /{/ Salvador, article 12 of the Patents \ct 
provides that patents may he expropriated on grounds 
of public utility, subject to the pavnieut of colonisa- 
tion. Uns applies when the unrestricted use of the 
subject matter of the patent is likclv to create an im- 
portant now sector of national economic resources and 
the patentee refuses to allow the exploitation of the 
patent in the country although this is feasible. 

WX In the federal Republic i,f Cermany the 
patent law requires the granting of a compulsorv li- 
cence in the public interest. The public interest must be 
affected to a considerable extent before a compulsory 
licence may be justified. The Government's rei.lv men- 
tions that in recent years only a verv small mnnler of 
compulsory licences have been granted, as in most 
rases voluntary agreement is reached bv the parties. 
However, in the following cases, the courts have de- 
cided that the public interest justifies the grant of a 
compulsory licence: (a) supply of urgently required 
raw materials; (/>) the need for free use of highly 
valuable material for scientific ptiqioses ; (c) avoidance 
of plant shut-down or large-scale dismissal of em- 
ployees; (dì higher standards of safety and lietier 
hygienic conditions in plants. 

1*X). In France, there has been in effect since 1**53 
a special licensing system, in the interest of pubiic 
health, relating to pharmaceutical processes and prod- 
ucts. These provisions are applied when the products 
involved are not at the disusai of the public in suf- 
ficient quantities, do not possess sufficient quality or 
are sold at too high prices. In this case, a social 
licence (licence spéciale) may l>e granted by the min- 
ister in charge of industrial pro|wrty, iqwin the advice 
of a special commission. The commission is cm|*>wered 
to fix the rate of royalties, as well as other provisions 
of the licence. 

191. In Hungary, patents are worked primarily !;y 
State enterprises and State organs. The working of 
patented inventions required by economic needs of the 
nation may, therefore, IK- achieved bv instructions of 
superior governmental organs, such as the decree of 
the competent minister, without recourse to a com- 
pulsory licensing procedure. While the working of inven- 
tions is enforced Ipy administrative proceedings without 
any nee«l for court decision, the adequacy of the com- 
pensation is determined hs the courts. 

VKt. In India, section 23 CC of the Patents and 
Design* Act, l')ll, authorize, the Comptroller of 
Patents, on the application of any interested fierson, 
to grant liceiuis under patents relating to ,«> sub- 
stances capable of being \\-c<\ a, foods, medicine, or 
insecticides or in the production of such products, or 
( f'i processes for producing uch substances, or (et 
invention, capable of U-ing used as part of surgical 
or curative device,, unless it apfiears to him that there 
are g(«*| reasons for refusing the application.  In set- 
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Hing the terms of licences under this provision, the 
Comptroller is required to endeavour that the products 
in question he available to the public at the lowest 
prices consistent with the patentees' deriving a reason- 
able benefit from their patent rights. With respect to 
patents on substances or processes other than those 
mentioned above, if the Central Government is satisfied 
that it is expedient or necessary in the public interest 
that a licence thereunder be granted, it may notify 
to this effect in the Official Gazette, whereupon the 
same provisions apply as in the case of foods, medicine 
and insecticide, to the extent they can be made ap- 
plicable. However, over a recent five-year period 
twenty-two compulsory licences were requested on 
grounds of public interest relating to food and medi- 
cines, and only one granted. 

193. In Israel, section 21 of the Patents Ordinance 
provides that any interested person may present a 
petition to the Registrar of Patents alleging that a 
reasonable requirement of the public with respect to 
a patented invention has not been satisfied and asking 
for the grant of a compulsory licence or, in the alter- 
native, for the revocation of the patent. If the parties 
do not come to an arrangement between themselves, 
the petition is referred by the Registrar to the court. 
If it is proved to the satisfaction of the court that 
the reasonable requirements of the public with reference 
to the patented invention have not been satisfied, the 
patentee may be ordered by the court to grant licences 
on such terms as the court may think just. If the court 
il of the opinion that the reasonable requirements of 
the public wiil not lie satisfied by the grant of licences, 
the patent may be revoked by order of the court. 
There are under consideration provisions for making 
available to the public, under a compulsory licence, 
patent rights relating to the production of food or 
medical products. 

194. In Japan, if the working of a patented inven- 
tion is particularly desired from the viewpoint of 
public interest, anyone desiring to work that invention 
may, after obtaining the approval of the Minister of 
International Trade and Industry, consult the patentee 
or exclusive licensee for the latter's consent to work 
the invention. If no agreement is reached, the Minister 
of International Trade and Industry may order that a 
licence be given by the patentee or the exclusive li- 
censee. 

195. In the Republic of Korea, when a patented 
invention is considered to be useful in the national 
defence or public interest, the patent righ.s may be 
limited or expropriated by the Government, and the 
invention may be worked by the Government or liy any 
other person licensed by the Government. The Gov- 
ernment or the licensee, as the case may he, is required 
to pay compensation. 

196. In the Netherlands, the granting of compulsory 
licences is provided for by articles 34 and 34 A of the 
Patent Act, which specifies public interest, national 
defence, and the interest of domestic industry as 
grounds for granting compulsory licences. 

197. In the Philippines, compulsory licences may be 
granted to any person if the patented invention relates 
to food or medicine or is necessary for the public 
health or public safety. 
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198. In Poland, a compulsory licence may be granted 
if the working of the invention is necessary for the 
national defence or the implementation of the economic 
plans of the State. 

199. In the Republic of South Africa, section 48 (1) 
of the Patent Act provides that, where a patent is in 
force in respect of a substance capable of being used 
as food or medicine or in the production of food or 
medicine, or a process for producing any such sub- 
stance, or any invention capable of being used as, or 
as part of, a surgical or a curative device, the Com- 
missioner may, on application made by any person 
interested, grant a licence on such terms as he thinks 
fit. In settling the terms of licences under this provi- 
sion, the Commissioner is asked to endeavour to secure 
that food, medicine, surgical and curative devices shall 
be available to the public at the lowest prices consistent 
with the reasonable advantage that the patentee is sup- 
posed to derive from his patent rights. 

200. In the United Kingdom, the Comptroller- 
General of Patents is authorized under section 41 of 
the Patent Act, 1949, to grant an applicant a licence 
under a patent relating to a substance capable of being 
used as food or medicine, or in the production of food 
or medicine, or a process for producing such a sub- 
stance, or any invention capable of being used as. or 
as part of, surgical or curative devices. Such an applica- 
tion may be made and the licence granted at any time 
after the sealing of the patent. These provisions re- 
placed prior legislation which had excluded food and 
medical products from patent protection.*3 

201. In the Soviet Union, compulsory licensing is 
provided for in the event an invention is of particularly 
great importance for the State but an agreement is not 
reached with the patentee for the assignment of the 
patent or for its licensing. In such a case, the patent 
may, by decision of the Council of Ministers of the 
USSR, be compulsorily purchased by the State or an 
appropriate organization may be given permission to 
use the invention : payment to the patentee is also pro- 
vided for. In practice, however, there are no cases 
where the Government of the USSR has used its right 
of compulsory purchase of a patent or its right to ac- 
quire a licence. 

202. In the United States of America, the use of 
patented inventions by the Government is governed by 
statutory provisions relating to specific situations, such 
as the national security provision of the Patent Act 
of 1952, the Tennessee Valley Authority Act and the 
Atomic Energy Act. The last-named provides that, as 
to patents applied for before 1 September 1964, the 
Atomic Energy Commission may declare any patent 
covering an invention or discovery of primary im- 
portance in the atomic energy field to be affected with 
the public interest. The Commission is thereupon em- 
powered to licence such a patent, making provision for 
a reasonable royalty to the prient owner. No such 
compulsory licences have been issued under the Atomic 
Energy Act. In addition, the United States reply points- 
out that the patent law provides that injunctive relief 
for patent infringement be granted in accordance with 
the principles of equity. Therefore, the courts have 
denied injunctive relief for patent infringement where 

«This  is the same development that is envisaged by the 
Nonlic Committee in its draft law. See paragraph 187 above. 



pi:blic health and safety demand that the infringing 
use be continued, and left the patentee with the remedy 
of damages only. 

203. In Yugoslavia, a patent may be expropriated 
if this is in the public interest, which is determined 
lry the Council of Producers of the Federal  People's 
Assembly. 

204. In Canada, the report of the Commission on 
Patents of Invention43 deals with the issue whether 
inventions intended for or capable of being used for the 
preparation or production of food or medicine should 
be subject to special compulsory licensing provisions 
and answers this question in the'aftirmative. It reconi- 
nients the adoption of a provision similar to those in 
effect in India and the Uniteti Kingdom. 

4.   Assignment    and    licence   agreements    with 
foreign  patentees and  know-how owners 

A.   PATENTED AND UNPATENTED TECHNOLOGICAL 
KNOW-HOW 

205. Agreements to assign or license patents are 
in the main governed by the general contract law of 
the country, and not by national patent legislation. 
However, as lias been pointed out in section 2 above, 
res'rictive conditions in such agreements are, in those 
countries which have such legislation, governed by the 
antitrust law or, in a few cases, by the patent statute. 

206. In addition, under the patent laws of many 
countries it is required, as a condition of the patent 
assignment or licence being valid as against third 
persons, that it be in writing and registered with the 
appropriate government office, i.e., Patent Office, Of- 
fice of Industrial Property, or the Ministry charged 
with supervision of patent matters. 

207. The supply of technica! know-how to enter- 
prises in developing countries is not limited to patent 
assignment and licence agreements, in fact, the transfer 
of patented or unpatented technical know-how may be 
accomplished through a variety of types of agreements. 
Among the most common are licence agreements 
under which the licensee is granted certain rights to 
manufacture and sell products utilizing inventions, 
processes, techniques and other industrial property 
rights of the licensor. Other agreements for the supply 
of know-how may be embodied in agreements for the 
supply of technical services ; engineering and construc- 
tion contracts: management contracts; sales service 
contracts; trademark licences; distributorship agree- 
ments; and contracts for the rendering of financial 
advice and assistance.*4 In practice, these arrangements 
seldom fall into neat categories. Their common link is 
their function of providing access to information and 
expertise embodying the accumulated experience, ex- 
perimentation and research of the know-how owner. 

208. Know-how agreements are thus not necessarily 
restricted to the transfer of rights to patented inven- 

43 Op. cit., pp. 93 et seq. 
** For a detailed discussion of these arrangements, see chap- 

ter I, Contractual devices for the transfer of technical and 
managerial know-how from enterprises in industrialized coun- 
tries to enterprises in under-developed countries, in "The Pro- 
motion of the International Flow of Private rapita!". Further 
N<-i>.ir.: by the Secretary-General (E/3492, 18 May 1961). 

tions. In many cases, such agreements mav involve 
unpatented formulae, processes and blueprints, trade 
secrets and other forms of industrial property which 
are as, or more, important to tlu licensee than the 
licensor s patent rights. Frequently, the agreements will 
involve the transfer of know-how through the render- 
ing ot services by technical or managerial personnel 
who have accumulated the necessary skill-, or ex- 
perience. Agreements providing for 'the Uansù-r of 
unpatented know-how may. in certain case, replace 
patent licensing and assignment where the enterprise 
possessing the know-how ,s willing to make i, available 
but feels that the national patent legislation or other 
circumstances involved in doing business in a specific 
country, make patent licences or transfers „„safe The 
problem has been pointed out in some of the govern 
ment replies (see paras. «>4, (>5 above). 

209. The relationship between patented . „d un- 
patented know-how is of imjH.rtance, particularly in 
the light of the frequent experience that the information 
concerning patented inventions which is disclosed and 
available for general use through the publication of 
he claims and specifications of the patent, and in other 

technical publications, is, in most cases, not sufficient 
to enable third persons to work the in vein inn. unless 
the latter also has access to the complementary -un- 
patented—know-how. In this situation, two different 
assumptions may be considered: (a) that the patentee 
will pass on his secret know-how only where it is 
assured of patent protection or (b) that the pateiuee 
is able to perfect his control over his patented and 
non-pitented—technology even in the absence of patent 
legislation, through the terms of his licence agreement 
with the user. The respective economic implications 
of these two assumptions are discussed in part Two 
chapter IV below. 

210. Patents and other forms of industrial protn-rtv 
such as trademarks, copyrights and designs, are the 
subject of national and international measures of legal 
protection. On the other hand, international instru- 
ments dealing with industrial projiertv generally make 
no mention of unpatented know-how. Very little is 
definitely known concerning the protection afforded 
know-how under national laws, particularly as related 
to the question of the wrongful appropriation, misuse 
or unauthorized use of know-how by third persons. 
It is, of course, possible to point to the contract 
between the licensor and licensee as the main legal 
instrument governing the relationship between those 
parties, but the contract usually do« > not afford pro- 
tection as against third parties.' 

211. An interesting attempt4" has been made to base 
the legal protection granted to unpatented know-how 
on the general protection afforded under national legal 
systems against acts of unfair competition. This leads 
to the further suggestion that the unfair competition 
provisions of the Paris Union Convention Carticle 10 
bis) may be applicable to know how agreements, thus 
providing an international approach to the problem. 
While such an approach is of considerali!" interest and 
may be of some utility, it does not provide a satisfactory 
solution of the problem. In view of the important role 

45 Stephen P. Ladas, "I.ee;il Protection of Know-How," 
The Patent, Trademark and Cnf>vriakt Journal of kewnrch and 
Education, volume 7, Mo. 4 (1963), p. 397. 
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that unpatented know-how plays in the transfer of 
technology to developing countries, it is considered 
essential lo define it and provide for its legal pro- 
tection,4* in a way that will take care of the special 
needs both of the developing countries and of the 
know-how owners. This may lie accomplished in con- 
nexion with the revision of appropriate national and 
international measures relating to patents and other 
forms of industrial property. 

15.    (ilJVIRXMKNTM.   INCENTIVES 

212. The (iovernments l>otli of industrialized and 
of developing countries can play an important role in 
encouraging the transfer of patented and unpatented 
know-how from industrialized to less developed coun- 
tries. 'I his may he achieved through administrative 
action, by granting special benefits and privileges in 
connexion with know-how arrangements which receive 
official approval.47 Most of the measures adopted by 
the (iovernments of developing countries for the purfxisc 
of encouraging such patent licence and transfer 
agreements, involve the relaxation or avoidance of 
otherwise applicable exchange controls and tie provision 
of tax incentives. Other measures having the same 
purpose are guarantees against expropriation and as- 
surance ; concerning the employment of foreign technical 
and managerial personnel. These measures may he a 
part of the generally applicable tax, exchange control 
of labour laws of the country, or they may form part 
of legislation specifically relating to foreign investments. 
In nearly every case, administrative action in the form 
of screening and approval by the Government is 
required before the incentives are made available. 

213. A few industrial countries have reported the 
existence of governmental jwilicies calculated to en- 
courage the dissemination of their technology to devel- 
oping countries. Thus, the laws of the Federal Republic 
of Germany. Japan, Switzerland and the United States 
provide investment guarantees for their nationals who 
are engaged in the exjxirt of patented and other 
technical know how. 

.'1-1. The l'edemi Republic of Germany states that, 
in tn.'iiv treaties for the promotion of investments con- 
cluded bv it with developing countries, patents are 
considered property rights and protected as such. 

215. Japan provides that the transfer of inventions 
and know-how from Japan to other countries may be 
protected under the Export Insurance Law. This law 
aims at compensating, among other export risks, any 
loss incurred by the suppliers of techniques and tech- 
nical service* resulting from their inability to collect 
the remuneration stipulated in their contracts. Japan 
also provides that the exporters of patented or other 
know how may deduct, from their taxable income, 5<> 
jH*r cent of the proceeds arising from such export. 
fSee   Special   Taxation   Measures   Law,   arts.   21-3. 
55 ^ ). 

••* S >me ideas in this connexion have been proposed I>v the 
Economic Commission for Euro|>e (see document« F-'FCF. ' 
Trade'81, and F -'FCF Trade '10m, and its Ad line Working 
Party on Contract Practices in Engineering considered a model 
form of contract relating to «ale of know-how. 

41 Vor A detailed discussion of these incentive measures, see 
"The Promotion of the International Flow of Private Capital", 
Further Report hy the Secretary-General (V./ÌM2Ì. 

216. Sxvitserland, in the Federal Law of 26 Sep- 
tember 1*J5S provides for guarantees against risks 
incurred in connexion with the exjwrtation of technical 
knowledge. 

217. The United States provides investment guar- 
antees under the Foreign Assistance Act of 1%1, as 
amended. This includes guarantees in connexion with 
the licensing of "patents, processes, or techniques", 
against the payment of royalties. The specific risks 
covered by the guarantees are: inconvertibility of 
foreign currency receipt into dollars, loss through ex- 
propriation or confiscation, and loss from damage to 
physical assets caused by war. The guarantee pro- 
gramme is administered by the Agency for Inter- 
national Development. The agency requires the investor 
to furnish it, as part of the guarantee application, with 
a copy of the licensing agreement, and must be satisfied 
with the reasonableness both of the rate of royalty 
and of the estimated royalty payments. 

218. The Soviet Union states that it renders tech- 
nical assistance to under-developed countries "on the 
basis of bilateral inter-governmental agreements, or 
through the United Nations". The policy of the Soviet 
Union is to give this assistance, including the granting 
of licences to use Soviet inventions, free of charge; not 
to lay down any conditions in respect of sales of pro- 
ducts and not to insist on exclusive rights of any kind 
to purchase products ; and not to participate in the 
ownership or management of the undertakings built 
with the help of such assistance.48 

21r>. Several developing countries have adopted spe- 
cial tax and other measures in order to encourage the 
local absorption of foreign technology, through assign- 
ment and licensing agreements relating to patented and 
unpatented technological know-how. 

220. The Israel reply indicates that Israel seeks to 
promote the receipt of patents and know-how as in- 
vestments from abroad and at the same time to encour- 
age the transfer of knowledge to other developing 
countries. While the latter is effected chiefly through 
the Government's technical assistance programme, the 
transfer of patents and know-how to Israel is promoted 
by the Encouragement of Capital Investment Law of 
195'), under which foreign know-how may qualify as 
capital investment. In such cases, the investor may 
enjoy special tax benefits and transfer guarantees. If 
the know-how takes the form of the services of foreign 
technicians, the salary of such technicians may be 
entitled to sjiecial tax rates. 

221. In the Republic of Korea, article 16 of the 
Foreign Investment encouragement Law of 1960 pro- 
vides that, in the event a registered foreign investor or 
Korean national desires to conclude contracts with a 
foreign national for the transfer of patent or other tech- 
nological rights, the contracts must be submitted for 
approval to the Chairman of the Economic Planning 
Hoard. Upon the approval of the contract, the remit- 
tance of the compensation due the foreign national 
under the contract is permitted. Article 20 of the law 
provides for the reduction or remission of taxes upon 
the payments made pursuant to such contracts, as fol- 
lows: the whole c-mpensntion is exempted from income 

48 See also above, paras. 92, 93. 
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tax or corporation taxes for a period of five years from 
the date when the contract was signed ; the amount of 
such tax is reduced by two-thirds for the next two 
years; and the amount is reduced by one-third during 
the eighth year. 

C. APPLICABLE GOVERNMENT REGULATIONS 

222. In many countries, both industrialized and 
under-developed, the terms and conditions of patent 
assignment or licence agreements, whether they involve 
nationals or foreigners, are not subject to govern- 
mental supervision. On the other hand, the tendency 
of many countries is to examine the terms of assignment 
or licence arrangements for the supply of patented and 
unpatented technological know-how in the light of 
their probable effect on local private and public inter- 
ests, and to take appropriate steps to eliminate actual 
or potential disadvantages to such interests. As a prac- 
tical matter, this means that the local government indi- 
cates to the enterprise supplying the know-how that an 
agreement which fails to meet official standards will 
have to be revised before the necessary approval or 
desired incentives will be granted. 

22.1 One obvious area of potential abuse by the 
know-how supplying enterprise is the charging of an 
excessively high royalty or fee. Thus, government ap- 
proval of terms of agreements between foreign paten- 
tees and domestic licensees or assignees is required 
mainly in connexion with the reasonableness of royal- 
ties and the transfer abroad of royalty payments, and is 
usually part of the general administrative machinery 
for regulating foreign exchange. It is, of course, exceed- 
ingly difficult for a governmental agency to ascertain in 
each case what constitutes a fair rate of payment. One 
way of treating this difficulty is to take the approach of 
fixing maximum rates of compensation and adopting 
certain basic rates which will be applied unless some 
extraordinary benefit to local interests justifies an 
exception. Thus, the Government of India has adopted 
a ceiling royalty rate of 5 per cent which can be ex- 
ceeded only in exceptional cases. 

224. In Brasil, new regulations have recently been 
issued under the Transfer of Profits Act, which relate 
to the lise of patents and the payment of royalties. These 
regulations do not specify the system of control or pay- 
ment, but are based on the policy of conserving foreign 
exchange. Thus, when the licence agreement is based 
exclusively on unpatented know-how, it is necessary to 
ascertain whether the know-how is actually needed, that 
is to say, whether there are not in Brazil techniques 
and specialists capable of taking the place of the foreign 
technical expertise. Similarly, if the agreement involves 
the exploitation of a patent, it is necessary to ascertain 
whether the patent is currently being applied in Brazil, 
whether its exploitation is useful to Brazilian industry, 
and whether the Brazilian licensee is in fact exploiting 
the patented invention. The Government of Brazil ad- 
vances the following explanation for these regulations : 
"The purpose of this is to ensure that the patent is 
not a mere fiction in the contract, designed to justify 
the payment of royalties. Although it is in general use 
all over the world, the system of royalties affects the 
under-developed countries more than others, since they 
do not possess the facilities and the experts, and hence 
have to accept restrictions and obligations of an eco- 

nomic character, some of them prejudicial to the interest 
of the country." 

225. In China, under the Patent I „aw. aliens and 
nationals are required to applv to the Patent Ol'ticc for 
approval of the terms of patent licence and assignment 
agreements. 

22C>. In Cuba, the transferability abroad of royalty 
payments for the use of patents is governed by the law 
regulating the export of foreign currenev. 

227. In Czechoslovakia, the approval of the Ministry 
of Foreign Trade is needed in connexion with licences 
and similar agreements with foreigners regarding the 
use of inventions and patents. The regulations relating 
to foreign  exchange are applied to  such  agreements. 

228. In France, the general provisions governing 
foreign exchange apply to patent agreements, hut the 
practice in this connexion is described as liberal. 

229. In Hun<iary, it is required that an application 
be made to the Ministry of Foreign Trade fo- approval 
ot the terms of agreements between foreign patent 
owners and their domestic licensees. The transfer 
abroad of royalty payments for the use of foreign pat- 
ents and know-how is governed by the genera! provi- 
sions of the foreign exchange regulations. 

230. In India, the provisions of the Industries (De- 
velopment and Regulation) Act, 1051, which regulates 
the establishment of industries in India, and of the 
Foreign Exchange Regulation Act, 1(M7, which regu- 
lates the remittance of royalties and other payments 
abroad, are pertinent. According to these provisions, 
payments of royalties abroad cannot be made without 
first obtaining the written permission both of the 
Central Government and of the Reserve Bank of India. 

231. In Ireland, there are no special provisions re- 
stricting agreements with foreign patentees. However, 
under the Exchange Control Act, 1954, the permission 
of the Minister of Finance is required for the making 
of any payments to persons resident outside the Ster- 
ling Area. No specific provisions therein are applicable 
to royalty payments, application in respect of which 
may be approved by a bank, save in certain cases which 
must be submitted to the Department of Finance for 
consideration. However, the exchange control practice 
in regard to royalty payments under patent agree- 
ments is described as liberal. 

232. In Israel, foreign exchange control regulations 
(Regulations 12A and 4C of the Defence (Finance) 
Regulations, 1941) govern the terms of agreements by 
which foreign nationals license or assign their dornest it- 
patents. According to these regulations, it is illegal 
for an Israel resident to enter into such agreements 
unless approval is received from the Comptroller of 
Foreign Exchange, who is an official of the Treasury. 
This approval is granted only after a competent au- 
thority has expressed its opinion on the necessity of 
the agreement and on its terms. Where an agreement 
involves the licensing of patents to be utilized in 
industry, the Comptroller of Foreign Exchange seeks 
the advice of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry. 
and specifically of the Chief Engineer of the Ministry, 
who acts upon the recommendations of the officers in 
charge of the respective industrial branches. In the 
usual case, the decision as to the amount of royalties 
is left to the parties concerned. However,  in a few 
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cases the Cilici Engineer has refused to recommend 
approval of an nomment dut to the excessive rate of 
royalties provided in the agre.•nient. The transfer of 
royalties ahroad is not limited, except in cases where 
the product produced under the agreement is not con- 
sidered to he di im|«ortance to the economy of the 
country. In such r,,«,, the royalties are paid into a 
special hank account or used within the country. How- 
ever, even in the last mentioned cases the transfer 
ahroad of royalties will he permitted if the licensee 
ex¡*or?s the patented product. 

J.1.V hi It'ilx, there are no provisions requiring gov- 
ernment approval of agreements to assign patents or 
grant licences Iloweur, under the general law govern- 
ing currency transfers ahroad, proof is required that 
t'ip current y transfer is made in fulfilment of a norma! 
contract of licence or assignment. 

234. In Japan, agreements with foreign nationals to 
licence or assign their domestic patents must he ap- 
proved hv the (iovermnent after consultation with the 
Foreign Investment Council, of which the Minister of 
Finance is the director. The Council consults the Min- 
istry tif Finance, the Ministry of International Trade 
ami Industry, the Seit nee and Technology Agency, the 
Hank of Japan and other ministries antl offices con- 
cerniti. Approval of a patent licence or assignment 
agreement is conditioned u]«on its meeting the following 
requirements : 

(a) It has no adverse effect on the development of 
Japan's ecoriom,, especially from the view|>oint of the 
balance of payments and the development of impor- 
tant industries; 

(/>) The royalty payment is on a proper level in 
terms of the ini|>ortanee of the licenser! technology to 
the economy. 

The transfer ahroad of royalty payments pursuant to 
agreements approviti by the Foreign Investment Coun- 
cil is allowed without any further permission from the 
Office of Foreign Fxchangc. When the royalties are to 
IH- receive«! in local currency ' yeti I within a period of 
less than one year, the agre ment is not required to 
undergo the procedure set forth .above hut may he 
approved by the Hank of Japan, in consultation with 
the Ministry of International Traile antl Industry and 
fhi   science antl Technology Agency. 

2.Ì5. In Mexico, the assignment of rights conferred 
by a patent is governed by the formalities established 
bv the civil law. The approval of patent agreements is 
the responsibility of the Directorate -< ¡enera! ot Iiidn,- 
trial Property, and no distinction is matle liei ween 
nationals anil foreigners. However, the control of royalty 
payments under patent agreements and the tratisfer 
abroad of such royalty payments is vested, not in the 
above-mentioned Office, bu' rather in the Secretariat 
of Finance and Public Credit. There are no restrictions 
regarding the transfer abroad of royalties for the use 
of patents and know-how. 

23<». !n A Y«' Zealand, there is no express limitation 
on   the amount  of  royalty   payments   for  the  use of 

patents and know-how, but there are limitations, based 
on the conservation of the country's foreign exchange, 
on the transfer abroad of such payments. 

2Ì7. In Pakistan, the prior permission of the State 
Rank of Pakistan is required before entering into a 
contract for the payment of royalties to non-residents. 
The royalty terms are examined and approved by a 
special Committee. Once these terms are examined and 
approved by the Committee, remittances abroad are 
allowed by the Hank of Pakistan in accordance with 
those terms antl subject to such conditions as the Com- 
mittee may have laid down. 

238. In Poland, there are no special provisions re- 
lating to agreements to license or assign patents. How- 
ever, the Invention Law of 1962 requires that such 
agreements he enteret! into only with enterprises au- 
thorized by the Minister of Foreign Trade. 

2.YK In South Africa, the transfer abroad of royalty 
payments is not limited, provided the terms of the 
agreement have been approved by the exchange control 
authorities. 

240. In the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, 
licensing agreements and agreements for the sale of 
patents may be concluded in respect of inventions al- 
ready patented in the USSR or those for which patent 
applications have been filed. The provisions of the law 
on foreign trade transactions and on foreign trade 
monopolies are applicable to such agreements. A for- 
eign patentee may not conclude such agreements with 
every Soviet organization or citizen, but only with 
organizations that are given the righf to conclude 
foreign traile agreements. This includes both the Ex- 
port and Import Enterprise "Litsenzir.torg"4* and 
other foreign traile enterprises. The validity of such 
agreements depends upon their being registered with 
the Committee on Inventions and Discoveries of the 
Council of Ministers of the USSR. No limitations on 
the amount of royalty payments for the use of foreign 
patents and know-how or on the transferability abroad 
of such payments are provided for in the legislation of 
the USSR or exist in practice. 

241. In the United Arab Republic, there is no law 
regulating agreements by which foreign inventions can 
be purchased or used locally. However, the approval 
of the Ministry of Industry is required, which will be 
granted after studying the specific terms of the proposed 
agreement. The approval of the Ministry of Industry 
carnes with it approval of the transfer abroad of the 
royalty payments provided for in the agreement. 

242. In Yugoslavia, agreements between Yugoslav 
enterprises and foreigners with respect to patent rights 
and licences have to be approved by the Secretariat 
for Industries of the (entrai Executive Council. 

4""!.ttsen/Hiterg" is an independent economic organization 
«•t:;...,-iit; t :,• ri^'its- ,,[ a 1ei;a! entity antl opeiating on a com- 
rm-rçui bri-.s. \u purple is to provide for the sale of patents 
. a N.vtrt inventions anil their exploitation abroad, the purchase 
,,' 'I'^'V',", 1,:l,V",s r""! the ji "lsine of thei' exploitation within 
na- i . >k. .,v\ tin ,a!e and purchase of technical documentation. 
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Part Two 

EFFECTS OF PATENTS ON THE ECONOMIES OF I M>KIM>T\ H OPH> 
COUNTRIES 

INTRODUCTION 
243. Gencrnl Assembly resolution 1713 (XVI), 

under which this report is prepared, is entitled: "The 
role of patents in the transfer of technology to under- 
developed countries", and it is in this context that the 
economic impact of the patent system is being dis- 
cussed. In placing the question within this particular 
context, it becomes necessary to maintain a proper 
perspective. In the development of under-develn]>ed 
countries, the transfer of technology is only one of 
several essential elements taking its place alongside 
such other factors as financing, trade and the develop- 
ment of human and natural resources, as well as the 
development of a country's indigenous technological 
resources. While it is important to realize that the trans- 
fer of technology is only one of a number of elements 
in economic development, we must at the same time not 
neglect the fact that this element may he closely inter- 
twined with the other elements, and an improvement in 
the flow of technology to under-developed countries may 
also have a favourable impact on these other elements. 

244. Even within the single field of transfer of tech- 
nology, the role of patents is obviously limited by the 
fact that patented knowledge is only a part of the total 
technological knowledge which should flow to under- 
developed countries. While it is difficult, in the absence 
of more detailed knowledge and concrete studies which 
may be hard to devise, to be very precise or even com- 
pletely certain in this regard, the weight of the avail- 
able evidence is that patents cover only a minor part 
of the total knowledge flowing to or required by under- 
developed countries. This is so partly because much of 
the technology required is not at th.it latest stage of 
technological advance which is covered by patents. 
Par'ly, it is because the under-developed countries lack 
so much in general know-how and management ex- 
perience, that the knowledge covered by patents alone 
would usually not be sufficient for the introduction of 
new products and processes. Naturally, these two fac- 
tors do not apply in exactly the same degree to all 
under-developed countries or all industries. Within the 
broad category of under-developed countries, there 
are a number of relatively advanced countries where 
the significance of patented knowledge has already 
noticeably increased in line with their general techno- 
logical advancement, and there are certain capital in- 
tensi, e industries which even   in  the   less-developed 

countries   require  the  import   of   the   most   advanced 
technology. 

245. On the one kind, therefor«-, patents p!av only 
a limited role in the transfer uf tn-linolugv t'.ut. «>n 
the other hand, their significance fur. and impact un. 
under-developed countries may transenni the field oi 
transfer of technology. This will he the tas.- particularly 
in two directions: 

(a) The patent system has a  relation. n,«t i.iilv to 
the transfer of technology, but  also to its citation, in 
so far as the protection and reward», which it holds out 
to inventors and innovator»,  may   1><-  an  (-..una!  m 
ducement or precondition for tin-  research .nul deve! 
opment activities underlying the inventing ami innovât 
ing process ; and 

(b) The patent system will affect under develoix-d 
countries not only via the transfer of technology, but 
also via the import of commodities which ate patented 
products or incorante patent«-«! pmcesscs in their 
production. 
These two aspects must Ix- consiliare«! in anv reason 
ably rounded picture of the impact of the patent system 
on the economies of titider-devehtj«.-«! countries It is 
not to be assumed that the resolution meant to evclndr 
these aspects by placing the matt«-r in the o UPAJ of 
the transfer of technology, 

246. Accordingly, this part of tin- report 1Mgtns by- 
considering the role of patents in the actual transfer of 
technology (chapter IV); it then examines the role uf 
patents in relation to imports of patented product» and 
processes (chapter V); and finally it considers the role 
of patents in improving ti»- prore»--, of invention and 
innovation through the indigenous technology of the 
under-develoixd countries themselves (chapter VI). 

247. The discussion has to be conducted in terms 
of general economic analysis. It is painfully clear that 
in relation to these problems which li<- in the borderland 
of law, technology and economics, very little concrete 
research and analysis of specific situations is available. 
It appears that little progress can !»<• made by further 
refinements of general economic analysis. On the'other 
hand, there seems to he considerabl, difficulty in under- 
taking empirical studies to évaluât*- the economic im- 
pact of patents on the process of development. In any 
event, such concrete studies would remain hypothetical 
and speculative in nature. 

Chapter IV 

THE ROLE OF PATENTS IN THE ACTU AL TRANSFER OF TECUM >LOG Y : PRODUCTION 
OF PATENTED PRODUCTS AND USE OF PATENTED PROCESSES WITHIN THE 
DEVELOPING COUNTRY 

248. It should be recognized from the outset that 
there are perfectly legitimate economic reasons, which 
may cause a foreign patentee to wish to produce the 

patented product, or introd'iee tli«- patented procès-., in 
his   own    or    »'''it*.   íillicr   (tifio vir :•» 1 

than  in   x\u 
»onte other industrialize!-}  country,  rather 
under-developed  country,   and export   the 



prodtrt u, tli- under «I. v.-ICJH ,1 country rather than 
produce ,t tl„-n•. from hi, ,«,:!)t ,, Vi.-'w. his cost of 
pn.flucru.n nnv !,•• lower and |,j ime-tmcnt more 
profitable ,,r -.,-irc bv j-rr.fin. mg tl <• panted product 
or «,1111;  th-  patented   pa,,,--,   j„    „„  mv:i country  r,r 

other ul.lll-.tn;>! Country, ni) :¡ ' ;-,.,- „-.ale; ,!,;, „uy 

",v*". ll!m •V!<!,'r 'nark,-!,, grrat . efficiency and higher 
profit-    as    oilii],;,!-.--!     WT'll     •    .„llirlvffl    in    the    Ulld."- 
.!. -wlnped country. .,r the hcen-ing ,,f pm.hcimTi there. 
'I his  mter. -t  of  il,»-  patentee   VM!1   not   be  at   variano' 
with  the  interest  m"  the  under-developed countries  in 
III.'-.-  -itintmn-   uh.r.     and   ,,-   long   ,,-    the  under- 
developed  country   'Iocs   not   conceive   it   economically 
feasible to s.t np a manufacturing industry within it's 
territory   hnt   wishes   to  take  advantage  of  the  inter- 
national division of lahniir and import its requirements 
of  the  patented   product   from   al.r.iad.   Un  the  other 
hand, the («iverntuent of rm under dcvelojied country, 
equally legitimately and ii-ing a set of cost and benefit 
calculations different from the private profit-cost calcu- 
lation   of  the   foreign   patent;-.',   may   conclude  that   it 
would he desirable  to have tin   patented product pro- 
duced in the country r.vher than import it. The utiliza- 
tion of domestic materia!-, employment and trainili;,' of 
domestic labour, savin- in foreign exchange, etc., may 
;dl play a part  in  -neb calculations.  The establishment 
of the industry nuking the patented product or ¡i,in(; 
the patented procès.- ma v. in fact, be an explicit part 
of the development plan of the under-developed country. 
Kven where this is not so, its establishment may still 
IK- desire!. If is this problem which is at the heart of 
the difficulty and controversy concern in;; the effect of a 
patent system on under developed countries, as far as 
products or  processes  are concerned,   which could  be 
worked in these countries. 

2. ».   The   least   complicated   situation  is  where the 
national   <•nterpri.se   in   the   under-developed   country 
would  be  able   to   produce   the   nroduct   or work  the 
process covered bv the patent without anv technical or 
financia!   co operation   from   the   fine 'ii   patentee,  or 
from   other   foreign   sources.   This   situation   will   be 
<|iiite exceptional  in  the  least developed countries, al- 
though  less so  in   the  already   partially   industrialized 
countries. In such a case, the under-devclop. d country 
would appear  to be best off if it  gave no patent   hut 
were in a position freely to use the patented process or 
produce the patented product. There remains, of course, 
the question of fact whether the disclosed specifications 
of the patetit would be sufficient to enable the under- 
developed country to make use of the patented process. 
Like  the general  case   here   considered—no  need  for 
other foreign know-how or assistance apart from the 
patent-  this condition will also be the exception rather 
than  the rule.   Normally,  the disclosure in the patent 
journals   is   not   in   itself   sufficient   to   enable   under- 
developed countries to make ready use of the patented 
technology.   Where   this  disclosed   information   is  suf- 
ficient, the solution of a  suspendo! patent which took 
full effect onlv upon beili'.;  worked within the country 
might deserve consideration.   Alternatively, the method 
of compulsory licensing, or working, with a fair deter- 
mination of royalties in  the absence of agreement be- 
tween the two parties directly concerned, provides the 
obvious solution  where the  patent  system is used. 

250.   From  the  economic   point of  view,  there re- 
mains the question whether in such cases the foreign 
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patentee should he given a preferential right for manu- 
facturing or using his patented process himself in the 
under-developed    otintrv.  In favour of  such  a prefer- 
ential  right are -neh considerations  as   fairness to an 
inventor or to one who has home the risk of investing 
in research and development, .and »lie expectation  that 
it   may  bring  into  the  under developed   country   addi- 
tional   investim nt    and   capital    resources.    Moreover, 
without snch a right the value of the patent mav become 
problematical to the foreign patentee and  it 'may  n it 
be applied for. Against giving to the foreign patentee a 
preferential right is the interest of the under-developed 
country    and of the  world at  large—that new  tech- 
nology he spread as rapidly as jmssible not only to the 
economies but also to the nationals of under-developed 
countries;  in some cases a fmlicy to keep out foreign 
investments and foreign enterprises in the specific field 
concerned; or possibly a fear of burdening the future 
balance of payments with the transfer of profits and 
the  repatriation ,-f investments.  The arguments  seem 
sufficiently balanced to prevent anv general conclusion 
on their basis alone. Since such preferential right, how- 
ever, is an integral element of the patent system, coun- 
tries  which  have such a system are   likelv  to  make 
exceptions onlv in areas where superior public interests 
are   concerned,   while otherwise   possible   exploitation 
of the preferential right to impose excessive burdens on 
the economy could he guarded against through controls 
over royalty rates, etc. 

251. A mote difficult problem arises where the pat- 
ent could be worked without the technical services and 
other resources of the foreign patentee, but only by 
using the corresponding services and resource's of 
other foreign sources, perhaps direc» competitors of 
the foreign patentee. In this case, the general argument 
for giving the foreign patentee a preferential right of 
working the patent seems clearly stronger than in the 
previou, case where the nationals of the under-devel- 
oped countries were able to introduce the new process 
without additional support •-apart from use of the 
patent- from .abroad, provided that the foreign patentee 
can be induced to offer his technical services on sub- 
stantially similar terms to those obtainable from other 
foreign sources -e.g. through direct government con- 
trols or through compulsory licensing statutes provid- 
ing for some kind of government-fixed reasonable royal- 
ties in the event the parties fail to agree on a reasonable 
royalty. In practice, however, it would be difficult to 
distinguish tins ,-ase from the one where the know-how 
of the patentee himself is required. 

252. Probably the most frequent case in practice will 
lie the one where the national producer in the under- 
developed country would still need the technical sup- 
port and perhaps other resources of the foreign patentee 
—or could secure them from him more readily than 
from anv other source. This mav be so either became 
the related technical knowledge of the patentee al- 
though not covered by the patent, is essential and not 
obtainable elsewhere: or because his management ex- 
perience may be essential and not obtainable elsewhere- 
or thirdly because his capital is needed and not obtain- 
able elsewhere. These three factors are usually found 
in differing combination'- -.ith each other. 

25.1. The case where the knowledge covered hv the 
patent is the only bottleneck preventing the transfer of 



the patented technology without the co-operation of 
the foreign patentee, is probably the least frequent of 
all i although this cannot readily be quantified or stated 
with complete confidence ). This statement does not 
amount to saying that the patented knowledge is not 
necessary; that it will be in the normal case. But 
equally, in the norma! case, it will not he sufficient. The 
patent applied for in an under-developed country will 
normally have been previously issued in an industrial 
country. Hence, its description will be available in the 
patent gazettes and other technical sources, and if only 
the patented knowledge and nothing else were the 
factor preventing introduction of the process in the 
under-developed country, the problem could be solved 
if the under-developed country gave no patent, or gave 
it only under provision of compulsory licensing (or 
compulsory working) of the patented technology. The 
subsequent analysis, therefore, proceeds on the main 
assumption that the co-operation of the patentee (or 
of some other foreign source requiring substantially 
similar terms) is needed for the successful transfer of 
the patented technology. 

FACTORS AFFECTING THE PATENTEE 

254. The foreign patentee may be willing to start 
production in the under-developed country himself ( di- 
rectly or—more usually—through a controlled subsidi- 
ary >. From his point of view, the advantages of doing 
so may be manifold. Most obviously he is spared the 
trouble and expense of finding a qualified licensee 
willing and able to give the necessary commitments— 
in itself not always easy in under -developed countries—• 
as well as the difficulty of concluding a satisfactory 
licence agreement and controlling its implementation ; 
he may avoid tariff barriers or other import restrictions 
or foreign exchange restrictions by establishing him- 
self in the under-developed country, rather than supply 
materials and services to a licensee; by maintaining 
his own control of the enterprise, he may establish for 
himself an assured market for his own components and 
spare parts; by being able to control quality directly 
lie may protect the reputation of his product ; by supply- 
ing neighbouring countries from his base in the under- 
developed country, he may save cost of transport ; the 
location in the under-developed country may possibly 
enable him to escape restrictive legislation or trade 
union pressures in his own or a third country ; he may 
wish to forestall possible competitors by locating him- 
self in the under-developed country, etc. Some of these 
advantages may also be secured by licensing the patent, 
but others may require working of the patent by the 
patentee in the under-developed country. 

255. There are also, of course, corresponding disad- 
vantages which in many cases make the foreign patentee 
disinclined to work his own patent in the under-devel- 
oped country. Foremost of all will be the fact that he 
has to risk his own capital in a perhaps unknown and 
uncertain market and environment for production, and 
he might consider himself subject to risks of discrimi- 
nation, nationalization or expropriation; he may lack 
confidence in the assurances given and promises made 
by the underdeveloped country to attract him ; he may 
regard the market that can be reached from the under- 
developed country as too small, and hence the scope 
of the resulting operation as being too small and costly ; 

he may wish to avoid the managerial dissipation result- 
ing from plants in different countries ; he may tear tin- 
dissipation of his staff of trained technicians and .skilled 
workers; he may fear the o<-t <>f training new workers, 
or he may fear that mice trained they will benefit his 
potential competitors: lie may tear that incompetent 
or untrained nationals will he imposed on him as 
managers, etc. Again, some of th< s<- considerations may 
also in part operate against licensing, but br.udív 
speaking they are of the kind M tilt the balance against 
direct working of the patent. 

25(>. Neither of these lists of advantages ur disad- 
vantages is complete. In any case, the list is sufficient 
to show how great is the variety of considerations which 
will enter the decision of the patentee whether to come 
and work his innovation himself in the under developed 
country (either voluntarily or because he wouid other- 
wise be faced with the prospect of having his patent 
refused or revoked, or cnmpul>orily licensed) or 
whether to licence his patent without any pressure or 
compulsion. 

FACTORS AFFECTING THE < GOVERNMENTS or 
DKVELOP1NG COUNT» tES 

257. From the pint of view of the under-developed 
country, there equally are many reasons why it may 
wish to attract the foreign patentee to work his patent 
himself, but also reasons to the contrary. Among the 
reasons for wishing to attract the patentee, there may 
he first and foremost the fact that capital is brought ititi) 
the country and thus the under-developed country 
saves its own scarce capital resources for other sectors 
and products for which foreign capital is not available. 
Licensing agreements may also, in varying degrees, co- 
exist with arrangements for capital assistance by the 
foreign patentee. The new product or the new improved 
process may be in a high priority field included in the 
development plan of the country or strongly desired 
for purposes of diversification of the economy. The 
foreign patentee may bring with him a great amount of 
technological knowledge which will permeate the do- 
mestic economy through the employment of local mana- 
gers, local technicians and local workers. The high 
quality of the products and the reputation of the brand 
name connected with a foreign firm may make it easier 
to create a domestic market for the product and may 
facilitate export to neighlioring countries. New domestic 
taxable capacity is created. Skilled people are brought 
into the country. In so far as the foreign patentee 
risks his own capital, no fixed burden on the balance 
of payments is created, except for royalty arrangements 
such as are involved even in the case of a corporate 
subsidiary. The foreign patentee may lie willing from 
the start or subsequently—to sedi shares in his estab- 
lished enterprise to national investors, thus helping to 
increase domestic savings and the development of na- 
tional capital markets. 

25H. There is also a negative reason why the Gov- 
ernment may wish the foreign patentee to rome and 
set up the new product or process himself in the 
under-developed country: the (Government may feel 
that, even if the foreign patentee were induced or forced 
to licence his innovation to nationals, his non-patented 
knowledge, the need for his technical services and for 
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his other resources would pive him such a strong posi- 
tion that he would, in fact. h.' exercising managerial 
control. In such circumstances, the Government may 
fee! that, since the foreign control cannot he avoided 
in any case, it might as well he drought into the open 
and the foreign patentee might as well inqx.rt and risk 
his own capital. This situation is one in which the 
Government would basically prefer licensing of the 
patent to its own nationals, but feels that its own legis- 
lation and jK.wers of controlling royalties and screening 
the terms of licence agreements would not he sufficient 
to cope with the de facto situation in which the foreign 
patent holder can exact a stiff price in one form or 
another. 

25°. There are also reasons why an under-developed 
country may legitimately not wish the foreign patentee 
to come limiseli even though his patented technology is 
wanted for introduction in the country. For example, 
the product fir process concerned mav not he within 
the priorities set by the development plan, and hence 
it may not appear justified to assume foreign exchange 
liabilities for the transfer of profits and amortization 
on foreign capital for this purpose. There may he local 
sentiment against foreign linns operating in the specific 
branch or industry concerned; the Government of the 
underdeveloped country may prefer to have its own 
nationals given the experience and chance of managing 
the new firms or introducing the improved process 
themselves. It may fear that a foreign enterprise will 
order all its requirements of materials and parts abroad 
rather than in the country. It may object to a desire of 
the foreign patentee to use his own nationals as techni- 
cians and in other skilled occupations. Joint ventures in 
which foreign patentees associate themselves with local 
investors may serve to bridge the pros and cons for 
both foreign patentees and Governments.80 

POLICY IMPLICATIONS 

260. The foregoing discussion will have made it clear 
that the complexity of possible situations is such that 
very little can be said in general about the kind of 
provision most appropriate for under-developed coun- 
tries. Where the foreign investor is quite willing to 
come and the Government is quite anxious to have him 
come, and where the conditions on both sides are 
broadly compatible, there is obviously no great problem. 
The patentee will come under the protection afforded 
by the patent. The special rights given under the patent 
may well result in higher than strictly competitive prices 
in the domestic market. This will yield the patentee 
extra profits which he may at least partially wish to re- 
patriate in one form or another. On the other hand, 
after a time, these profits will become generally avail- 
able to the nationals of the under-developed country, as 
will also the skills and general experience arising from 
the operation of the plant in the under-developed 
country. 

261. Obviously, if an under-developed country wants 
to have the foreign patentee's knowledge, management 
know-how or capital, and cannot obtain it as  readily 

»«See "The Promotion of the International Flow rf Private 
Capital", Further Report by the Secretary-General (E/3-W2, 
18 May 1%1); and Third Report by the Secretary-General 
(E/.W»5/Rev.l, 23 July 1962). 
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anywhere else, it must meet his price and conditions if 
it wants to induce him to come (or even if it wants 
to induce him to pass on his non-patented knowledge 
and necessary assistance to domestic licensees). He will 
want a reasonable prospect, or perhaps a guarantee, of 
a profitable situation. Patent protection in the under- 
developed country may or may not have a high place 
among these profitable conditions or guarantees which 
he expects. In any case, the fact is that patent protection 
¡1 actually asked fur and expected in a large mimlier of 
situations, and quite apart from its actual economic sig- 
nificance it may he of psychological importance for the 
foreign patentee-investor. Presumably in many cases, 
absence of patent protection could be replaced "by cor- 
responding or equivalent guarantees, e.g. assurances 
that no rival firm would be allocated the necessary 
factors of production or foreign exchange, or special 
concessions or by guarantees of sales, prices, or mar- 
kets. However, even where such alternatives exist, 
patent protection may well be a cheaper and more ef- 
fective way of giving the foreign patentee what it needs 
to attract him. 

262. The Governments and enterprises of under- 
developed countries, in their turn, mav, within the 
hnuts ot what is acceptable to the foreign patentee 
maximize the benefits to the under-developed country 
by such measures, apart from rovaltv limitations as 
requirements of local training, local management and 
capital participation, prohibition of undulv restrictive 
features as to supplies, markets, etc. The rmilti-dimen- 
siona nature of the arrangement increases the possibili- 
ties that a mutually acceptable bargain for an economi- 
cally worthwhile project can be reached if the full 
circumstances of each case are properly considered and 
proper negotiation facilities exist. 

CoMPtXSORY WORKING AND LICKNSIJÏG 

263. If the Government wishes the foreign patentee 
to come and work his patent, but the latter is reluctant 
to do so, the Government can either use the method of 
compulsory  working   or  the  method   of   compulsory 
licensing. r       3 

264. Compulsory working of his patent may be 
accepted by the foreign patentee as the lesser evil 
compared to not obtaining or losing his patent and 
facing the danger of new competition or uncontrolled 
use of his process Compulsory licensing may also have 
the same effect because, faced with the prospect of 
having to accept fixed or controlled royalties and col- 
aborting with licensees in the under-developed coun- 
ry whom he has not selected, the foreign patentee may 

then prefer as the lesser evil to work his innovation 
himself in the under-developed country or with licensees 
of his own choice. It must be assumed, of course, that a 
foreign patentee unwillingly induced to produce in an 
under-developed country by the threat of compulsory 
working or compulsory licensing will tend to limit his 
operations ,n the under-developed country and his com- 
mitments there to the minimum required to avoid the 
consequences of the loss of patent protection and to 
ustifyhis,„vestment. TI, threat of compulsory licens- 
ng will be effective only to the extent that patented 

knowledge » the   total  external knowledge   required 



for  national  operation or  where the  other necessary 
knowledge can be obtained in the open market. 

265. If the Government of the under-developed 
country is anxious to bring the new product or process 
to its own economy, but the foreign patentee is unwill- 
ing to come, at least on the conditions acceptable to 
the Government, or alternatively if the Government 
does not wish him to come, then the indicated policy 
is clearly the one of compulsory licensing. This is 
widely provided in patent laws, especially after the 
patent has not lieen worked hv the f »reign patentee 
himself for a certain period of time. 1 he foreign pat- 
entee may l>e quite happy with such licensing arrange- 
ments. His knowledge of the necessary non-patented 
technology, his management know-how, his access to 
necessary cnmjionents. capital or markets and the pos- 
session of his protected brand name will usually give 
the foreign patentee a very strong position in nego- 
tiating the conditions of the licence, even if his position 
as a patent holder should IM* weakened by the pressure 
of compulsory licensing and his royalty income should 
rw kept down by adjudication and government control 
of royalties and other forms of government screening. 
It must l»e realized that the royalty paid will be only 
one dimenston of the total bargain in which the foreign 
patentee might be involved. 

266. One further complication arises from adminis- 
trative and legal necessities. The foregoing discussion 
has shown that there arc many different circumstances 
governing each particular case, both on the side of the 
foreign patentee and as far as the interests of the 
under-developed country are concerned. However, it 
will not be possible, beyond a certain area of flexibility, 
to deal with each case separately on its own merits and 
adjust the rules on a case-by-case tesis. There will 
always be a need for a firm legal and administrative 
framework capable of encompassing the multitude of 
actual situations. 

2<<7. Licensing by itself is not protection or guar- 
antee against the monopolistic features of the patent 
system since the conditions written into the licence 
agreement can be just as restrictive or more restrictive 
than the conditions inherent in the possession of a 
patent. Under compulsory licensing provisions, how- 
ever, such restrictions could be controlled. But foreign 
patentees may not wish to have patents under such 
conditions ; or national licensees may not come forward 
unless lured by the prospect of the privileges of an 
exclusive licence. Again, in such cases the difficulties of 
creating competitive conditions are essentially not due 
to the existence of a patent system or any specific 
features of it, but rather to the absence of technological 
and managerial knowledge and capital in the under- 
developed country. The patented part of this gap in 
knowledge will rarely be the only factor of production 
which is lacking and may be only a small fraction of the 
country's total lack. Hence its enforced diffusion by 
compulsory licensing on a non-exclusive basis cannot 
provide a major solution of the underlying problem. 

268. The terms and conditions of licensing .agree- 
ments are legitimately a subject for the concern and 
control by the Governments of under-developed coun- 
tries. Of particular concern to them are : 

(a) Undue financial sacrifices exacted from the na- 
tional licensees resulting in balance ..t payments bur- 
dens, and 

(b) Other unduly restrictive features of licensing 
agree:*;; n!s which diminish the benefits nf introducing 
the patented innovation jn the under-developed country. 

Bvi.ANtlOF PAY MI NTS lit KPI'NS 

260. (a) There are conceptual difficulties in deter- 
mining what is an excessive balance of payments bur- 
den, and the necessary information cannot be obtained 
from the available statistics. Moreover, the actual 
burden which royalty payments to foreigners ini|x>se 
on a country cannot IK- measured in balance oí payments 
terms alone, but must IK- t\,iltiated in terms of the 
contribution that the technology in .¡uestion makes to 
the develo}mient of a particular industry within the 
country and the long run contribution that it makes to 
decreasing the country's dependnue .>n foreign imjKirts 
and increasing its ex|M»rts of the product in question. 
Conversely, undue financial sacrifices may appear not 
only in the form of excessive royalties, hut also in 
excessive prices paid for materials or cotiqionents or 
for the services of technicians obtained from the pat- 
entee, or an undue share of profits or an undue amount 
of equity transferred to the patentee in return for the 
use of his patent or for his technical services, unduly 
high management fees, etc. It will In* seen that the 
financial terms of these agreements are not easily 
controllable. Proper control would call for consideration 
of the total arrangement entered into by the patentee, 
not only the royalty item of the licence agreement. It 
is also clear that effective control calls for considerable 
administrative resources and flexibility which may lie 
beyond the administrative capacity of at least some 
under-developed countries. 

270. (b) Potentially unduly restrictive features of 
licence agreements may also take the most varied forms. 
Some of the most frequent ones which may lie men- 
tioned here are: to tie the licensee to getting his ma- 
terials or equipment exclusively from the patentee or 
from sources approved by the patentee ; to submit his 
price and marketing policies to the control of the (int- 
entée; to give the patentee a say in day-to-day man- 
agement policy; to limit sales to the domestic market 
or to specified foreign markets only; to limit the quan- 
tity of production. Again, it is in the theoretical power 
of Governments of under-developed countries to control 
such unduly restrictive features of patent licensing. This 
they can do either as part of general legislation directed 
against restrictive business practices (such as exists in 
some developed countries), or by sjiecitic provision 
for screening and controlling the terms of individual 
licence agreements. However, although the theoretical 
power exists, and is in fact exercised in some under- 
developed countries, most under-develo|»cd countries 
may lack either the general legislative basis or the spe- 
cific administrative resources required for such control. 

271. It must also lie emphasized once .again that 
these handicaps and possible abuses from which under- 
developed countries may suffer in connexion with pat- 
ent licensing, are basically due to the mono|>oly of 
technical   knowledge, management  knowledge,  capital 
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resources and marketing access enjoyed by the firms 
and economies of tlie- mure advanced countries, rather 
than to tin- existence of patents as such. F.ssentially, 
the patent system di.c-s not operate in the direction of 
adding to the MIHI total of restricted knowledge and 
resources not shan-d by the under-developed countries, 
hut, if amthing, it works in the opposite direction. If 
only the existence of patent protection and nothing else 
pr¡ vented the transfer of new technology to under- 
developed countries, excessive royalties and other ex- 
cessive restrictions under licensing agreements would 
hardly he possible to the extent to which th'-v exist 
now. In any rase, they would probably he within the 
Itfiwer of (iovernments to control by relatively simple 
administrative screening, if they grant patents. The 
patent licence may lie the legal peg on which this whole 
transaction is made to hang, hut the agreement would 
often look no different if no patent were involved at 
all. The basic problem to tackle for the international 
community is the one-sided relationship under which 
the possession of know-how and capital resources are 
so unequally distributed. The balance of payments 
burdens resulting from this one-sided relationship are 
heavy and take many different forms. They have never 
been fully appreciated, or even properly measured, as 
compared with the burdens of adverse terms of visible 
commodity trade of under-developed countries. Those 
who have directed attention to these heavy burdens 
have, therefore, rendered a valuable service and the 
United Nations as well as the international community 
at large is , ightly concerned with this matter. Hut as 
long as wc are concerned merely with the role of the 
patent system as such in creating these balance of pay- 
ments burdens, it seems irrefragable that its particular 
role in the circumstances can only be called a minor 
one. Moreover, as long as the one-sided distribution 
of technological knowledge persists, the balance of 
payments burden involved may still lie a reasonable or 
it least an inescapable price to pay for the benefits of 
tue transfer of technology for which it is a pre-condition. 

272. In conclusion, it may be said that the burden 
on the under-developed country, although it may appear 
in its balance of payments as patent royalties or licence 
fees is not a burden created by the patent system as 
such, it arises from the one-sided dependence of the 
under-developed country on the exclusive knowledge, 
or management, or capital resources of the foreign pat- 
entee. If the price did not appear in the form of royalties 
or licence fees, it would presumably appear in some 
other form, equally onerous to the balance of payments, 
liven among the burdens attributable to the patent 
system, royalties may well he less important that: "in- 
visible royalties"- higher prices paid as a result of 
lessened competition.  (See chapter V.) 

27.1. Moreover, where the patented technnology is 
actually transferred to the under-developed country, the 
balance of payments burden of patent royalties and 
related licence fees must also be set agairst the savings 
of foreign exchange due to import substitution (or 
earnings due to export expansion i, attributable to the 
transfer of the patented technology. 

274. The only way in which the burden could be 
avoided in such a case is by some outside intervention 
through the medium of multilateral or bilateral assist- 
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ance schemes. These, for instance, might assume some 
of the burden of the costs assurances and guarantees81 

required by the patentee for making his intellectual 
property in patented and other technological knowledge 
available to the under-developed country. With a 
broader context, of course, the provision, as part of 
foreign aid programme, of financial and technical as- 
sistance to (iovernments and enterprises of under- 
developed countries enhance their ability to absorb 
advanced foreign technology and reduce the inequality 
of their bargaining position vis-à-vis that of the for- 
eign patentee. In the absence of such outside interven- 
tion, the fact remains that the foreign patentee's price 
and conditions must he met if the under-developed 
country wishes to obtain the benefits of the needed 
technology. 

275. Although it is natural that the burden of the 
patent system should appear to the under-developed 
country concerned mainly in the form of the heavy pay- 
ments which are made for licensing fees and royalties 
or profit transfers to foreign patentees, vet frequently 
a serious burden of the patent system may lie in pre- 
cisely the opposite, namely those patents which are not 
being utilized within an under-developed country al- 
though they could be used advantageously in its pro- 
ductive economy. This burden is. of course, not meas- 
ured by the volume of fees and royalties—quite the 
contrary : since the patents are not in fact worked, no 
fees ar.d royalties are paid. The true burden here lies 
in the absence of the social and economic benfits which 
the working of the patented product or process could 
have meant to the under-developed country and in the 
inability of the under-developed country to utilize its 
resources in the fullest and best jx>ssibíe way, in con- 
sequence of the non-working of the patent. 

276. In this respect, those who criticize the patent 
system from the point of view of economic development 
of under-developed countries, have sound grounds for 
believing and jointing out that a serious problem exists. 
But (leaving apart the question to what extent the 
patent system as such rather than the unequal distribu- 
tion of knowledge, management know-how, and capital 
is the real problem involved), the visible part of the 
burden-the fees and royalties—refers to cases where 
in fact the patented innovation is used. There is reason 
to believe that in spite of licence fees and royalties the 
under-developed countries derive net benefits from the 
transfer of the patented knowledge. The more serious 
burden is not visible in specific transactions and balance 
of payments accounts. Rather, it must be deduced by 
economic analysis. It relates mainly to those cases 
where the patented technology is not in fact trans- 
ferred. This burden could 1« estimated only as a result 
of detailed studies of specific countries and industries. 
Such studies do not so far seem to have !>een carried 
out. and they wouhl in any case involve a good deal of 
non-measurable j-idjvment. There would also be other 
difficulties in the way of such concrete studies. One 
major difficulty would be the almost insurmountable 
one of disentangling the effects of the patent svstem as 
such on the one hand, from other restrictive 'business 

r'' As an analogy, one might •> irrt to the system of ruaranty 
insurance for investments in < -i-l, t -1,-vrloped countries availabk 
nmler the laws of Japan, the United States and the Federal 
Kepubhc <.f («rmany (see part Or«, paragraphs 302 H seq.}. 



practices, trade-marks, monopolistic piossessti.n of neces- 
sary know-how and the deficiencies of capital ami facili- 
ti«'« in under-developed countries on the other hand. 
Another difficulty is the mass of often highly sensitive 

'logical   detail   w Itich statistical   iufortiiation   and  techm 
would   have   to  lie   secured,  even   it   such   studies   were 
limited   to   just a feu   specific  countries or   to   specific 
industries. 

Chapter V 

FOREIGN PATENT» WITHOUT TRANSFER OF TECHNOLOGY : lMIwr 
OF PATENTED PRODUCT» AND PROCESSES 

277, The case where an under deveIo|x.-d country is 
not -or not yet—directly interested in introducing flic 
patented new product or process in its own economy 
will he more frequent than might at first be assumed. 
New fKitent» developed abroad will emUxly the latest 
state of technological advance, and will often relate 
to risky new production on the border of new tech- 
nology. Moreover, the nature of these new patented 
products and processes will probably reileet the specific 
needs and resource endowments of the advanced coun- 
tries where the invention or innovation is made. In 
fact, where this is clearly the case, patent protection 
¡a under-developed countries will not usually be sought 
since the benefits would not justify the efforts and 
costs involved (legal fees, patent fees, etc.). For the 
under-developed countries, with their simpler tech- 
nology, their scarcer capita' and often more abundant 
labour, the more suitable iechnology may usually be 
one which was new in thi> industrialized countries 
jierhaps twenty or thirty years earlier. Since the 
patent term is usually from fifteen to twenty years, 
all information patented twenty or more years ago is 
no longer subject to patent protection or restrictions 
based on patent protection, and should now be freely 
available to the under-develojied countries. The dis- 
closure inherent in the patent system makes these 
processes more readily accessible to the under-developed 
countries than they would have l>een in the absence of 
a patent system. 

27S. Whether the under-developed countries are 
able to utilize and absorb the older patented information 
of twenty or more years ago, is, of course, a different 
question. That depends on the necessary related non- 
patented technological knowledge ami the necessary 
capital to introdttce and exploit the older innovation. 
ît must IK» remembered that just by reason of lieing 
considered "obsolete" and submerged hy progress in the 
advanced countries, the appropriate older technology 
mav also be difficult to obtain—htit not for reasons 
which have anything to do with patent protection. 

JT'X The polkv implications of this argument can 
lie, and have l»een, interpreted in différent ways. On 
the one hand, it can be said that as patents vvitl lie- 
come freely available to the under-developed countries 
after the maximum period of twenty years and would 
probably not lie needed by them before this time, there 
can be no harm for the under-developed countries to 
grant such patents and collect the |\itent fees. On the 
other hand, since the production utilizing the foreign 
patents is not to be introduced in the under-developed 
count'¡es in anv case, the under-developed countries 

e no interest m granting such patents, whose only 1.1V 

effect is to restrict competition among its suppliers. 
The first argument refers to the advantages to under- 
deveiofwd countries of supporting the patent svstetu 
in the supplying country, the second to the disadvan- 
tages. These will be considered in turn below. 

2m. In any case, it should lie liorne in mind that, 
unless under-develoricd countries have very clear de- 
velopment plans or development policies, it will lie 
difficult to distinguish in practice between patents re- 
lating to products and processes to be ini|x>rted an«! those 
relating to products or processes to IM- worked within 
the country. Development plans also are not infallible, 
for instance, where unexpected new resources may 
be discovered. Nor is it easy even for the liest develop- 
ment planner to foresee what new technological pro- 
cesses may be right for introduction in a developing 
country over such long periods as fifteen to twenty 
years, representing the normal duration of patents. 
This creates the danger that if patents were refused to 
the inventors and owners of such new processes on tlie 
grounds that the process concerned would only he 
imported and not applied within the country, this might 
delay the subsequent introduction of the new technology, 
when the economy was sufficiently matured. Finally, 
the rule of thumb that the latest technological advances 
are not suitable to under-develofied countries is subject 
to many broad exceptions, some relating to the tyj»e 
of industry involved, others to more general considera- 
tions, e.g. that highly automated machinery can serve 
to reduce drastically the need for scarce skilled labour. 

281. Here, it must be stressed again (as in para- 
graph 266, above) that the patent system, to lie effective, 
must be of general aj>plication and cannot lie structured 
or administered on a case-to-case basis. This does not 
mean, however, that broad categories of sjiecial situa- 
tions could not be provided for. In the instant case of the 
foreign patent whose working in the under develojied 
country can he visualized only after a certain passage 
of time, consideration might í>e given to the adoption 
of the so-called Confirmation Patent in use in several 
Imititi American countries (see part One. paragraph 
21 above), provided that the confirmation patent is 
worked or licensed within a reasonable term, for in 
stance, three years from its registration. Within that 
term, the owner of the patent would have to prove, 
by filing an affidavit or otherwise, that the patented 
invention has been actually worked bv manufacture or 
industrial practice in the country. Failing such proof, 
the registration would be automatically revoked. This 
suggestion may be helpful in avoiding the need for 
a full system of prior examination while faeilitating 
the transfer of know-how to developing countries. 
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ADVANTAGES 

SH2. It may at first appear surprising that an 
under-developed country should have an economic in- 
terest in granting patents to foreign patentees for pro- 
ducts or for processes that are not being utilized 
witluu the country. Hut, in so far as the whole intended 
rationale of the patent system is to encourage and 
promote the improvement of products and processes 
through the introduction of new, better and cost- 
reducing methods, it can be argued that under-developed 
countries have a direct interest in improving pro- 
ductivity and reducing costs not only inside their own 
frontiers, but equally within the countries which supply 
them with the products which they import. The argu- 
ment is that the under-developed countries even as 
purchasers are in some degree the beneficiaries of 
technological progress in the more developed countries, 
just as the under-developed countries also have a direct 
interest, as suppliers, in a high rate of growth in the 
industrialized countries such as ir. induced by their 
accelerated technological progress. There may also be 
a question in some cases whether a small national 
market will he supplied unless the supplier is granted 
exclusive control of the market. 

283. There is, of course, a strong doubt as to 
whether the patent protection in the markets of the 
under-developed countries is of sufficient importance 
to those engaged in research and development in the 
more developed countries for the participation of the 
under-develoj>ed countries in the patent system to make 
any real difference. On the one hand, the protected 
sales in under-developed countries are probably rather 
small and marginal in the case of technologically new 
products and processes covered by new patents; fre- 
quently, these markets may be so marginal and uncer- 
tain as not to enter at all into the motivation or enter- 
prises engaged in research and development in the more 
industrial countries, fin such cases, patents in the 
under-developed countries will usually not be applied 
for.) On the other hand, even comparatively small 
additional markets and receipts can make a much more 
than proportionate contribution to the anticipated 
profits derived from new inventions and introduction of 
new processes because of the fixed overhead costs in- 
herent in research and development expenditure ; re- 
ceipts from sales in additional markets, such as the 
under-developed countries, would in most cases be 
sheer profit sinre the cost of research and development 
would be balanced against receipts from the major 
markets. F.ven in so far as patent protection in the 
under-developed countries were thought to have a 
discernible effect in promoting research and develop- 
ment in the supplying countries, it would have to be 
questioned whether it is to the interest of the world 
economy that the poorer countries should be expected, 
by way of higher prices for their imports, to contribute 
to the recoupment of research expenditures in the 
richer countries. 

2S4. Apart from the ¡xissihle—though doubtful— 
encouragement of research and development in the 
supplying countries, the granting of patents on products 
inifx>rted from abroad can also be defended on the 
grounds that the import of today is the local manu- 
facture of tomorrow. Once the foreign patentee has 
been  allowed  to build up a patent-protected  export 

market, he may then be more easily induced to under- 
take or license local manufacture as the next step. 
Historically, the process of import substitution has 
certainly played an important part in the modernization 
and diversification of products in under-developed 
countries. 

DISADVANTAGES 

285. If the negative conclusion concerning the lack 
of influence of under-developed countries on the course 
of research and development and progress of tech- 
nology in the industrialized countries is correct, then 
the argument against granting patent protection for 
imported products gains in force. In that case, it 
might be arguable that the under-developed countries, 
not being able to influence the real cost of production 
of their patented supplies in the advanced countries, 
would be interested in lowering their own cost by in- 
ducing maximum competition among their suppliers, 
through eliminating patents. This is a matter of great 
importance. Unfortunately, empirical evidence is lacking 
as to the extent to which patent protection by reducing 
competition in fact raises prices to the under-developed 
country. The presumption must be that it does, on 
the assumption that the patentee would appear to have 
an interest in obtaining as high a price for his product 
as is consistent with the obtaining of maximum profits. 

286. On the other hand, competition for the im- 
ported product may in any case be excluded by the 
patent or market situation in the more industrial 
countries which may rule out a free choice of suppliers 
whether or not the under-developed country issues a 
patent. There may also be processes of ptoduction alter- 
native to the patented process, or products more or 
less substitutable for the imported product; either 
set of conditions would create alternative sources of 
supply and reduce the possibility of excessive and 
non-competitive prices. Moreover, patent protection in 
under-developed countries may not have any appreciable 
tendency to raise prices of imports by these countries 
in so far as the whole range of interchangeable goods 
is concerned. Interchangeable products (e.g. autos, 
sewing machines, air conditioners, radios, refrigerators, 
etc.) typically are manufactured by suppliers, each of 
whom has its own set of patents on processes, com- 
ponents etc., but the competition between the inter- 
changeable final products acts to prevent any "cashing 
in" on the patent protection through an inflated price 
to the consumer. Tt is therefore useful to distingtiish 
between the case of interchangeable patented products 
("which probably figure very importantly in under- 
developed country imports)" and patented products 
(e.g. highly specialized equipment items, and certain 
drugs) which have no counterparts. 

287. One might think of undertaking empirical 
studies examining, for the case of individual under- 
developed countries, the proportion of their imports 
represented by patented supplies, and by economic 
analysis arriving at conclusions as to the degree in 
which the patent system reduced potential competition, 
and to make estimates of the degree in which such 
exe'uded potential comr t ! ition could have lowered the 
prices of supplies. However, it is clear that such con- 
crete  studies,  while  not   impossible,  would   be  very 
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difficult and would remain hypothetical and specula- 
tive in nature. 

COMBINED EFFECTS ON BALANCE OF PAYMENTS 

288. The effect of the under-developed countries 
affording patent protection to imported products on 
their terms of trade is ambivalent. To the extent that it 
is necessary to improve production processes in the 
supplying countries and lower cost of production in 
the supplying countries, it may he expected to have a 
favourable effect on the terms of trade if under- 
developed countries. On the other hand, to the extent 
that it limits competition in the supplying countries 
and retards the immediate spread of the new lower 
cost processes, it may fortify the dominant position of 
suppliers vis-à-vis the under-developed countries, and 
thus have an unfavourable effect on the latter's balance 
of trade. Whether the favourable or unfavourable effect 
is prevailing—while it can lie argued in a general 
wav—can really be decided only by studies of specific 
cases and specific situations. Such studies will, how- 
ever, not be easy to design, and their implementation 
—which must rely heavily on often confidential industry 
data—must  be considered  as  problematical. 

289. Some economists have argued that lower real 
costs of production in the industrial countries are not 
generally passed on to the consumers, including the 
under-developed countries, but instead are passed on to 
the suppliers'of factors of production in the industrial- 
ized countries themselves in the form of higher wages 
and incomes. This, if true, would, of course, reduce 
or eliminate the favourable effect on the under- 
developed countries, but only if the analysis is arbitrarily 
stopped at this point. If the analysis is further pursued, 
one would have to take into account the effect of the 
higher wages and incomes in the industrialized countries 
on the demand for the products of the under-developed 
countries. This impact is bound to be favourable to 
the under-developed countries, although some or most 
of the effect w'11 be in terms of increased quantities 
of exports from the under-developed countries rather 
than in improved terms of trade. 

290. Some advocates of strong patent protection 
would, in any case, argue that the unfavourable effect 
of restriction is outweighed by the generally favourable 
effect of the disclosure inherent in the patent system 
and the stimulating effects which the patent system 
radiates throughout production in the industrial coun- 
tries and which lowers cost of supplies to under- 
developed countries and expands their markets gener- 
ally. The validity of this argument, however, depends 
on whether the amount of disclosure actually made 
—and indeed, required—in patent applications is suf- 
ficient to enable an invention to be worked. As has been 
indicated in the preceding chapter, most patented knowl- 
edge probably has to be supplemented by related tech- 
nical and financial services to the under-developed 
countries, either bv the patentee or from other ex- 
ternal resources. In any case, as the protection afforded 
bv the patent expires, the disclosed process will be 
available to all with the necessary knowledge and capital 
and thus will benefit purchasers in under-developed 
countries unequivocably. 

291. While this analysis is necessarily inconclusive 
since many of the various factors at work cannot be 

readily measured or quantified, a general presumption 
remains that the under-developed countries which im- 
port a high proportion of their total supplies, especially 
in vital investment fields, from the more developed 
countries, have a strong long-term interest tn the lower- 
ing of cost of production in those countries ami in the 
patent system, in so far as it makes a contribution to 
this end. However, the more immediate sacrifice in 
the form of possible higher prices paid frr inqxirted 
supplies than the prices which would have to be paid 
in the absence of exclusive rights bestowed by them 
upon foreign suppliers under the patent system must 
remain a serious consideration as a price to pay for 
the possible advantages. The cost and benefits are 
difficult to measure quantitatively and to compare with 
each other. In particular, the effect of higher prices 
specifically due to patent protection is almost impossible 
to disentangle from higher prices due to such factors 
as exclusive know-how, trade secrets, restrictive prac- 
tices, or the dominant market position of the supplier, all 
of which are intrinsically unrelated to the patent system. 
Since patents are thus only one of the features which 
may bring about higher prices, the question arises 
whether measures directly affecting price levels or 
general antitrust legislation are not an administratively 
more feasible technique of coping with the problem 
than legislation devoted specifically to the patent system. 

292. Apart from the difficulty of such disentangle- 
ment, practically, the situation is further complicated 
by the difficulty of speculating to what extent a 
policy of refusing patent protection by the under- 
developed country could affect the fundamentals of 
the situation. It must be remembered that where there 
is no intention of producing the patented article or 
using the patented process within the under-developed 
country, the foreign patentee will normally 1«" more 
interested in taking out patents in other advanced coun- 
tries which could be his competitors in supplying the 
article in the market of the under-developed country, 
rather than in taking out a patent in the under- 
developed country. In this situation, obviously the 
under-developed countries would hardly be able to 
affect the situation. No patent application will be made 
to them, but even if such an application should lie made, 
refusal of the patent would still not restore a competi- 
tive position among its sources of import. 

293. There is, however, one category where it is 
definitely not to the advantage of the under-developed 
countries to promote technical progress in the more 
developed countries, i.e., those products which conqiete 
directly with the products of the under-develojjed 
countries The cases within this category which come 
most immediately to mind—although they are not the 
only ones—are those of synthetic products coni|K-ting 
with the natural products of the under-developed coun- 
tries. It is, however, again very doubtful whether in 
fact the under-developed countries have it in their 
power, by granting or refusing patent protection for 
such products, to have any significant influence on the 
rate of progress in the production of synthetics or their 
emergence on the market. 

294. The nature of technological progress in indus- 
trial countries in anv case is such that it is not easily 
possible to separate the rate of progress in specific 
fields, such as the production of svnthetirs. from tech- 
nological progress in others. Probably the Ixst tiolicy 
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for the under-developed countries is to seek to counter- 
act such harmful effects of technological progress, as 
the displacement of their natural products by synthetics, 
by direct agreements and understandings with the 
industrial countries through trade concessions, and 
through compensation by general or sj»ecilìc aid and 
assistance, naher than bv attempting differential treat- 
ment in the patent system. 

295. Another argument put forward for issuing 
patents to foreign patentees in the case here discussed 
—i.e., where there is no question of producing the 
{»tented product or using the patented process within 
the under-developed country itself—is the element of 

reciprocity. This argument is weak from the economic 
standjioint. particularly for the countries in earlier 
stages of development. In their cases, reciprocal treat- 
ment oi patentees is a somewhat unreal concept, in the 
absence < technological equality. Generally speaking, 
in trade relations ami mg unequal partners, the principle 
of non-reciprocity is Incoming more and more gen- 
erally accepted. In the case of patents perhaps even 
more than in trade generally, formal reciprocity amounts 
to actual non-reciprocity. In any case, the patent system 
of mo»t countries does not require reciprocity, in which 
case a national of a country without a patent system 
can secure patents in a country with a patent system. 

Chapter VI 

PATENTS AND THE DEVELOPMENT OF INDIGENOUS TECHNOLOGY: 
TO DOMESTIC INVENTORS AND INVESTORS 

PATENTS 

296.   The importance of stimulating innovation and 
pioneering applications of new technology in under- 
developed countries at reasonable cost is undoubted. 
Even though it may be true and inevitable that thé 
bulk of the improved technology  applied in under- 
developed countries will be taken from the stock of 
technological   knowledge  existing   and  being created 
elsewhere in the world (and will thus be transferred 
rather than newly created), yet at the same time it 
lias become clearer than ever that this transferred tech- 
nology will often have to be specifically adapted and 
adjusted to special local needs and circumstances, the 
utilization of local materials, special local labour con- 
ditions, climate, smaller scale of production, etc. Such 
adaptation may itself require inventive* and pioneering 
qualities; in practice, the dividing line between creation 
and adaptation of technology is by no means clear cut. 
While in many under-develcqied countries the creation 
or creative adaptation of technology will initially often 
have to lie in the hands or  under  the auspices of 
foreign  technicians and  also  to  some  extent in the 
research departments of local  subsidiaries of foreign 
companies,   as   under-developed   countries   gradually 
evolve towards more industrialized economies, as the 
level of education and training rises, and as productive 
experience is gained and available resources increase, 
the scope for indigenous creative innovations by na- 
tionals will rapidly increase. It will do so more rapidly 
if the groundwork of encouragement has already been 
well laid in the earlier stages. 

297. The encouragement of inventors and innovators 
in under-developed countries is particularly ini]x>rtant 
because of the manifold special risks of' investment 
which attend investment in under-developed countries 
in any eise. Their encouragement and protection is 
an elementary offset to the many risks that they are 
running and the handicaps that they are facing, com- 
pared with their counterparts in the more advanced 
countries. 

208. In extending this encouragement and protec- 
tion, there are many different measures at the disposal 
of an underdeveloped country of which the patent 
system is only one. and not tiecessarib- the most im- 
portant. Direct monetary rewards to the inventor or 
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subsidies tor the innovating producer, ttx concessions 
tariti protection against external competitors, liberal 
allocations of foreign exchange and other needed re- 
sources, free training oí labour, provision of well- 
located premises and public utility services, prevention 
of wasteful competition from imitators through alloca- 
tion of national resources under development plans 
assistance with access to needed non-patented technical' 
information, securing of adequate markets and demand 
freedom from price or other controls—all these may be 
of much greater importance, in specific cases, to the 
inventor and innovating producer than the legal pro- 
tection afforded by the issue of a patent. 

2W However, these other measures may be en- 
hanced by patent protection, and in some cases may not 
even be fully effective unless combined with it More- 
over the encouragement provided by the patent grant 
may have its own role to play within this total array 
of measures, and may be preferred as a matter of 
¡wlicy to other measures for a variety of reasons For 
instance, direct monetary rewards to inventors or direct 
monetary subsidies to innovating investors may be 
too expensive, in view of the limited fiscal capacity 
of the country. Furthermore, such rewards to inventors 
or innovators for new processes which do not apply 
to priority fields within a country's development pían 
may be expensive, without commensurate benefits to 
aii, economy I„ such or similar, circumstances, the 
ss ie of :. patent which requires-and allows-no in- 

dividual administrative selection may 1* the best way 
of combining public economy with the necessary pro- 
tection and encouragement of national innovation. 

300 Another argument in favour of a patent system 
for natHw.nl, ,n under-developed countries is that on" 
of the chief drawbacks of the system in more advanced 
2 m 7S, ma>- not be of Br«* importance  in  under- 

»« nt. This drawback consists in the discouragement and 
»nutation of imitation and competition whTch ?n one 

form or other, must be the counterpart of thè pro ectioí 

m"n,^ t prr,The reason wh>- •* Œ3 
cóltri   nnP7'bl>   S"rmxs  in   «nder-devdoped 
"Üf /nr,y StnirP ,s- of courst>- »h* limitation of markets and resources, which in any case, under 



national plans may permit of only one single plant 
in various economic sectors. Thus, some limitation 
of competition among national producers is in any 
case inevitable as well as desirable in the natural con- 
dition of many under-developed countries. The patent 
system will not in this regard create new problems, 
especially if abuses of the monopolistic position can be 
prevented under general legislation. By the time ad- 
ditional plants are called for—perhaps in a subsequent 
development plan jieriod—the original innovator in 
any case may have acquired enough of a head start so 
that he is no longer dependent on patent protection. 
Also the existence of a patent constitutes an incentive 
to develop alternative processes and thus "invent 
around" the prior invention. Taking all these factors 
into consideration there would appear to be no neces- 
sary infer'nee that the patent system, unless abused, 
would unduly limit competition, while at the same time 
it satisfies the precepts of economic justice and efficiency, 
both of which call for the encouragement of the creo live 
innovator or innovating investor. 

301. In so far as the patented improvement refers 
to a product or process which is an actual or potential 
export from the under-developed country—perhaps a 
processed local material—it also may be of importance 
to secure patent protection for the national innovator 
in other countries, whether by bilateral agreements, or 
through adherence to an international reciprocal system. 
While this case may be comparatively rare for under- 
developed countries (as compared with the opposite 
problem of the protection of the foreign patentee), 
it deserves special attention because of the great value 
attached to an increase in the export earnings of under- 
developed countries. It also becomes of increasing im- 
portance to countries in the intermediate stages of in- 
dustrial development. 

302. A national patent system for under-developed 
countries would, of course, have its limitations. In the 

first place it would be harmful to devote the very 
limited resources of under-developed countries in the 
field of applied technical research and pioneering in- 
novation to the production of patentable innovations, to 
the exclusion of more urgent and more important prob- 
lems, and perhaps to the détriment of governmental or 
government-sponsored research. 

303. In the second place, it would be equally clearly 
wrong to devote some of the same scarce scientific 
resources to the building up of patent offices examining 
claims for patents to the detriment of other uses for those 
resources. In this later context, non-examination systems 
of patent issue might recommend themselves specially 
to under-developed countries since they obviate much 
of the staffing requirements for patent offices. An alter- 
native solution would be the utilization of international 
resources for the purpose of examination of patent ap- 
plications from under-develop d countries whether by 
means of ad hoc recourse to an organization such as 
The Hague Institute (see paragraphs 67-6') above), 
or by a pooling of the resources of under-developed 
countries, e.g. on a regional basis, as has already been 
arranged among the member countries of the Afro- 
Malagasy Organisation (see paragraphs 50-56 alwve). 

304. Tn the third place, in countries where develop- 
ment of technology and rapid spread of original ex- 
perience are so crucially important, great care must 
lie taken that the patent system should not be used to 
retard and block local production and invention rather 
than promote it. In spheres of production vital to the 
national interest and the development of special re- 
sources, or to public health, limitations on patentability 
or provision for limiting the SCO|K- of the patent grant 
by special working or compulsory licensing in the 
public interest are natural, as is evidenced by the 
presence of such limitations in the legislation of many 
countries. 

CONCLUSIONS 

305. The above analysis has considered the economic 
implications, as distinct from legal or technical con- 
siderations, of the patent system for the economies of 
under-developed countries. The basic philosophy from 
which the problem has been approached is that of the 
United Nations, i.e., that the economic progress of 
the under-devclopef' countries is a matter of concern 
not only to themselves, but also to the world community 
at large, and that—as stated in resolution 1713 (XVI)— 
"access to knowledge and experience in the field of 
applied science and technology is essential to accelerate 
the economic development of under-developed countries 
and to enlarge the over-all productivity of their 
economies". 

306. The establishment of patent systems in under- 
developed countries for nationals and residents raises 
no specific problems, subject to the possible need for 
technical assistance or pooling arrangements in admini- 
stering such systems, and the general importance of 
conserving the scarce scientific manpower for directly 
productive tasks. The issue of patents to nationals 
and residents is one method—among others—at the 
disposal of Governments of under-developed countries 

for encouraging and rewarding invention and technical 
progress, 

307. The real issues revolve around the position of 
the foreign patentee—and it is with these that reso- 
lution 1713 (XVI) on the role of patents in tin- 
transfer of technology to under-developed countries is 
concerned. Where a patent granted to a foreign national 
is not worked in the under-« 1< vclopcd country, there 
may result artificially high prices of the patented article 
when imported into' the under-developed country, but 
such high prices may be the result of fit her factors 
tbnn the exclusionary monojwdy given the patentee. 
Patents niav tints play a part in the picture of adverse 
terms of trade for under-dc\ eloped countries, but their 
specific impact is not mensurable. It does not involve the 
balance of payments burden of royalties since no royal- 
ties are paid in this case The situation is eased from the 
point of view of under-developed countries if the more 
developed countries onerate—as some of them do 
the ¡intent system in a cont.-xt of general legislation 
which reduces or counteracts |>oss;Ii!e mistisrs of tin- 
system for restrictive or price-raising purposes, not 
only at home but also on operations abroad. The unde-r- 
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developed countries are also in a position to adont 
measures which might reduce or «AS unreasoï 
able pnces and other abuses of the patent system 

be  ndv*«^ ll?e ^tentfd product or P"**8* should Be  advantageously   introduced  into  the economy  of 

co-ISZiZ111'* Can be doner^ont the technical co operation or other resources of the foreien narent«» 
ínrnrííer """^ °Utsidc the «"der-deS^d country s probably exceptional; in such case a system of coni 
SönTfaXtS ffr *?»»«*** *»• wVh7hefsZ- 
STllí íllyJu   efí

tf
Uvely ^ministered. This will also 

addStLTfo -re t,.,e Pattm can * worked with «»eh 
be Ä l?ffnH i^• and «wtw as can 
ThiT*. third P?rt,es or in the «Pen market. 
countrv wi.f°HrSe ? aCtL°n, ^ the ««¿-developed country will depend on whether it prefers the patentee 
to come and work his invention himself ZSy^ 
• joint venture with local enterprise)_prwlded &  s 
Ä" Linz aCCepta% -»^i^-r Ä « prefers him to stay out. There mav be sound em- 
mZ ZTa {7 dther preference fa «^S». •J».  Where the technical services, management ex- 
EESJiïi ?pitaI resources as "*> «TSTcS. flexions of the foreign patentee himself are eisenthlfor 

tjSSlSS^ I"6 ntiteî ***** ta^ïaï aeveioped country, basically  the situation is that in 
one form or other the minimum terms and condhionï 
of the foreign patentee must he met if the innovili• 
»tel* brought to the under-developVI «S"X 
AÎ'JÎ thÌS Cm * *?crihH as * «n^wS Sion 

iKiîÎïr ^ «"fr:d"'eloped cornitrv^or 
else to undue delays in introducing the new technology), 

such results are not attributable to the patent system 
as such, nor is the resulting burden properly measured 
by the patent royakies. It has been shown that many 
different considerations may induce the foreign patentee 
either to prefer working his patent himself inThe undei? 
developed country or else rather to license its manu- 
facture; similarly, the Government of the und?, 
developed country may have good reasons to prefer 
dther course. \\ here these mutual preferences coincide 
reached      ^ agreement  shouId ** caPab,c <* beinf 

310. The Governments of under-developed countries 
have a legitimate interest in preventing eWsiv" «^ 
pb.tat.on of their one-sided technological and financial 

and control of licence agreements, and avoidance 5 
utrfohr restrictive features. The world community and 
the Governments of more developed countries can 
assist by inducing their patentees notto be unduly^ 
«nctive ,n the conditions and terms on which thS 
are_ w.Ilmg to spread technology into underXelopS 
countries; a variety of policy measures rawing SS 
domestic compensation of patentees. internatSaî fundí 
for thw purpose, equivalent investment guaraZL* ¡3 
legation against restrictive practices apŒ?Tbïï- 

«Ji'iJ" !he fin*,.a«»,y«i». the question of patents 
must be seen-and dealt with—in the broader «•»«* 

Änf ?'1
he,devdoPî«* countries, and äS 

the abrfity of the tatter to adopt and use suehifo*e2¡ 
J^Jjjta the inn>l««e«Ä of the?r Se^£ 
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ANNEXES 

ANNEX A 

Text of General Ataembly resolution 1713 (XVI) 

ta Ih« traasfer of 

The General Assembly, 
Retailing it» resolution 14» (XÏV) of 5 December 19» on 

the possibilities of a further expansion of international contacts, 
as well a» an increased exchange of knowledge and experience 
in the field of applied science and technology, 

Taking note of Economic and Social Council resolution 375 
(XIII) of 13 September 1951 and of the reporta on restrictive 
business practices prepared by the Secretariat and by the 
A4 Hoc Committee established under the above-mentioned 
Council resolution,* 

Bearing in mind that a United Nations Conf-rence on the 
Application of Science and Technology for the Benefit of the 
Lest Developed Areas will be convened under Economic and 
Social Council resolution 834 (XXXII) of 3 August 1961, 

Bearing in mind that accesi to knowledge and experience 
in the field of applied science and technology is essential to 
accelerate the economic development of under-developed coun- 
tries and to enlarrte the over-all productivity of their economies, 

Realising that \h~ protection of the rights of the patent- 
holders both in tb'ir country of origin and in foreign coun- 
tries has contributed to technical research and, therefore, 
to international ani national industrial progress, 

Aßrmmg that it i $ in the best interest of all countries that 
the international patent system should be applied in such a 

« See Official tíccor dt of the Economic ana Social Council, 
Sixteenth Station. Supplement No. HA (E/2379 and Add.l) ; 

SA (E/mm 

way as to take fully into account the special needs and require- 
ments of the economic development of under-developed coun- 
tries, as well as the legitimate claims of patentees, 

Requests the Secretary-General, in consultation with appro- 
priate international and national institutions, and with the con- 
currence of the Governments concerned, to prepare for the 
Committee for Industrial Development, for the Economic and 
Social Council, and for the General Assembly at its eighteenth 
session, and taking into consideration any pertinent discussions 
which might take place in the United Nations Conference on 
the Application of Science and Technology for the Benefit 
of the Less Developed Areas, a report containing: 

(a) A study of the effects of patents on the economy of 
under-developed countries; 

(b) A survey of patent legislation in selected developed 
and under-developed countries, with primary emphasis on the 
treatment given to foreign patents; 

(e) An analysts of the characteristics of the patent legis- 
lation of under-developed countries in the light of economic 
development objectives, taking into account the need for the 
rapid absorption of new products and technology, and the rise 
in the productivity level of their economies; 

(<f) A recommendation on the advisability of holding an 
international conference in order to examine the problems 
regarding the granting, protection and use of patents, taking 
into consideration the provisions of existing international con- 
ventions and the special needs of developing countries, and 
utilizing the existing machinery of the International Union 
for the Protection of Industrial Property. 

1084th plenary meeting, 
19 December Í96L 
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AN NIX B 

(1) Te«! of tr.n.mitt.l fetteP „d Q.w.Uowirt« clre.jl.ted by the SecreUry-Geaerd 

The Secretary-Genera! of the United Nations present» his 
compliments to the   Permanent Representative of 
and has the honour to refer to resolution 1713 (XVI) of the 
General Assembly, concerning the role of patents in the transfer 
of technology to under-developed countries. 

In   this   resolution   the   General   Assembly   requested   the 
Secretary-General to prepare for the Committee for Industrial 
Uevelopment, for the Economic and Social Council, and for the 
General Assembly at its eighteenth session, "a report contain- 
in« (i) a study of the effects of patents on the economy of 
iMrter-deveJóped countries;  Hi) a survey of patent legislation 
m selected developed and under-developed countries, with pri- 
mary emphasis on   the  treatment given  to foreign  patents- 
(in) an analysis of the characteristics of the pstcnt legislation 
of under-developed countries in the light of economic develop- 
ment objectives,  taking into account the need  for the rapid 
absorption of new products and technology, and the rise in the 
productivity level of their economies". The Secretary-General 
was also requested to include in this report "a recommenda- 
tion on the advisability of holding an international conference 
in order to examine  the  problems   regarding  the  granting 
protection and use of patents, taking into consideration the 
provisions of existing international conventions and the special 
needs of developing countries, and utilizing the existing ma- 
chinery of   the   International   Union   for  the   Protection   of 
Industrial Property". 

The résolution invites the Secretary-General to prepare the 
report 'in consultation with appropriate international and na- 
tional institutions, and with the concurrence of the Govern- 
ments concerned". Accordingly, the Secretary-General h» the 
honour to submit the attached inquiry enumerating the relevant 
issues on which factual information and the views of His 
Excellency's Government are requested. 

The Secretary-General would appreciate receiving a reply 
to this Questionnaire, if possible in duplicate, not later than 
the middle of December 1%2 so that he may he able to take 
full account of it in the preparation of his report. To this end 
it would be helpful if even partial replies were to be forwarded, 
without awaiting the preparation of answers to all the items 
in the Questionnaire. 

8 October 1962 

QUESTIONNAIRE 
Ute  rob  of  patenta   in   the  transfer  of 

uttder-ctevrloped eonsHriM 
techsMksgy  to 

A.  PATENT SYSTEM 

I.  If there is a system in effect to grant patents: 
(a) Supply the applicable laws, regulations, etc., as well as 

any recent reports (e.g., annual report of the Patent Office), 
studies, etc., relating to its operation and policies; 

(!') List the name of the agency charged with issuing pat- 
ents, its address and its chief official, and indicate the number 
and professional background of its professional staff ; 

(c) List categories of processes or products (industries), 
if any. which are excluded from patentability (e.g., pharma- 
ceutical products) ; state the reasons and indicate whether any 
changes are under active consideration. 

2. If no patent system is in existence, indicate whether 
active consideration is currently being given to the possible 
introduction of a patent system (supplying existing relevant 
draft texts, studies, reports, etc.). 

H.   TREATMENT OF FOREUIN INVENTIONS'» 

3. (a) Describe briefly (with citations to the applicable 
statutory texts) the provisions bearing on the rights of foreign 

individuals and companies to secure patents and license their 
use, especially in so far as these provisions may differ from 
those applicable to domestic individuals and companies; 

(b) Explain specifically, where appropriate, those provisions 
which are designed to implement the patent provisions of the 
Paris Union or any other applicable international patent 
convention. 

4. Describe briefly (with citations to the applicable statutory 
texts) any special provisions or measures designed to regulate 
the terms of agreements by which foreign nationals license 
or assign their domestic patents, especially through: 

(a) A requirement of governmental approval of the terms 
of agreements between foreign patentees and domestic licensees 
or assignees; indicate, where appropriate, the name of the 
agency or agencies, issuing such approval, their addresses, chief 
official in charge, their respective functions, and the number 
and professional backgrounds of their technical staffs; 

(6) A limitation of the amount of royalty payments for the 
use of foreign patents and know-how (e.g., limitation to per- 
centage of sales receipts or profits involved) ; 

(<•) A limitation of the transferability abroad of royalty 
payments for the use of foreign patents and know-how (through 
general foreign exchange regulations or specific provisions 
applicable to royalty payments). 

5. Describe briefly (with citations '.o the applicable statutory 
texts) any special provisions designed to promote the transfer 
of foreign inventions and know-how from developed to under- 
developed countries, e.g., through: 

(a) Special tax and other incentives; 

(b) Measures for the protection of foreign patent right» 
(eg., through risk insurance or through assurances against 
expropriation in national laws or international treaties). 

6. Indicate whether active consideration is being given to 
any changes in the situation described in the replies to this 
part H, and supply relevant reports, studies, draft legisla- 
tion, etc. 

C.  COMPULSORY LICENSING OR REVOCATION« 

7. Describe briefly (with citations to the applicable statutory 
texts) any provisions which permit the revocation of patenta. 
the granting of compulsory licenses to their use or any similar 
measure, on such grounds as the following: 

(a) The patented process or product has not been (ade- 
quately) used or manufactured in the country; 

(M The patent rights have been misused or abused (e*., 
by improper conditions imposed by fhe licensor) ; 
_   (f) General availability of the patented produ'-t or process 
isconsidered to be in the public interest (eg., in the cm* 
food or medical products). 

•,L" rCre are Th Proviïit>n» f<» «he revocation or com- 
pulsory licensing of patents, supply, as far as available,«» 
following data, preferably for the last five years: 

(a) The number of patent revocations (i) applied for and 
(n)  granted with regard to patents originally i«,ued to: 

bIn replying to the questions in part B please discuti th» 
egislative etc provision» in the light of the^ltual wulicT 

tum, m day-to-day practice, taking into acrountgc^ernnTenta! 

Airpracticcs and impor,am «•«Aïn.TS 
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Nationals; 
Alieni;« 

(b) The number of compulsory licenses which were (i) 
requested, (ii) granted with regard to patenti originally 
issued to : 

National»; 
Alieni* 

9. Indicate whether active considération ii being given to 
any clangei in the situation described under 7 above, and supply 
relevant reports, studies, draft legislation, etc. 

D. RESTRICTIVE BUSINESS PRACTICES« 

10. Describe briefly (with citations to the applicable statu- 
tory texts) my provisions and governmental measures (whether 
specifically addressed to patents or of general applicability') 
which regulate (or prohibit) the insertion, in agreements for 
the licensing or transfer of pate its, of requirements relating to: 

(I) The use by the licensee or transferee of machinery, parts, 
materials or technicians supplied or prescribed by the 
transferor or licensor (so-called tie-in clauses) ; 

(ii) The limitation of the use of the patent to certain fields 
of operation; 

(Hi) The minimum price at which the products produced 
under the patent may be sold by the transferee or 
licensee; 

(hr) Morts by the licensee or transferee to fix the resale 
prtee of such products on the wholesaler or retailer 
level; 

(v) Limitations of the output; 
(vi) Limitations on the geographical area in which the pro- 

ducts produce! under the patent may be sold by the 
transferee or tice-vjee (e.g., not outside the country of 
manufa.ture) ; 

(vii) Payment by the transferee or licensee of royalties on 
patents ownM or controlled by the transferor or licensor 
even if he (tre transferee or licensee) does not actually 
use them; 

(viti) Cross-licenxúig or patent-pool arrangements; 

(ix) An; other requirements. 
11. Discuss the practical application and implementation of 

these provisions and measures, especially in the case of licensing 
and transfer agreements by foreign patentees. 

12. Indicate whether active consideration is being given to 
any changes in the situation described under 10 above, and 
supply relevant reports, studies, draft legislation, etc. 

* In so far as available give figures separately for eac'i coun- 
try of origin. 

•In replying to the questions in part D please discuss the 
legislative, etc., provisions in the light of their actual applica- 
tion, in day-to-day practice, taking into account governmental 
and business practices and important court decisions, in so far 
as possible. 

'Where the generally applicable rules are subject to special 
exemption or qualifications in the case of patents or know- 
how, please explain. 

E.  ECONOMIC DATA 

13. In so far as available, supply information, preferably 
for each year since 1<)57, on the number of patents <ü applied 
for, and (ii) granted to: 

(a) Nationals; 
(b) Aliens (if possible, separate figures hv countries of 

origin). 

14. In so far as available, supply actual or estimateli data. 
preferably for each year since 1957, on the annual amount of 
total royalty payments: 

(a) Received from abroad« for the use of the inventions 
and know-how of domestic nationals; 

(b) Transferred to foreign countries« for the domestic use 
of inventions and know-how of foreign nationals. 

15. Supply any other available economic data, studies, re- 
ports, etc., with respect to the extent and importance in the 
national economy in general, and in specific industries in par- 
ticular, of inventions and know-how of foreign nationals, dis- 
tinguishing whether these are patented in the country or not, 
and whether they are exploited in the country by foreign 
undertakings, by domestic assignees or lirencees or by joint 
ventures of foreign and domestic interests. 

F. EVALUATION 
16. 
A. In the case of a country which is primarily a recipient 

of foreign inventions and know-how: 
(1) Describe and evaluate the manner in which access to 

foreign inventions and related know-how has been helped or 
hindered : 

(a) Through the existence or non-existence of a national 
patent system ; 

(b) Through the exclusion from patentability, if any, of 
certain kinds of products or processes (see question 1 (c) 
above); 

(c) Through any particular features of the present na- 
tional patent system. 

Where appropriate, distinguish between different industries. 
(2) Specifically, if there is no national patent system, or 

if foreign inventions are not patentable in the country, de- 
scribe and evaluate the extent to which and the manner in 
which : 

(a) Foreign inventions have been actually used in the 
country ; 

(b) The know-how pertaining to such inventions has been 
secured in the country. 
B. In the case of a country which is primarily a supplier of 

inventions and know-how to ether, countries, describe and 
evaluate the manner in which the supply of such technology 
to industry (or to specific industries) in under-developed coun- 
tries has been helped or hindered by : 

(a) The existence or non-cxistem < of patent protection for 
foreign inventions in such recipient countries; 

(b) Through any particular features of the patent s>stem of 
such recipient countries. 

«If available, give data separately for each foreign country. 

(2) List of Governments, intergovernmental and non<governmental organisation» replying 
to toe QueiUonnaire 

Replies and information have been received in response to 
the Questionnaire from the following fifty-five States and vari- 
ous   inter-governmental  and  non-governmental   organisations. 

(a) The following States have replied to the Questionnaire : 
Australia,  Austria,  Belgium,  Brasil,  Cambodia,  Cameroon, 

Canada,  Ceylon,  China,  Cuba,  Czechoslovakia,   l^nmark, 
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fei Salvador, Federal Republic of Germany, Finland, 
France, Hungary, India, Indotieiia, Irdand, Israel, Italy, 
Jamaica, Japan, Kenya, l-aos, Ubanon, Luxembourg, 
Madagascar, Mexico, Morocco, N'epal, Netherlands, New 
Zealand, Nigeria, Norway, Pakistan, Philippines, Poland, 
Republic of Korea, Republic of Viet-Nam, South Africa, 
Spain, Sudan, Sweden, Switzerland, Tanganyika, Trinidad 
and Tobago, Tunisia, Turkey, Union (if Soviet Socialist 
Republics, United Arab Kepublic, United Kingdom of 
Great Britain and Northern Ireland, United States of 
America and Yugoslavia. 

(*) The following sixteen organisations have replied to the 
Questionnaire : 

(î) Inter-governmental organisations 

African and Malagasy Industrial Property Office 
Commission of the European Economic Community 
Council of Europe 

Council for Mutual Economic Assistance 
Inter-American Development Bank 
International  Bank far Reconstruction and Development 
International  Bureau for the Protection  of  Industrial 

Property 
Organization of American States 
Organisation of Economic Co-operation and  Development 

(ii) Non-governmental organisations 
Federation of British Industries 
International   Association  for  the   Protection of  Industrial 

Property 
International Bar Association 
International Chamber of Commerce 
International  Law Association 
National Association of Manufacturers (U.S.) 
United States Chamber of Commerce 

AM»« C 

AUSTRALIA 

No reliable evaluation has lieen or can be made, but it is 
believed that the patent system has fulfilled its function 
of stimulating industrial progress. 

BELGIUM 

Belgian law has always aimed at protecting inventions irre- 
spective of their origin  in  order  thus to promote tech- 
nical progress generally. (Translation from French.) 

BRAZIL 

The evaluation referred to can only be made, in inspect 
of Brazil, on the basis of concrete cases. There are com- 
plex inventions which require spet ialiïcd lechnical assist- 
ance and there are simple inventions which do not In 
many cases, contracts are mainly designed to take ad- 
vantage of the patent system to obtain royalties without 
justification. (Translation from Portuguese.) 

CANADA 

The patent system does not differentiate between foreign 
and domestic inventions. Patents are taken freely by for- 
eigners at the rate of 95 to 5 domestic. Our laws and 
the policy of the Government encourage the coming in of 
new inventions and the setting up of new industries. 

CEYLON 

By the registration of foreign patents in Ceylon this know- 
how is made available to this country. 

CRINA 

Access to foreign inventions and related know-how has been 
helped through the existence of a national patents system 
Exculsion from patentability of certain kinds of products 
or processes with sound reasons has certainly had a bene- 
ficial effect, (Translation from Chinese.) 

CUBA 

In Cuba a distinction is made between inventions and "know- 
how". A large number of foreign inventions have been 
registered m Cuba, but the country has not derived any 
benefit from this, since they have been used to monopolize 

6 The text is reproduced in its original form as presented in 
government replies to part F of the Questionnaire (see an- 
nex B . except where translation (by the Secretariat) is 
expressly noted. ' 

•t a MfttaMl puta*! »yuan* 

the products that these patents protect. The foreign in- 
ventors applied for and obtained patents in Cuba in order 
to be able to import their products without competition 
from any ether manufacturer. That was possible owing 
to certain deficiencies in the Patents Act, which provided 
that for the patent to enter into force the mere display of 
the objcLt to be covered by the patent was sufficient 
without the place of manufacture being taken into con- 
sideration. (Translation from Spanish.) 

CZECHOSLOVAKIA 

Czechoslovakia is not primarily a recipient of foreign in- 
venuons and know-how. Foreigners have under conditions 
of reciprocity the same rights as Czechoslovak cititens. 
Therefore, there are no special provisions or measures in 
which access of foreign inventions could be hindered On 
the contrary, in recent years, there has been in the Czecho- 
slovak Socialist Republic a constant increase of applica- 
tions for patents by foreigners and the number of patents 
granted to them is also increasing year by year. The 
majority of agreements' are not based on the patent ays- 
tern and their subject matter is mostly undisclosed know- 

aKVlwTrT!   N° *? haVe yCt  bee" «»"borated 

knnït,rtï
ai!,reSi.,m

J
C0Unîr.,'es   «'I*«*   o'  «»tents  and 

ÌZZÌZ ,Ped * hindercd the «elusion <* «** agreements. 

FRANCE 

An examination of the data) »how, that patent applications 
of foreign origin account for more than 60 peV cent d 
JLrl %•t.aPpl,cat'?'1 filed in Fran« ¡" 19<* Further- more, the balance of payments involving the sale and mir- 

TwÜ^ °" new francs durin« the ••"« y«", 
mar ly   StrMtoTr ,hat Frcnch indmtr* * •* A 

exTsTe'nee of »I* '^^ " °bvÍ0U,1>r frd"««d by the 
«•1, i °f utfIe mm 8y,,cm which. by giving the 
owners of such know-how the assurance of being protected 

l.wr:rb0,h Ly d0mestic ,e«isIation ¿7ffC nat,0nal  invention, enables them to license or .¡Ï» 

| Reply to item 16 B of the Questionnaire. 
J See annex E below. 
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iheir patent righti with complete security. (Translation 
from French.) 

FKUEKU. REPUBLIC OK GERMANY 

Tin* supply of inventions ami technical know-how to under- 
developed countries is hindered in most of these countries 
by the still inadequate patent protection system. There 
have been cases in which even the illicit copying of prod- 
ucts has led to considerable difficulties. There have been 
hindrances in many cases owing to the fact that a number 
of under-develo|)ed countries are not members of the 
Pari» Union Convention and therefore do not t,rant 
priorities. 

HUHCARY 

The inventions and know-how actually used in Hungary are 
roughly (»lanced by those sold to foreign countries. The 
use of inventions and know-how of forcipi nationals, re- 
quired by Hungary's industrial development, has always 
been secured on the basis of agreements with foreign patent 
owners. No industry has suffered drawbacks in this respect. 
No obstacles have been raised by Hungary to the transfer 
of domestic patents to foreign countries. 

INDIA 

Although the patent system has been working in India for 
over a century, hardly 10 per cent of the patents granted 
under the Indian statute have been of Indian nationals, 
•nd more than 90 per cent of the patents are owned by 
foreigners. The position has not improved since the attain- 
ment of independence by India. The Indian public have 
access to the specifications of the foreign-owned patents, 
as all these specifications are open to public inspection. 
Nevertheless, India has not derived any substantial bene- 
fit by these patents. This is due to the reluctance of the 
patentees to work their inventions in this country either 
by themselves or by granting licences to Indian concerns, 
and probably also due to the fact that the country has not 
technologically advanced to work most of the inventions. 
It would thus appear that the patent system, the advantages 
of which are applicable to highly industrialized countries, 
does not yield the same results when applied to under- 
developed countries. The foreign patents are not taken 
in the interests of the economy of the country granting the 
patents, but merely to protect the export market from 
compeition from rival manufactures, particularly manu- 
facturers from other countries. As has been stated by 
Shri Justice Rajagopala Ayyangar in his Report, "the 
costs in under-developed countries where a patent is 
worked wholly abroad far exceed any possible gains". 

As already stated above,      inventions 
relating to Atomic Energy have recently been rendered 
unpatentable under the Atomic Energy Act, 1962. With 
.egard to this class of invention, however, there are 
special considerations, e.g. all the applications in India 
are of foreign origin and the Government has taken the 
•ole responsibility for the development of Atomic Energy 
in India. 

The absence of a provision in the Indian Patents and De- 
signs Act, 1911, for revocation of a patent on the ground 
of non-working or failure to work adequately is considered 
detrimental to the interests of the country. A. has been 
stated by Edith Penrose in her book entitled Ecmmnies of 
the International Paient System, "When a country grants 
patents to foreigners for inventions which the foreigner is 
not going to 'work' in the country himself, but which he 
is willing to mske available to domestic producers at a 
price, the price paid to the foreigner is clearly one of the 
costs of granting the patents and just as clearly must 
restrict the use of the invention to those who can pay the 
price. From the point of view of producers this cost is 
simply the royalty payment made to foreign firms." Again 
"There is no doubt that normally granting of pate is to 

forcipi) firms stimulate« ihr ..,.,• of M, :,ti n ,,t the i,.i, m, 
country . . . M,,,i commues luve ¡ut!- „ ..nuluna lo «.un 
economical';,- troni gì anting patents t,, i,„,,M, i„n„ " 1he 
question has been < ;u> tulh omsid, id IH siiti inline 
Rajagopala Ayvatigar in his IMI»,]!. when It,- romo to .\ 
similar conclusion, < >,, the elicci ..( „.„, uotkmg ot toieign 
patents, the Judge says t! .it this countiv i, .!.-|i( iv.-.l of 
«••Um., in many ca-cs go--,1s. ,.vt.¡, thoti-jh th.-v an essen- 
tial for industrial production or tor tin- health and safety 
of the community, at cheaper prices f,om .noia''a- alter- 
native sources, because of the pat. tits ptolectiot. granted 
in India. 

The matter assumes great importance in res|*d of tiatrnts 
for drugs ;,nd articles of food. (See. for instance, Ketauver 
Report in the United States) It ¡s a ¡:H-t t\M t|'K. ,„-,,.,, (lf 

the same drug varies considerably from country to coun- 
try. The question of public interest is involved in these 
cases. 

India k primarily not a supplier of inventions .,ml "know- 
how" to other countries \s already stated, onlv about 10 
per cent of the patents «ranted tinder the Indian Act un- 
owned by Indians and even these deal mostly with cottage 
and small-scale industries. The numU-r of patents by 
Indians in res|ieet of major industries which might facilitate 
exports of manufactured goods is negligible. 

I SHAKI. 

Tí is considered that the utilisation of foreign inventions by 
Israel enterprises would, for all practical pnriiow-s. he ren- 
dered impossible in the absence of a national |»t»tit system. 

It seems that the existence of such a patent system since 1«_M 
has made it possible both to build up industries utilising 
contemporary technical knowledge protected by patents awl 
secret know how, and to protect the fruits of research 
carried on by  local  industry and its research  industries. 

It may further be noted that the liberally granted patent 
protection has facilitated the creation of new indtistries an»! 
has in certain cases prevented the establishment of a large 
number of small enterprises competing in an exceedingly 
restricted home market, which would have been deft ¡mental 
to the economy of the country. 

ITALY 

Italy is primarily a recipient of foreign inventions. Access 
to foreign inventions is helped by the patent system in force 
in Italy. Access to foreign inventions relating to medicines 
and to processes for their production is hindered fiecause 
such processes and products are not yet patentable in 
Italy. However, the present law is being changed to extend 
patentability to both pharmaceutical processes and ttw-tr 
products. When these amendments come into (one, access 
to foreign inventions in this field will certainly I« easier. 
(Translation from Italian.) 

JAMAICA 

The registration of foreign patents is usually effected through 
local solicitors. This provides opportunity for appropriate 
contacts with persons likely to 1* interested in utilising 
the inventions since quite often such solicitor* are the 
legal representatives of such persons. Thus usage of local 
entrepreneurs, either alone or in association with oversea-, 
entrepreneurs, is facilitated 

JAPAN 

Seen on the international level, our patent system is one of 
the best formulated of tb; world, and there is no likelihood 
that the right of foreigners will not !>• protected ade- 
quately, preventing the introduction of foreign technology 
to Japan, In fact, the satisfactory intnxhii'ioii of new 
foreign technology is contributing greatly to the develop- 
ment of Japanese industries. 

No chemical product or substance obtained by nuclear trans- 
formation is patentable in Japan. But this is true in many 
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advanced countries of the world, and since the process by 
whirh such product or substance is obtained is patentable, 
we believe that the end result is approximately the same, 
unaffected by the lack of patentability for such product or 
substance. 

The Japanese patent system was instituted with due consid- 
eration taken of the patent system of various countries 
ami. furthermore, as it is supported by our Patent Law 
which incorporates the spirit of the Union of the Paris 
Convention, there is no ground whatsoever that one can 
state that, by the difference in the patent system, introduc- 
tion of foreign technique is either unduly encouraged or 
discouraged. 

There were certain countries recipient of technology to which 
not only export of technology from Japan but also of 
merchandise manufactured by new technique from Japan 
met difficulties, due to the lack of a patent system'or a 
system to protect the inventions of foreigners. Regardless 
of whether the recipient country is an under-developed 
country or not, there were some instances where the 
Japanese inventors received damages as the recipient coun- 
tries do not recognize the patentability of products or pro- 
cesses which not only Japan but most of the countries of 
the world recognise as such. 

REPUBLIC OF KOREA 

Foreign inventions and know-how are considered to be im- 
ported into this country through the existence of a national 
patent system. Though many foreign inventions and know- 
how might have been introduced to Korea under private 
or personal contract not through the patent system, the 
patent system has helped both parties to invest their proper- 
ties in this country with confidence that their property could 
be protected from misuse by others. 

LEBANON 

A great number of the foreign patents are not used in 
I^cbanon. The reason for their registration is just to 
guarantee their patent rights. 

MADAGASCAR 

The Malagasy Republic is primarily a recipient of foreign 
inventions and know-how, Patent proprietors have thus 
far operated at their own risk and without any guarantee 
other than the possible support of the public authorities 
in the event of litigation (it should be explained. ,« ti.is 
connexion, that there has »wver been any dispute, much less 
litigation). Moreover, the interest of the Malagasy Republic 
in encouraging the greatest possible investment in order 
to develop iu economy has done much to l.elp matters. 
However, the recent establishment of the African and 
Malagasy Office, as the result of an international agree- 
ment which takes into account the provisions of the inter- 
national agreements concerning industrial pronert , will, in 
addition to the material advantages which it represents, 
most certainly facilitate access to foreign inventions and 
related know-how through the guarantees which it pro- 
vides. (Translation from French.) 

MEXICO 

Because pressure of time has made it impossible to compile 
the requisite data, it is impossible to determine the extent 
to which Mexico is a recipient of foreign inventions and 
know-how. It may be stated, however, that the equality 
before the law of national and foreign inventors facilitates 
the availability of foreign inventions and know-how. 
(Translation from Spanish.) 

NETHERLANDS 

Our country is obviously a recipient of foreign inventions. 
In our country the opinion prevails that due to the exist- 
ence of a national patent system, foreign patentees are 
more prepared to have their patented inventions and the 
related  know-how in  this country  practised by granting 

licences and thereby supplying that know how to interested 
national industries, than in case a national patent system 
did not exist. The patents prevent abuse of the inventions 
and the related know-how by those other thaw the licensees. 
The exclusion from patentability of chemical products as 
such of methods of medical treatments and of methods of 
cultivation and breeding of plant and animal varieties, 
never did exercise a prejudicial influence on the access to 
relevant foreign inventions and know-how. 

NEW ZEALAND 

It is assumed that New Zealand is primarily a recipient of 
foreign inventions and know-how. There has been no 
recent study of the patent system in New Zealand and there 
is no means of finding out what its effect is upon the 
economy of the country. The criticism of the patent sys- 
tem in general as existing in this country has come to the 
knowledge of the authorities in recent years and it is 
appreciated that New Zealand should not expect to be a 
recipient of inventive skill from abroad without making its 
contribution, by way of royalties, towards the cost of re- 
search and the rewarding of inventors. 

NIGERIA 

The Nigerian Government is at present actively considering 
the possibility of revising portions of the Law of Nigeria 
relating to patents so as to make room for the registration 
of patents for applicants from countries other than Great 
Britain, which, prior to the independence of Nigeria, had 
enjoyed automatic recognition in Nigeria. 

POLAND 

Business transactions of Polish persons in the sphere of 
inventions refer in principle to countries in which an or- 
ganired patent system is in existence. On demand of coun- 
tries in which an organised patent system does not exist, 
Poland is ready to be helpful in organising such a system. 

SOUTH AFRICA 

It is extremely difficult to evaluate in precise terms the man- 
ner in which access to foreign inventions and know-how 
has assisted in the industrial development of the Republic. 
A former Chairman of the South African Board of Trade 
and Industries in his book "A Quarter of a Century of 
Industrial Progress in South Africa," however, writes as 
follows : 

"South Africa may succeed, up to a point, in dispensing 
with foreign capital but what she certainly cannot do 
without, without seriously retarding her industrial 
growth, is those mature skills and techniques which can 
only be drawn from the more highly industrialised 
countries." 

There can be no doubt that the existence of a national patent 
system has assisted in the industrialiaation of South 
Africa, in so far as the engineering, mining and certain 
secondary industries are concerned. 

SWITCERL -iKD 

Even in the absence of published statistics, it can be said 
that Switzerland is a supplier rather tha: a recipient of 
foreign inventions and know-how. If the supply of inven- 
tions and know-how to industry in under-developed coun- 
tries has so far been limited, this is very likely due to 
the lack of adequate patent protection for foreign inven- 
tions in the recipient countries. 

In order to encourage the supply of inventions and know- 
how to the under-developed countries, three principal kinds 
of measures should be taken in those countries: 
(a) Effective   patent   protection  for   foreign   inventions; 
(b) Effective proteo:ion of foreign capital investments, in- 

cluding the transfer oí real net profits in the form of 
interest, dividends of royalties to creditors ; 
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(r > A perniino guarantee that, in the event of the nationali- 
sation u! property, rights or interests belonging to 
foreign suppliers, adequate and effective compensation 
woulil he «ranted and transferred to the foreign 
owners 

In order to explain and justify these suggestions, it is suf- 
ficient to recall that in hoth Kurope and the United States 
of America the great industrial and commercial develop- 
ment of the nineteenth century was not hindered but 
rather helped hy the adoption of laws on patent protec- 
tion, and that the absence in tho^c countries of any tendency 
to nationalize private undertakings or to restrict the trans- 
fer of foreign capital encouraged the investment of for- 
eign capital and consequently made measures such as those 
referred to under (/>) and (<-) above superfluous. (Trans- 
lation from French.) 

TURKEY 

As indicated above, there is a Turkish Patents Act currently 
in force. In addition, the necessary first steps arc being 
taken towards the preparation of a draft European Patents 
Act covering the continent of Europe which would facili- 
tate access to and utilization of technical processes (know- 
how) coming into existence in consequence of new require- 
ments. However, Turkey being a country which is a recipi- 
ent of foreign patents, it is essential under articles 36 and 
37 of the Turkish Patents Acts currently in force that 
where the right to exploit a patent in Turkey is purchased 
that patent should have the character of novelty. Accord- 
ingly, the inventions which Turkey purchases must have 
this character of novelty on the date on which they are 
purchased. , 

Since Turkey is not a country which undertakes original 
research, if it buys a patent on which no original research 
has been done, or the novelty of which has not been 
established, it is obliged to have this research carried out 
by the International Patent Institute at The Hague. This 
is both time-consuming and costly. Secondly, it must be 
noted that the absence of an impartial international body 
responsible for assessing the value of the technical processes 
purchased and fixing a market price for them makes diffi- 
cult the transfer to Turkey of technical processes where 
the payment of compensation is involved. (Translation 
from  Turkish.) 

UNITED KINGDOM OF GREAT BRITAIN AND NORTHERN IRELAND 

Rather more than half the applications for United Kingdom 
patents now come from abroad. A large number of United 
Kingdom  inventors   seek patents overseas.   This  country 
falls, therefore, in a sense, into both categories A and B.* 

From very early days the British IJIW recognized the advan- 
tages  to the economy in making known,  and exploiting, 
new inventions in the country. It has encouraged foreigners 
as well as its own nationals to do so. Tho following is a 
quotation from   the   second interim  report of  the  Com- 
mittee on Patents and Designs (1944): 
"Tl»e Patent law of the United Kingdom originated in th« 

Statute of Monopolies, enacted in 1624  (21 Jan i, c.3). 
The Statute had as its object the suppression of monopo- 
lies, which before that dale were conferred by the Sove- 
reign as a convenient means of raising revenue. These 
monopolies related for the most part to every day neces- 
sities,  devoid of novelty or invention.   The Statute in 
general  terms declared monopolies, grants  and  letters 
patent for the sole buying, selling or using of anything 
within the realm to he contrary to law, but Section 6 
excluded patents  for inventions from that general pre- 
scription in the following terms: 

"Provided also that any declaration before mentioned shall 
not extend to any letters patent and grants of privilege 

k See part F of the Questionnaire (annex B). 

for the term of fourteen years or under, hereafter to he 
made, of the <ole wrking ,,r nuking ..f am maturi ..f 
new manufactures within this realm to the true and 
lirst inventor and inventors of inch manufactures, which 
others at the time of making such letters patent and 
grants shall not use, so as als-, they he not contrai y to 
the law. nor mischievous to the State, hy raisiné; ,.nces 
of commodities at home, or hurt of trade, or generally 
inconvenient; the said fourteen years to he accounted 
from the date of the first letters patent or grants of such 
privilege hereafter to he made, but that the same shall 
be of such force as they should he if this Act had never 
been made, and of none other. 

"The theory upon which the patent system is based is that 
the opportunity of acquiring exclusive rights in an inven- 
tion stimulates technical progress, mainly in four ways: 
first, that it encourages research and invention ; second, 
that it induces an inventor to disclose his discoveries. 
instead of keeping ihem as a trade secret ; third, that it 
offers a reward for the expense of developing inven- 
tions to the stage which they are commercially practi- 
cable; and fourth, that it provides an inducement to 
invest capital in new lines of production which might 
not appear profitable if many competing producers em- 
barked on them simultaneously. The history of indus- 
trial development seems on the whole to have justi'ied 
this theory." 

It is almost certainly true that these advantages outweigh 
the disadvantages inherent in granting monopolies and they 
apply to a country which falls into category A* as well as 
to one in category B.k 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

The United States is primarily a supplier of inventions and 
know-how to other countries. . . . American enterprises 
have large numbers of licensing arrangements with foreign 
firms all over the world. Because uf the extensiveness ni 
United States supply of inventions and know-how to less 
developed countries and the fact that the supply is effected 
essentially through private arrangements, the United Slates 
Government does not maintain data that would enable us 
to particularize in answering this quesioti. Certain general 
statements, however, can be made. Private investment 
from industrially highly developed countries is a significant 
factor in accelerating industrialization in less developed 
Countries. One clement that is considered by a potential 
investor with respect to an investment involving a patent 
licensing agreement for production in a particular country, 
is the matter of effective patent protection in that country. 
Theoretically, a country could have free acccs to all of 
the technology embodied in patents without maintaining a 
patent system. Often the information disclosed in patents 
is not sufficient, however, to be of much utility to the 
potential user. H" needs to have the related technology to 
"work" the patent. Since patent licences today usually in- 
volve commitments for the provision (if technical assistance, 
the licensee obtains much more than naked patent rights. 
The local economy benefits by the acquisition through the 
agreement of valuable industrial techniques and know-how. 
In addition, dollar costs arising from royalty payments to 
United States firms arc often more than offset hy earnings 
of foreign exchange from increased exports or savings of 
exchange due to the availability from domestic sources of 
a product or service previously itnjmrted. This is not to 
say, however, that a foreign investment project involving 
licensing arrange/rient in a less developed country is always 
beneficial to the \e% developed country. On the one hand, 
it may mean that a particular less developed country may 
be giving up cheaper imports and may be diverting some 
of its economie resources from other activities in which 
it might be more efficiently engaged. On the other hand, 
the   project   may  contribute   in   one way   or   another to 
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general economic development and broadening of the indus- 
trial base in the less developed country. These are factors 
which the less devclupcd country must weigh in arriving 
at decisions on an investment project involving a patent 
licensing arrangement 

I'atent protection is also generally regarded as an important 
factor in fost- ring domestic inventions, in that it increases 
incentive for inventing. It is particularly important to 
recognize the role of patents in encouraging investment in 
research programmes which are often very costly. 

Further, patents assist agricultural countries to industrialize. 
Historically   the  patent  systems   of   most of  the  highly 

industrialized countries date back to the early 19th century 
and before. For example, the United States enacted its 
first patent law in 1790. Thus these laws generally pre- 
dated the great surge of industrialization that took place 
in the 19th century. Although no firm conclusions can be 
drawn that the highly industrialized countries have made 
rapid technical progress because they have had patent laws 
for a long time, or that their progress would have been 
slower without patent laws, the implication is that the 
protection of inventions has been a significant factor in 
their rapid and far-reaching industrial growth. 
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ANNîI 

Synodic table of mnjor provUionn «j 

Prefatory »«»»* 

This table is based on a survey of national patent legisla- 
tion prepared by the International Bureau for the Protection 
of Industrial Property ; where appropriate, information supplied 
by Oovernments in response to the Questionnaire circulated 
by the Secretary-General  ( annex B) has been inserted. 

The table covers patent legislation in the following thirty- 
four countries : 

AFRICA 

Ghana, Liberia, Morocco, Nigeria, Tanganyika, Tunisi» and 
the United Arab Republic. 

ASIA 

India, Iran, Japan, Pakistan and the Philippines, 

EUROPE AND THE MIDDLE EAST 

Czechoslovakia, France, Federal Republic of Germany, Isrit; 
Italy, Lebanon, Netherlands, Spain, Sweden, .Switzerlar. 
Turkey, United Kingdom of Great Britain and North«: 
Ireland and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics. 

NORTH AMEKICA 

Canada and the United States of America, 

SOUTH AND CENTRAL AMERICA 

Argentina,   Braiil,   Chile,   Colombia,   Mexico,   Peru  »sj 
Venezuela. 

stPiwnc mvm m MAJO« PROVISIONS OP PATTOT 

CWMrtfy 

Official titl* an4 
éûf of nrrtM 
Htent Itv mè 

rtgulatntnt 

AlCINTINA Patent Law of 1864 
*i amended to 1957 

fatrntablt tubjtcl mn:trr 

Independent patents of in- 
vention are granted for 
new discoveries and inven- 
tions in all classes of in- 
dustry, specifically de- 
fined as new industrial 
products, new meant, and 
the new application of 
know« means for obtaining 
an industrial result or 
product. Patents of addi- 
tion are urani od for im- 
provements on already 
patented inventions. Im- 
portation or revalidation 
patenti are granted for in- 
tention» already patented 
ta another country, am! 
must be based upon the 
first foreign patent issued 
No patent will be granted 
If the invention was nt»b- 
heb; lawwn anywhere he- 
lore application to such an 
extent that it could be 
worked 

Mot pamtable: pharmaceu- 
tical compositions, finan- 
dal schemes, theoretical 
discoveries or inventions 
having no industrial ap- 
plication and inventions 
contrary to law or public 
moral» 

Bnmimatiambf 
rmmofttê Dnrttienefntini 

Examination at to 
formal requirements 
and novelty. Exami- 
nation as to novelty 
with search only 
through prior do- 
mestic patents. In- 
ventions relating to 
military and petro- 
leum must be re- 
fermi to the re- 
spective departments 
before the Patent 
Office examination 

For independent pat- 
ent», Ave, tai « 
fifteen years fros 
date of grant A Hi- 
let» year patent is 
granted only for in- 
ventions considérée 
by the Commissioner 
to be of outstandinf 
importance. For pat- 
ento of addition, fe 
unexpired term o: 
the main patent he 
not more than t« 
y*ar». For inmoru- 
tion patento the m 
expired term of A« 
bask; foreign pate« 
but not more that 
tea years 
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D 

patent MI m Mtewi connu lui 

Prefatory 

Ttf table does not include countriei which have no national 
paten! legislation (ice e.g. Indonesia, Sudan, chapter II (2) 
¡F) above). 

Not included in the table, moreover, art any of the following 
twelve countries, members ef the African and Malagasy Union 
for the protection of Industrial Property, namely: Cameroon, 
Central African Republic, Chad, Congj (Rrawavilte), Da- 
iotmy, Gabon. Ivory Court, Madagascar, Mauritania, Niger, 
Senegal. Upper Volta. Theie countries have not in the past had 
separate national patent legislation. Prior to thei* iw'ependence, 
they gave recognition to French patents. The pa'ent la« of 

(ro*i(<n«i#if ) 

these countrie« is being governed now by »he African and 
Malasasy Industrial Property Convention which is in effect 
as from 1 January 1064. The Convention provide* for tutiinrm 
patent legislation, the centralization of administrative pro- 
cedures in a regional office, the «rant «>f national treatment to 
foreign patent applicants, and adherence by the signatory par- 
ties to the Paris Convention. So far, the fottowing countries 
have adhered to the Paris Union : Cameroon, Central African 
Republic, Chad, Congo (Brasstvillc). Gabon, Ivory Coast, 
Madagaicar, Niger, Senegal and Upper Volt». (For a more 
detailed discussion of the A fro-Malagasy Accord, see above, 
chapter II (I) (B>.) 

LEGlSLAflQK IN SELECTED COINTR«* 

Adhtfrmet to 
faleraatfoMi 

iiiMtiiafwijM* 

Trfttmfmef kf!t»itfmenti far «mrMaf of 
l-Eh-ntt; HHtcUotu ft* 

ana wtfiti'aj 

I '.'kir cuti i» «+»i-* 
p*tf*t¡ Tt «»•;••.» 

r«»ventkm   oí 
vi'ieo   of   MB   íftaee, 
commencement) 

National treatment. Per* 
eigti riling priority under 
Cfmventions referred to 
In 5. A domestic agent 
must be appointed by an 
applicant residing abroad 

Patents must be worked within 
two year» from the date of 
grant, and thereafter working 
must sot be ¡trterntpted for two 
years, except in special circum- 
stances. Any interested person 
may apply for revocation of the 
patent for non-working. No pro 
vition for compulsory licencing 
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Ctnntrt 

I 
Oficial Ulli ani 
(Iti* of enrttmt 
palrni lawtni 

trgultlìoni 

BRAZIL Industrial Property 
Law (Decree Law 
No. «03} of IMS 
•i amended in 1945 
and 1961 

ANNEX 

SYNOPTIC TABLE OF MAJOR PROVISIONS Of PATtfl 

ì 
Pattntable snbìtet matter 

Examination by 
Patent Q$ct Duration ef fett« 

Any new invention suscep- 
tible of industrial utiliza- 
tion can be patented. An 
invention is considered 
new if it lias not been de- 
posited, patented or pub- 
licly used in Brazil and if 
it has not been described 
in publications in such a 
manner that it might be 
realized. Also new are the 
inventions which up to 
one year before the filing of 
the application in Brazil 
have noi been abroad, pat- 
ented or described in pub- 
lications in such a manner 
that they might be realized 

Not patentable : inventions 
contrary to law, morals, 
health, public safety : sub- 
stances or food products, 
all kinds of medicine, 
products obtained by chemi- 
cal means or process 
(mm processes for the 
manufacture of such sub- 
stances, products or ma- 
terials are patentable), 
theoretical ideas, juxta- 
position of known organs, 
mere change of form, pro- 
portions, dimensions or 
materials (unless new tech- 
nical effects are achieved), 
commercial and financial 
systems ; »peculati«! or 
r apaganda plans 

Examination as to 
formal requirements 
(legal aspect) and 
technical examina- 
tion regarding nov- 
elty and suitability 
for industrial utili- 
zation 

Fifteen years nw 
grant of patent. I*. 
tension of five year, 
possible. If compi-. 
H>ie with nattai 
interest 
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ut ¡mied) 

EGISLATION IN iELECTED UH NTH It S    (continued) 

Aàh wnrt tt> 
¡nir~nttl ntl 

¡•»temi 
ri'«. tuti *** 

Tttúlmnl «f 
ít>r"J» 

nttumûli 

Reiímirtmrnlí ;,.r -,r rUng at 
pmltnls. leur tumi fit 

mi'»-ox>rèint 

;iris Convention (7th 
July 18M). Convention 
of Buenos Aire» of 
10JÛ (.9th November 
1914) 

National treatment, For- 
eign filing priority under 
convention» mentioned 
in S 

It' the invention is not exploited 
in Braxil during two years after 
grant oí patent, or if use it dis- 
continued for two yeart, with- 
out good reason, patentee muit 
grant licences to any applicant. 
The Director of latent Office 
will decide. If an inveiti ;t ha* 
•et been worked in Cr»nil for 
Aree consecutive yean, without 
excaw, any interested party may 
apply 1er revocation 

Otktt rases in trhirk 
fatrnti or isHed 

tepuhlir in,' 

Patents may be expropriated in 
national interest with compensa- 
tion to owner. A committee 
makes an appraisal and the ex 
propriation is by an act of tlie 
Government, A disagreement 
with the appraisal k decida! l>y 
the courts 
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/ 

Country 

Oficial Mit and 
dale of entrent 
palen» lav and 

tfgttiahont 

CANADA Patent Act, 1952 
(S.R. 1952, Ch. 
203) Patent Rules, 
1948-1959 

Catti industrial   Property 
La* of 1925;  a» 

to 1946 

ANNEX  D 

SYNOPTIC TABLE OF MAJOR PROVISIONS OF PATE.M 
LE 

I'atentaHr sub¡,, / mailer 
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¡rumination hy 
Patent Office Datation of paient 

Any   new   and   useful   art, 
process,   machine,   manu- 
facture,    composition    of 
matter   or    improvement 
thereon may tie patented. 
No patent will be granted, 
if   the   invention   is   de- 
scribed in  any patent  or 
publication in any country, 
or in public use in  Can- 
ada, more than two years 
before application in Can- 
ada.   If   application   hat 
been made for a patent in 
another country, the appli- 
cation in Canada mutt be 
Wed   either    within   one 
year from the foreign fil- 
ing or before the foreign 
patent is issued. 

Not   palcntabk :   inventions 
mwing an   illegal   object 
and  mere scientific  prin- 
ciples and abstract  theo- 
ries;   product*   made   by 
chemical processe» and in- 
tended to be used for the 
preparation  of  food  and 
medicine   (processes    for 
making such products are 
patentable^ 

Any new and useful inven- 
tion capable of industrial 
application; combinations 
•ad new processes and 
new improvements pro- 
ducing superior resulti 
Patents are also «ranted 
on the basi» of foreign 
patents. An invention is 
not novel and cannot be 
patented if it has been 
sufficiently publicly known 
in Chile or elsewhere be- 
fore the date of application 

Mot patentable : medicines, 
pharmaceutical products, 
foods, beverages, financial 
scheme», theoretical inven- 
tions and inventions con- 
trary to public order 

Applications are ex- 
amined as to formal 
matters, novelty and 
inventiveness 

Seventeen years from 
grant 1'ar 

After thirty days trot» 
publication in the of» 
ficial journal and in 
a newspaper, appli- 
cations are referred 
to an examiner, who 
is not necessarily an 
official of the Patent 
Oftice 

Five, ten or fifteen 
years f rem the date 
of gram, and may 
1st extended from 
one of the tower 
terms to one of the 
higher. In excep- 
tional cases, limitai 
to residents, the ini- 
tial or extended 
temi may be twenty 
years. Patemi of 
addition expire wit;. 
main patent. Where 
* patent is based 
upon • foreign pat- 
ent, the term is the 
unexpired term of 
At first granted 
foreign patent 



¡continued) 

LEGISLATION IN SELECTED (Ol ATRI ES' (continsse) 

Adhérente tn 
tHIti KtttuiHtl! 

patent 
conitntioni* 

rrealmtnt of 
foreign 

nationals 
Requirement! for working of 

paletti : ioni Ihm fer 
nontvjrklnn 

Other easts m «Ili,-* 
Caditi! are subject 

f.- paHie use 

l'ari»    Convention    (Ut     National   treatment.   For- 
September 1923) ei|jn filing priority under 

Paris Convention, and 
other reciprocai agree- 
ment! 

Comp-tlsory licensing may he or- 
dered by the Commissivmer after 
the expiration of three years in 
the folk wing conditions: if in- 
vention it not worked commer- 
cially in Canada; if working is 
hindered by importation; if de* 
»and for patented article it not 
reasonably met; if development 
of commercial or industrial ac- 
tivity in Canada is prejudiced by 
refusal to grant licencea on rea- 
lonable termi or by conditions 
attached. If licences are Insttf- 
ficient, the patent may be ordered 
revoked, subject to the condi- 
tions of any treaty or conven- 
tion 

In the case of a patented inven 
tion intended for or capable of 
being used in the preparation nf 
food or medicine, the Commis- 
sioner is required, unless there 
is good reason to the contrary 
to grant to any person applying 
for the same a licence limited to 
the preparation of food or medi- 
cine. The three-year limitation 
period (see ?) does cot apply 
in this case 

íMkmal treatment 
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ANNEX  0 

SYNOPTIC TADLE OF MAJOR PROVISIONS OF PATENT 

Country 

COLOMBIA 

CctCHUSUtVAKIA 

/ 
Official lille and 
dale of current 
patent law and 

regulations 

Patent Uw »f 1025, 
amended 19.11 

Law of 5th July 1957 
relating to Inven- 
tions, Discoveries 
and Improvement 
Suggestions; Gov- 
ernmental Order 
of 2nd August 1957 
relating to Inven- 
tion»; Governmen- 
tal Order of 2nd 
August 1957 re- 
lating to Discov- 
er!«; Governmen- 
tal Order of 2nd 
August 1957 relat- 
ing to Improve- 
ment Suggestions; 
Var'ous Directives 
issu -d by the Presi- 
dent of the Office 
for Patents and 
Inventions, and by 
the Ministries of 
Health, Agricul- 
ture and Forestry 

Patentable subject matter 
Examination by 

Patent Ofict Duration of patent 

New discoveries, inventions, 
improvements in industrial 
machinery, new industrial 
products, and new meth- 
ods, or application of 
methods, resulting in in- 
dustrial products. Con- 
firmation patents on the 
basis of foreign patents 
are also granted. Inven- 
tion is not novel if suffi- 
ciently known In Colom- 
bia or elsewhere so that it 
can be carrkd out. For- 
eign patents may be con- 
firmed or revalidated at 
any time if invention has 
not yet been used or made 
public in the country 

Noi patentable: inventions 
contrary to public health, 
safety or morals, and nat- 
ii at materials of foreign 
rr domestic origin. Medi- 
cines, pharmaceutical pre- 
parations, foods and bev- 
erages may be subjects of 
patents only after exami- 
nation by a qualified 
Commission 

Inventions susceptible of in- 
dustrial application. The 
solution of a technical 
problem is considered an 
invention if it is new or 
represents a technical ad- 
vance. So patent is granted 
if the invention is already 
known in Czechoslovakia 
or abroad, or has been 
operated, exhibited or pre- 
sented to the public 

Not patentable: food pro- 
ducts, medicaments and 
substances produced chemi- 
cally (but processes for 
the production of such 
products or substances are 
patentable); new methods 
of medical treatment and 
prevention of disease ; new 
varieties of seeds and 
plant', and new animal 
breeds 
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Application examined 
as to form and pub- 
lished in the official 
journal with opposi- 
tion period of thirty 
days during which 
private parties may 
oppose Ute grant of 
the patent 

Patents arc fir«: 
granted for a ter 
of ten years frc 
date of grant wl: 
two possible exte-- 
sions of five year 
each. Confirma; i.- 
patents expire *«- 
basic foreign pater.: 

Examination as to 
novelty and techni- 
cal progress 

reara   fro« 
Atte of application 



I continued) 

LEGISLATION IN SELECTED COUNTRIES* (con«nIHN* ) 

Adherence to 
inlernatwntl 

palmi 
rrmr emìoni* 

Treatment of 
foreign 

ntttOHoll 

Kequirrmenli for marking of 
ftlenti: lanetiem /.* 

du» «or/fidi 

Other , t,t¡ ,n;vl\hh 
patenti art subu\t 

«.' pnUie vit 

Convention of Caracas of 
1911 with Bolivia, Ec- 
uador, Peru awl Vene- 
zuela (»13) 

Reciprocal agreements 
with Frane« (IMI) 

National treatment 

Paris   Convention    (Stli 
October »19) 

National treatment on the 
buia of reciprocity. For- 
eign filine priority under 
Pari» Convention 

SxffloitatMB in the pobtk intere*i 
(for example, national arfenrv). 
If no agreement regarding re- 
muneration it reached, the conti 
(weiset (Ms ieetat 

m 



Country 

FEDERAL RMTBUC OF 
'tEBMANV 

FRANCE 

GHANA 

ANNEX   D 

SVKOPTIC TABLE OF MAJOR PROVISIONS Of PATESiï 

i 
Oficial Iti It and 
J .If t>! finr, ul 
taunt taw und 

ttgulatunt 

Petent» Registration 
Ordinance, (Chapter 
15*9 (came into 
fore* on 1st Janu- 
ary 1925, with va- 
rio«* subsequent 
amendments) 

f'atrntahlt :,,/•.,,( nu/l.r 

Patent Law as 
amended in 1%1 , 
the Law on Util- 
ity Models, ss 
intended in 1%I 

I atei« Office Regu- 
lations, as amended 
in 1961; Rules on 
Patent Applica- 
tions, 1945; Law 
«j feet of tltt 
Patent Office and 
Patent Court, as 
amended in 1961: 
Ism vn Employ- 
ées* Inventions, 
1957; Orders for 
the application uf 
the Employees' In- 
ventions Act. 1957 

Patents Act of 5 July 
1844, as amended 
articles L 603 and 
604 of the Pub- 
lic Health (tide, 
which, as auleti !<d 
by lite Order of 
4 February 1959. 
institute "Special 
Patents for Medi- 
caments". Various 
deerecs 
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F.xtiminnticn by 
latent Oßte 

latents art! p.it n's of addi 
tinn are granted for new 
inventions which permit 
industrial utilisation. Util- 
ity m-<lt Is an registered 
with   examinât on   as   to 
novelty 

Xot p,iu-nlal !r : inventions 
the utilization of which 
would lie contrary to law 
or p'.blic morals; inven- 
tions of article« of food 
and taste ; medicines ; sub- 
stances, which are pro- 

'duced by chemical pro- 
cesses, in so far as the in- 
ventions do not concern a 
specific process for the 
preparation thereof 

Invention of new industrial 
products ; invention of new 
methods, or new applica- 
tion of known imthods, 
for obtaining an indu-trial 
result or product. Patents 
of addition are also granted 

Sot fiUfHtabic : pharmaceu- 
ticals are not patentable 
under the Act of 5 July 
1844, which allows only 
the processes or means of 
production to be protected, 
nut they miy K> '!.. .,.lu. 
jcet of "special patents for 
medicaments". Financial 
schemes ant! combinations, 
and inventions contrary tu 
public order, morality or 
law, are likewise not pat- 
entable 

The only patent protection 
available is by means of 
the registration in Gitana 
of a Uniteti Kingdom pat- 
ent, which must fake place 
within three years of date 
of grant of the United 
Kingdom patent 

Exam-nation as lo 
novelty and inven- 
tiveness 

No examination is to 
novelty, except where 
special patents for 
medicaments are 
concerned 

Examination 
to form 

only  M 

Piirttian of ¡aient 

Eighteen years fr«« 
date of applicati'.-t. 
Utility model jr.«. 
ents are «ranted f.- 
tbrce years freír. 
the day following 
the date of applica 
tion, and an exten- 
sion of three mon 
years may be graute1 

opon application a« 
payment of fees 

TwtMy   years 
filing date 

iron 

Ghat» patents «spin 
with United King 
dorn patenti (¡e. 
sixteen years), if 
United Kingdom 
patent is extended 
a corresponding ex- 
tension it obtainable 
In Chan« 



i rontmucd) 

LEGISLATION IN SELECTED COUNTRIES« (ronfimi«!) 

Aihrmct to 
imttrnatienat 

paunt 
etmvtntiont* 

Treatment of 
foreign 
nati nail 

Rsquiti'tnents fot tvnrking 
FûtiHts ; san- twus for 

non-tr "kitty 

Paris Convention (1st 
May 1903) European 
Convention on Patent 
Applications of 1953 
(17th May 1955}; 
European Convention 
on Patent Classification 
of 1954 (28th Novem- 
ber 1955) 

National treatment. For- 
e: nj filing priority under 
Paris Convention For- 
eign applicants must 1» 
represented by t> German 
lawyer or paten i attorney 

Sro c-i'timn R 

Other ettes in which 
patents are subject 

î.i publii use 

If working is of public interest, 
compulsory licence, and possibly 
revocation. Revocation by Fed- 
eral Patent Court two years 
after grant of compulsory li- 
cence is possible if the inven- 
tion is exclusively or mainly ex- 
ploited outside Germany and if 
compulsory licence do»s not suf- 
ficiently meet the public interest. 
Free use of the invention by 
order of government in the in- 
terest of public welfare or secu- 
rity. Appeal to Federal Admin- 
istrative Court possible 

Paris Convention (?th 
July 18M). European 
Convention on Formal- 
tics of Patent Applica- 
ti ns, 1953 (18th Janu- 
ary 1962). European 
Convention on Paten» 
Classification, 1954 (July 
1955». Agreement on 
the International Pat- 
ent Institute of The 
Hague, 194? (6th jfttrw 
1947) 

National treatment For- 
eign filing priority under 
Paris Convention and 
other reciprocal arrange- 
ment! 

Any patent not effectively utilised 
for three years may l>c the sub- 
ject of an application for com- 
pulsory licence. The conditions 
undo which the licence is 
granted are fixed by the court. 
Working must not be discon- 
tinued for three successive years, 
in which case it may be subject 
to compulsory licence 

Special licences may be granted if 
pharmaceuticals which are pro- 
tected by special patents for 
medicamenti, or the production 
processes for which are patent«) 
under the 1844 Act, arc supplied 
in insufficient quantities or at ex- 
orbitant prices or are deficient 
in quality. Licences may be 
granted for the benefit of the 
State in respect of patents af- 
fecting national defence, which 
are also liable to expropriation 
against compensation 

The only foreigners who 
can obtain protection hi 
Ghana are tinse who 
comply with the proced- 
ures in column 2 

No provision for obtaining a com- 
pulsory licence against a regis- 
tration in Ghana of a United 
Kingdom patent 

On application by any person al- 
leging his interest to be pre- 
judicially affected, a Divisional 
Court of the Supreme Court has 
special powers to revoke certifi- 
cates of registration in Ghana, 
on any of the grounds upon 
which the United Kingdom pat- 
tent might be revoked (for which 
sec U.K. below) 
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AMNIX D 

SYNOPTIC TABLE OF MAJOR PROVISIONS OF PATENT 

(« 

L£i 

Country 

Oficial titlt ani 
date of current 
patent taw »ni 

rrgulatwnt Patentailt tnb)cct mailer 
I: lamination by 

l'aient O fice Duration of patent 

INDIA 

IHAN 

tMMB. 

The Patents and De- 
signs Act, 1911, as 
amended to 1956. 
Patents and De- 
signs Rules, 1933, 
M amended to 
WW. Secret Patent 
Rules 1933 

The Registration oí 
Trade Markt and 
Patenta Act, 1931, 
Regulations for the 
application of the 
Act, 1958 

Patents and Designs 
Ordinance, MS, as 
amended to 1962. 
Patents Rules, 1933, 
M amended to 
I«}. Patents (ln- 
ternational Conven- 
tion) Rules 1935, 
•a amend«! to 
1962 

Any manner of new manu- 
facture or improvement 
of alleged invention: an 
invention should result 
from inventive ingenuity 
and should be novel and 
useful and not contrary to 
law or morality 

Not patentable : inventions 
relating to atomic energy 

Any discovery or new in- 
vention 

Not patentable; credit or 
financial plans or combi- 
nations ; inventions con- 
trary to public policy, 
morals or public health; 
pharmaceutical formulae 
and compound» (however, 
pharmaceutical processes 
may be patented) 

Any new product or com- 
tnerrial commodity or the 
application in some new 
manner for an, purpose 
of industry or manufac- 
ture of any means already 
discovered, known or used 

Not patentable : inventiom 
contrary to law, morality 
or public order. Agricul- 
tural or horticultural op- 
erations. Xew strains of 
living creatures (except 
microbiological   methods) 

Applications arc ex- 
amined as to form, 
novelty ami general 
compliance with Pat- 
ent Act and Rules 

Sixteen    years   fröre 
«tete  of  application 

So! 
r< 
« 
d 
C 
ti 

Examination 
form only 

as 

Examination at to 
novelty and patent- 
ability 

Ftvt, ten, fifteen or 
twenty yean, at At 
request of the in- 
ventor, bat not ex- 
ceeding the term of 
• corresponding for- 
jatljiauB    — — * - 
•EBV»    HavEEHx 

Sixteen   years   fron 
date of application 

Pat 
r 

Pat 
1 
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(continued) 

LEGISLATION IN SELECTED COUNTRIES* (continuel) 

Adherence to 
international 

patent 
cemrtntioni* 

Trtatmen* of 
fertig» 

mtienalt 

Rtqnirementl for werhina of 
patents: ïami-tioni /•"» 

non-working 

\,"]c other than certain    National treatment. Twelve 
reciprocal arrangement* 
with the United King- 
dom and some of the 
r minori wealth coun- 
tries 

Paris   Convention   (16th 
December 1959) 

months foreign filing 
priority is provided on. a 
reciprocal basis under 
arrangements referred 
to in column 5 

National treatment based 
on reciprocity. The appli- 
cant ntttst elect domicile 
in Iran or appoint a rep- 
resentative resident in 
Iran. Foreign filing pri- 
ority under Paris Con- 
vention 

At any time after the expiration oi 
three years from the date of the 
sealing of a patent any person 
interested may apply tu the Con- 
troller for a licence under the 
patent upon the ground that the 
patented invention has not been 
commercially worked to the full- 
est extent that is reasonably 
practicable: or that the demand 
for the patented article in India 
is not being met to an adequate 
extent or on reasonable terms; 
or that by reason of refusal of 
the patentee to grant a licence 
on reasonable terms, the efficient 
working in India of any other 
patented invention is unfairly 
prejudiced or a market for ex- 
port of the patented article manu- 
factured in the country is not 
being supplied 

When the invention has not been 
worked within five years from 
the date of issue of the patent, 
the Court may, on the applica- 
tion of an interested person, 
declare the patent null and void 

Other enei in which 
patents are suhfeet 

((< put-lie Hit 

The Central Government may make 
use of, or exploit, any invention 
for the service of the Govern- 
ment on terms ¡o he agreed 

Where the Central Government is 
satisfied that it is expedient or 
necessary in the publie interest 
that a licence under a patent 
should be granted, it might place 
a notice to this effect in the 
Official Gasile ami the Con- 
troller shall thereafter on ap- 
plication made to him by any 
person interested order the grant 
of licence on such terms as he 
thinks fit. Where a patent relates 
to inventions in respect of foud 
or medicine the Controller shall 
on application made to him order 
the grant to the applicant oí a 
licence under the patent 

The Central Government may re- 
voke a patent where its grant is 
declared prejudicial to the public 

Pari*   Convention   (24th 
March 1950) 

National treatment Per- 
eign filing priority wider 
Paris Convention 

At any time after the expiration 
of three years from the sealing 
of patent, any person interested 
may apply to the Registrar for 
a compulsory licence or for the 
revocation of a patent if the 
patented article is not being sup- 
plied to an adequate extent on 
reasonable terms; or trade or 
industry or the establishment of 
any new trade or industry in 
Israel is unfairly prejudiced; if 
any trade or industry is unfairly 
prejudiced by conditions attached 
by the patentee for the purchase, 
use or working of patented ar- 
ticle or process ; if patentee does 
not manufacture in Israel or re- 
fuses to grant local manufac- 
turing licences on reasonable 
terms. A patent may not be re- 
voked before the expiration of 
two years from grant of first 
compulsory licence 

On being advised by the Registrar, 
the Government may ensure that 
certain defence iwtents remain 
secret or be l°:en«.ed to the Gov- 
ernment. Under a state of emer- 
gency, the Government may post- 
pone or not grant certain patent 
applications; appeals against such 
decisions are possible ; compen- 
sation may be claimed. Similarly, 
any Government Department or 
any person authorized by it may 
use any patented invention for 
defence purposes, against com- 
pensation 
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ANNEX   O 

SYNOPTIC TABLE OF MAJOR PROVISIONS Of PATENT 

, onntry 

ITALY 

JAP*» 

I 
Oficial tille ani 
date af entrent 
patent lam and 

ragttlaticnt Patentable subject matt ft 
Er ammalio» fcy 
I'ttent O fice 

Civil   code.   Decrees 
concerning patents, 
1939 : containing 
regulations relat- 
ing    to     patents, 
1940 ; concerning 
patents for indus- 
trial models, 1940; 
containing regula- 
tions for industrial 
modelt, 1941 ; con- 
taining amendments 
to certain articles 
of the Regulation 
for patents of in- 
dustria] inventions, 
1953; Act to amend 
th« 1939 decree 
contai.ling 1er In* 
thre provision vith 
regard to touts 
of iiid" ,A in- 
venti   a. 1959 

The Patent Law 
íN*o. 121, of 1959). 
The l-aw for the 
Enforcement of the 
Patent Law (No, 
122, of 1959) 

LIBARON Or** HC No. MM 
to regulate the 
Right» of Com- 
mercial and In- 
dustrial, Artistic, 
Literary and Mti- 
sical Property, 
1924/1946 

Any new invention utilizatile 
in industry 

Sot patentable : inventions 
contrary <o law and pub- 
lic policy: pharmaceutical 
products and processes 

Any new invention capable 
of being used for indns- 
trlal purposes is paten- 
table. Utility models pat- 
ents are granted for de- 
vices involving technical 
improvements 

.Voi patentable, articles of 
forni and drink : medicines ; 
substances manufactured 
by chemical processes, or 
by a process of nuclear 
conversion; articles inju- 
rious to public order, good 
morals or public health 

Creation of any new indus- 
trial produit, discovery of 
a new process for obtain- 
ing a known industrial 
product or result, new ap- 
plication of a known in 
dustrial process 

Not patentable: financial 
combinations ; inventions 
contrary to public policy 
or morality; phamaceu- 
tical formulae and com- 
pounds 

Examination    as 
form only 

to 

Full examination *s to 
general remiiremenu 
of Patent Law and 
for novelty and pat- 
entability t 

Duration ef patent 

Examination 
farm only 

•i    to 

Fifteen years from dau 
of application 

Fifteen years from date 
of publication ; the 
term of the paten; 
may be extend«! 
but in no case is 
the term to exceed 
twenty year» from 
date of application 
Utility model pat- 
ents are granted for 
ten years from date 
of publication of the 
application in the 
utility Mitels G;i- 
tette, or fifteen 
years from the date 
of filing, whichever 
Is ihorter 

Fifteen years from 
date of  application 
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(continued) 

LEGISLATION IN SELECTED COUNTRIES* (continued) 

1 

Aiktmct to 
iultrnttioHêl 

fatnt 
amt'tntieai* 

T miment *f 
formt» 

r 
Ktquireme*!* fot working of 

pmêïttti, tatti tum* /er 
HOHtVt'tlHff 

Paris Convention (7th 
July IS84). European 
Convention on Patent 
Application» of Ì9$3 
(!7th October I9S8). 
European Convention 
on Patent Classifica- 
lion of 1954 (9th Janu- 
ary 195?) 

National treatment. For- 
eign filini priority under 
Parts Convention 

Revocation is provide»! for if the 
invention is not worked within 
three year* following the patent 
(rant, or if working is discon- 
tinued for three years. In neither 
case, however, is the patent re- 
voked if the failure to work was 
due to causes, other than lack of 
funds, beyond the control of the 
patentee 

Other c»$et in irti, A 
paletti are subirei 

' • ^lí/'iij- usi il. 

Expropriation against compensa- 
t!on in the interests oí national 
«Ici'eiice or for oilier reasons of 
public utility 

Paris   Convention  {IStli    National treatment and for- 
July 18!») tign tlliitg priority under 

Parli Convention 
In other cas«, national 

treatment and tercian 
filing priority is available 
only on the basis of 
reciprocity. Foreigners 
mutt submit a certificate 
of nationality to ascertain 
their status and appoint 
l representative resident 
in Japan 

If patented invention lias not ln«en 
properly worked within Japan 
(*r three consecutive years or 
more, any person may request a 
licence to work the patent sub- 
ject to approval of the Director- 
General of the Patent Office. 
Failing agreement, applicant may 
ask the Director-General to or- 
der a licence 

The Minister of International 
Trade and Industry can order a 
licence for working in the public 
interest 

Parts    Convention   (tit 
September 1924) 

National treatment. The 
applicant must have a 
representative domiciled 
In Lebanon. Foreign fil- 
ing priority under Paris 
Convention 

Revocation for non-working within 
two yean from the date of the 
patent grant, unless the patentee 
proves that he has made direct 
offers to industrialists capable of 
working the invention and has 
not refused, without good reason, 
requests for licences made with 
reasonable conditions 
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ù'imlfj 

Official title and 
dale of «ff»*» 

, patent tew and 
régulait ml 

LIBERIA Patent  Act of 2.1rd 
December, t864 

Mixico Industrial Property 
Law of 1942 as 
»n«KÌed to 1940 
«nd Régulations 
thereunder 

ANNEX  D 

SYNOPTIC TABLE OF MAJOR PROVISIONS OF PATE!ST 

Decree of 23rd June 
1916, 22nd October 
1910, 18th July 
1933 and 16th Jan- 
uary 1941 

I'alenUble stibjrct matter 
Elimination by 

¡•aleni Offist DuTêtwn of patent 

Any new and useful art, ma- Examination 
chine, manufacture, pro- form only 
ce« or composition oi 
matter; any new and use- 
ful application of any 
known substance, machine, 
matter, composition of 
matter, article of manufac- 
ture, device or apparatus. 
No provision for specific 
exclusion from patent- 
ability 

New industrial products or 
new compositions of mat- 
ter ; new methods or appli- 
cation of known methods 
for obtaining an industrial 
product or result; im- 
provements on prior in- 
ventions producing an in- 
dustrial result; new forms 
of industrial products. An 
invention is not novel if it 
has been previously pat- 
ented in Mexico or abroad ; 
if it has been sufficiently 
publicly known in Mexico 
or elsewhere to be put into 
execution or has been ex- 
ploited commercially 

Not patentable : chemical 
products (but chemical 
processes are patentable), 
discoveries, theoretical 
principles, ideas with no 
Industrial application, in- 
ventions contrary to law, 
public health or safety or 
contrary to good morals, 
commercial or financial 
«¡hemes. The juxtaposition 
of known inventions, un- 
less it represents a com- 
bination for uniting them 

Inventions Examination 
Not patentable: financial form only 

schemes and calculations ; 
inventions contrary to law, 
morality or public safety; 
pharmaceutical compounds. 
(However, pharmaceutical 
processes are patentable) 

as    to The term of the gram 
shall not exc«r! 
twenty years in,;; 
the grant. However 
in practice the gram 
is for  fifteen  year. 

Applications are first 
examined as to 
fornai compliance 
vith patent law and 
as to whether they 
infringe a Mexican 
patent in force, fol- 
lowed by ordinary 
examination as to 
novelty extending to 
prior Mexican pat- 
ents. Special novelty 
examinations of 
wider scope can be 
carried out on re- 
quest of any inter- 
ested party by the 
Ministry of Economy 

at    to 

Fifteen yean from ap- 
plication date with 
no extension. The 
patent expires at the 
end of the twelfth 
year if not com- 
mercially worked, 
except when work- 
ing  was  impossible 

I CO 

LEf 

Pari 
S< 

Twenty yea« from the 
date  of  application 

Par 
J' 
o 
F 
Ì 
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( continued) 

LEGISLATION IN SELECTED COUNTRIES« (tmohnud) 

Adherent r t» 
international 

convntUnP 

t f9Ê9BÊÎHÊ af 
frrriam 

Reijuirtments far working of 
fali-nli ; sanctions fur 

non-working 

Other cea; in which 
patent.- ar, subject 

to fubhc ust 

National treatment, but 
aliens mutt work patent 
within three years of 
grant (»te 7) 

K a patent owned by an alien is 
not worked in Liberia within 
three yean of issue, the patent 
falls into the public domain 

The Government has the right to 
use, without charg-, certain pat- 
ents which may be of use to the 
services of the Republic 

Paris   Convention    (7th 
September WW) 

National treatment. For- 
eign filing priority under 
the Parli Convention. 
Abo, on the basis of 
reciprocity, an application 
may be filed within 
twelve months from the 
publication of the first 
foreign patent and obtain 
priority 

Patent expires at end of twelfth 
year if not worked. Alio, com- 
pulsory licences may be granted 
if patent was not exploited in- 
dustrially in Mexico, or it 
was improperly or insufficiently 
worked, within three years from 
the date of application, or if 
working was suspended for more 
than six months during said 
three year period. The patentee 
must notify the Patent Office of 
his working and obtain a cer- 
tificate of working. The parties 
to a compulsory licensing ar- 
rangement may agree between 
themselves on the remuneration 
to be given the patentee. In the 
absence of inch an agreement, 
At patentee it entitled to half 
the profits of tí» licensee. The 
fonce may be revoked if the 
licensee ceases to work the pat- 
ented invention. The owner of a 
dependent improvement patent 
may obtain a compulsory licence 
from the owner of a bask patent 

Patents may be expropriated on 
grounds of public interest. In- 
ventions relating to defence may 
be expropriated or kept secret 
by Government 

Paris Convention (30th 
July 1917) Agreement 
on the International 
Patent Institute of The 
Hague 1947 (tat Janu- 
ary 1956) 

National treatment for citi- 
cene of countries mem- 
ber! of the Parii Union, 
and other foreigners with 
a permanent residence or 
industrial establishment 
in Morocco 

Foreign filing priority un- 
der Pari« Convention 

Patents must be worked in Moroc- 
co or in a country Member of 
the Parli Union within three 
years from the date of applica- 
tion in Morocco; working must 
not be discontinued for more 
than three consecutive years. 
Failure to work may result in 
revocation of the patent at the 
instance of an  interested party 

Expropriation against compensa- 
tion is provided for in the case 
of an invention being required 
for national defence 
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Coimtry 

NETHERLANDS 

NICO» A 

PAKISTAN 

ANNEX  ü 

SYÎVOPTIC TABLE OF MAJOR PROVISIONS OF PATENT 

Ofilial title and 
dale ni current 
patent low and 

reyulati-HS 

Patent Act, 1910, as 
aiiicnterl to l''5ä. 
Industrial Prop- 
erty Regulations, 
1914, an amended 
to 1957. Patent 
Regulations, l'í2l, 
as amended to 1957. 
Patent Agen's Reg- 
ulation», 19,56, M 
last amended in 
1959 

Registration of United 
Kingdom Patents 
Ordinance, Clus- 
ter 18.» of (lie 
Laws of the Fed- 
eratimi of Nigeria, 
I95S 

The Patents and De- 
sipns Act, lull, as 
amended to i960 

The Patent« and lie- 
signs K tiles 19,13, 
as amended lo 1950 

The Secret Patent 
Rt-ics 1033. as 
amended  to  1956 

Pat tat able mbject. mêlttr 
Eterninoli«* by 
l'Uni Office Durili»» of fatemi 

Any new invention or inven- 
tive improvement resulting 
in a product or a procès« 
applicable to industry 

Sol patentable : inventions 
contrary to public order or 
morality ; substances as 
such ; chemical products ; 
methods of cultivating and 
breeding plants and plant 
varieties (special law deals 
with  this  tatter  subject) 

United Kingdom patents may 
be registered in Nigeria 
within three years oí the 
date of the grant of the 
United Kingdom patent 

Any manner of new manu- 
facture or improvement of 
invention; an invention 
should result from inven- 
tive ingenuity and should 
be novel and useful and 
not contrary to law or 
morality 

Not patentable : chemical 
products (not including 
their process of manufac- 
ture) ; admixtures if 
known ingredients: inven- 
tions contrary to taw or 
morality 

Examination as to 
compliance with Pat- 
ent Act and for 
novelty and patent- 
ability 

Eighteen years freír 
date of grant. No 
extension possible 

Examination only as to 
form 

Applications art ex- 
amined as to form, 
novelty and general 
compliance with Pat- 
ent Act and Rules 

A Nigerian patent ox 
pires with the Unitci 
Kingdom patent. It 
the United Kinvlon 
patent is extended, ; 
corresponding ex- 
tension is obtainable 
in Nigeria 

Sixteen years frctr 
date of application 
Patents of additi» 
are granted for tk 
unexpired term a 
the  original   pata' 
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(continued) 

LEGISLATION IN SELECTED COUNTRIES» (continued) 

Adherence le 
inlrmaliitêl 

peint 
e ometti itm* 

Treatment ef 
foreign 

Mtùmtli 

Re.,nirtmcnts fnr working of 
patt'Htx, saufttoii* for 

HöH working 

Paris Convention (7th 
July 1884); European 
Convention on l'orroali- 
tifs of Patent Applica- 
tions 1953 (9th May 
lvüft); European Con- 
vention on Classifica- 
tiun of Patents, 1*54 
(12th January 1956); 
Agreement on tht In- 
ternational Patent In- 
stitute of The Hague, 
I9t7 (6th June 194?) 

Paris Convention (2nd 
September 1963) 

National treatment. For- 
eign filing priority under 
Paris Convention 

The only foreigners who 
can obtain protection hi 
Nigeria an those who 
aw comply with the re- 
quirements set forth ht 
column 2« 

Compulsory licences are granted, 
subject to reasonable compensa- 
tion, three years after grant of 
patent if patent is not being 
worked on a sufficient scale in 
the Netherlands or if a licence 
is needed to work a subsequently 
patented invention (dependent 
patent) 

titlwt rax*-.! in irltìth 
íoí,-iK« ,ii,' snl'n\t 

IO /ÍKÍ'/Í,' Hit" 

A patent may he expropriated by 
a special law it in the interest 
of nati nal defence o; ,.n .founds 
oí public interest ; or may he 
subject to compulsory licenres, 
ti|Hui reasonable compensation, if 
the Crown requires a licence for 
defence purpo-es, in the interest 
of industry or for other reasons 
of public interest 

None other than recipro- 
cal arrangements with 
the United Kingdom 
and certain Common- 
wealth countries 

National treatment. For- 
eign filing priority on 
bash) of reciprocal ar- 
rangements 

Any person may petition the Cen- 
tra! Government for a compul- 
sory licence or the revocation 
of a patent if the demand for a 
patented article is not being met 
to in adequate extent or sup- 
plied on reasonable terms in 
Pakistan; or an existing trade 
Or industry or the establishment 
of new trade or industry in 
Pakistan is unfairly prejudiced 
by default of the patentee to 
manufacture. The Central Gov- 
ernment may also order revoca- 
tion or grant a licence on ground 
that patented article or process 
to manufactured or carried on 
exclusively or mainly outside 
Pakistan. Compulsory licence or 
revocation may not be ordered 
before expiration of four years 
fro« date of patent application 

In certain cases tlie Government 
may make use or exploit inven- 
tion for the service of the Gov- 
ernment on term* to be agreed. 
The Central Government ttiay 
revoke a patent if it is found to 
be prejudicial to the public 
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ANNEX  D 

SYNOPTIC TABLE OF MAJOR PROVISIONS OF PATENT 

Country 

I 
0 fetal ttlt and 
aatt «/ rurrml 
¿tifili lami """i 

rrfiiJatietM 

Paw Patent Law of 1K69 
as amended to 
1954; industrial 
Promotion 1-aw of 
19S9, Chapter 6; 
Regulations of 1956 

fmrnmum Republic Act No. 165 
of 1947, as amended 
by Republic Act 
«7, MSI. Revised 
Rules of Practice 
before the Philip- 
pines Patent Office 
(1953) 

I'alrnttblt tubiect matter 
Etamintutvn by 

Patent Oft* Duration of patent 

Inventions or discoveries in 
any branch of industry, in- 
cluding new industrial pro- 
ducts and new methods or 
new applications of known 
products for obtaining an 
industrial result or product. 
Inventions are not novel 
if publicly known in Peru 
or elsewhere sufficiently 
to be put into practice. 
Official publications of 
corresponding foreign pat- 
ents do not bar novelty ; a 
confirmation patent may be 
applied for any time dur- 
ing life of foreign patent 
and must be based on first 
one granted 

Not patentable: pharmaceu- 
tical preparations; reme- 
dies except those made 
with native plants; inven- 
tions contrary to law, pub- 
lic safety or morals, finan- 
cial schemes, scientific 
principles, discoveries of 
things existing in nature 

Any invention of a new and 
useful machine, manufac- 
tured product or substance, 
process, or improvement 
of the foregoing 

Not patentable : inventions 
contrary to public order or 
morals, put lie health or 
welfare ; mere ideas, scien- 
tific principies or abstract 
theories or any process 
not directed to the making 
or improving of a com- 
mercial product 
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Examination as to 
form only, and if in 
order the applica- 
tion is then adver- 
tised in a specified 
journal for ten days. 
Grant follows in ab- 
sence of opposition 

Ten years from filing 
of application ; es- 
tension of five yew 
on application if in- 
vention is bein; 
worked in the cotm- 
try. A confirmât«: 
patent expires ml 
basic foreign patent 
hnt term cannot « 
etcd tan years 

Examination 
formal 
only 

9twmtSin j$a?§ fro} Nc 



(continued) 

LEGISLATION IN SELECTED COUNTRIES* (conUnmed) 

Adhérence to 
international 

talent 
cimentions* 

Treatment of 
fvreign 

nationals 

Kequirfmtnts ¡or working of 
patents; ¿diu tumi f,-.r 

non-working 

Convention of Montevi- 
deo of 1889 (since com- 
mencement). Conven- 
tion of Caracas of 1911, 
with Bolivia, Colombia, 
Ecuador and Venezuela 

Examination fees and grant- 
ing fees are higher for 
foreigners. Foreign fil- 
ing priority under the 
Convention of Montevideo 

Patent must be worked within 
three years after grant; if not 
worked the rights are lost unless 
the patentee advertises his will- 
ingness to grant licences to any- 
one in a specified journal. If no 
reasonable offer is made within 
sixty days the patent remains in 
force. If a reasonable offer is 
refused, the interested party may 
apply to the Ministry of Industry 
for authority to UM the inven- 
tion. Compensation to the paten- 
tee it statutory and fixed at 
half the income from the licence 
in tne absence of agreement 

Otktr catti in «'Mr* 
fatmit »ri sub,ut 

<*' ^*M»r use 

The Government may subject indi- 
vidual patent to special condi- 
tions when its exploitation is 
covered by special laws, national 
security or public interest. Con- 
ditions are in the discretion of 
the Ministry of industry 

Nene, but certain recipro- 
cal arrangements 

National treatment. Vor* 
eign filing priority is 
granted on the basis ef 
reciprocity 

At any time after the expiration 
of three years from date of 
grant, any person may apply to 
the Director for a licence if the 
invention patented is not being 
worked commercially in the Phil- 
ippines to fullest satisfactory ex- 
tent; if the demand for patented 
article in the Philippines it not 
being met to an adequate extent 
and on reasonable terms; if by 
reason of the refusal of thé 
patentee to grant a licence or 
licences on reasonable terms, the 
establishment of any new trade 
or industry is unduly restrained 

The Government may use any pat- 
ented invention, at any time, fur 
Government purposes, subject to 
compensation to the patentee. 
After the expiration of auree 
years from date ef grant, any 
person may apply to the Director 
for a licence if the patented in- 
vention relates to food or medi- 
cine or is necessary for public 
health or safety 
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Country 

I 
Oficial title and 
éatr fíf current 
fitful latr and 

rrfnlettmt 

SfAlK 

Swiom 

Rovil I>ecree-i.iiw 
oí July 26, 1929, 
at revised and 
intended to 1962 

Patent Art, ÍES4 as 
amended to 1962. 
Act relating to the 
Rights to Inven- 
tions made by Em- 
ployees nf 1949, 
Act containing »pe- 
ciat provisions as 
to inventions con- 
nected with N'a- 
tional Defence uf 
194©, at amended 
to 1962, R«>yal 
Ordinance of 1960 
on the Protection 
of Foreign Patenti, 
Designs and Trade 
Marks. Rules for 
the Patent and 
Registration Office 

AKKEX   D 

SYNOPTIC TABLE Of MAJOR PROVISIONS OF PATENT 

Patentable i-ibjcct matter 
Examination hjf 

Patent Office Duration of patent 

Inventions relating to appa- 
ratus, instruments, pro- 
cesses (mechanical or 
chemicali, which are to- 
tally or paitly unknown 
in Spain or abroad if 
directed at obtaining an 
industrial result or pro- 
duct; scientific discoveries 
H rccogniied as unique and 
original; improvements in 
economic-commercial pro- 
cesses if of a practical and 
workable nature. Products 
not patentable as such may 
be protected a« utility 
models 

New inventions relating to 
products or processes 
which can be utilized in- 
dustrially 

.Vor patentable : inventions 
contrary to law or morals; 
food products, medicines 
or chenrcal compounds 
(though a patent may be 
granted for special pro- 
tessei of manufacture) 
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Examination as to 
patentability and 
form, but does not 
include novelty or 
usefulness. Patent 
Office may require 
conversion of i pat- 
ent application into 
a utility model ap- 
plication, or vke 
verta 

Patents of invention 
twenty years ; pat- 
ents of importation: 
ten years ; patents of 
addition: ior unex- 
pired term of parent 
patent; utility mod- 
eia: twenty years; 
commercial or eco- 
nomic patents: 
twenty years. All 
terms run from grant 

Pull examination ai to 
formal requirements, 
novelty lad patent- 
ability 

Seventeen years trots 
date  of application 



, continued) 

LEGISLATION IN SELECTED UM NTRIES* (conti«««*) 

Adherence to 
international 

pa; ml 
conventions* 

Tu aiment of 
foreign 

nationall 

Heqnirements far «wuhng ,•/ 
patents: sanction! jot 

nontt/itkini 

Paris   Convention    (7th 
July 1884» 

National treatment on a 
basis of reciprocity. For- 
eign filing priority under 
the Paris Convention 

Paris Convention (lit 
July I8B5). European 
Convention on Formili» 
lies of Patent Applica- 
tion*, 1953 (28th June 
1957) 

European Convention on 
Classification of Pat- 
ents of Inventi on 1954 
(28th June 1957) 

National treatment. Non- 
resident applicants must 
appoint an agent resident 
in Sweden, Foreign fil- 
ing priority under Parts 
Convention 

In order to keep the patent alive, 
the patentee must record, before 
the end of the third year fol- 
lowing the grant of the patent, 
proof of actual working of pat- 
ents of invention, patents of im- 
portation or utility models. In 
lieu thereof, he may (except in 
the case of patents of importa- 
tion) present a declaration of 
willingness to grant licences. 
The recorded declaration of will- 
ingness may be withdrawn, pro- 
vided an application for licence 
hai not been filed and the paten- 
tee submits proof of actual 
working. Licences ander the 
above procedure must prove ac- 
tual working within one year 
from the date of licence. If the 
working of a patent is suspended 
beyond a year and a day, without 
justification, the patent may be 
declared invalid by the Courts 
on the application of an interested 
party 

If, on the expiration of three year» 
from the grant of the patent, 
the patented invention has not 
been worked adequately in Swe- 
den, any person wishing to use 
the invention may bring action 
against the patentee before the 
Court. If the patentee cannot 
justify non-working, the Court, 
exercising its discretion, shall 
determine the conditions and the 
compensa'ion under which tin- 
Invention may be used by the 
party interested 
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Other cases in which 
pulenti are s: fiect 

to public use 

In the interest of the geneial pub- 
lic, a patent of invention or util- 
ity model may be expropriated 
hy law and used exclusively by 
the State or declared available 
to anyone as a public utility, sub- 
ject to compensation being paid 
to patentee 

In the interest of the State, the 
Crown may order that use of an 
invention be fret* «>r may appro- 
priale the invention subject to 
full compensation hein«: paid to 
patentee. In the interest of na- 
tional defence the (government 
may «rtler tliat the invention be 
exploited l>y the State, or re- 
main secret patents; in both 
cases due compensation will be 
paid to the inventor or patentee 



ANKtX   D 

SYNOPTIC TABLE OF MAJOR PROVISIONS OF PATENT 

Crmnity 

Oil!rial titlr and 
dati- uj current 
fatmt late and 

regulations Patentable subject matte* 
Ettmimtirm by 

Patrmt O fit» Paratie» ef patent 

SWITZHLANB Federal Patents Act, 
1954. Enforcement 
Regulations, 1959 

TAKGAKYIISA Patenti {Registra- 
tion) Ordinance, 
Chapter 317, of the 
Tanganyika Laws 

TVNHM* Decrees of 26th De- 
cember 1888, 22nd 
September 1892 
and 31 Attguit 
1902 

TUiKWf Patents Act, 189?. 
Instructions con- 
cerning the appli- 
cation of the in- 
dustrial property 
laws,  1955 

New inventions industrially 
utilizatile. The invention 
must solve a technical 
problem, be susceptible of 
industrial application, be 
new, represent a technical 
advance and be based on 
a creative idea 

Not patentable : invention» 
contrary to law ; invention» 
contrary to morality 
chemical substances (not 
applicable to alloys) ; medi- 
cines, foods, animal food- 
stuffs, beverages — even 
when they are not chemi- 
cal substances; processes 
for the manufacture of 
medicines by other than 
chemical methods 

A United Kingdom 
may be registered in Tan- 
ganyika. This must take 
place within three year« 
of the date of grant of the 
United Kingdom patent 

New industrial products, 
new means or the new ap- 
plication of known mean» 
for obtaining a remit or 
an industrial product are 
patentable 

Not patentable ; financial 
schemes or calculations : 
inventions contrary to la« 
or morality ; food or phar- 
maceutical products (how- 
ever processes for their 
manufacture are patent- 
able) 

Any invention or discovery 
and any improvement re- 
lating to the arts and in- 
dustry; invention of new 
products and industrial re- 
sults; invention of new 
methods; new application 
of known methods. Pat- 
ents of addition and pat- 
ents of importation are 
also granted 

Noi patentable: credit or 
financial schemes : inven- 
tions contrary to public 
policy and morality; phar- 
maceutical compounds and 
medicine» 
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Prior examination as 
to novelty, technical 
advance and level of 
invention if the in- 
vention affects the 
industries for the 
finishing of textile 
fibres or chronom- 
etry. Otherwise, no 
examination as to 
novelty, technical 
advance and level of 
invention 

Eighteen yean  fr« 
date  of appticatkt 

Examination 
form only 

Examination   at 
for« only 

to 

A Tanganyika paten- 
expires with the 
corre» pomlingUnitec 
Kingdom patent. Ii 
the United King- 
dom patent is ex- 
tended, a corrt- 
•ponding extemk 
is obtainable it 
Tanganyika 

Twenty years frur 
date of application 

Examination 
form only 

to Five,   ten  or   ftfteer. 
years from date of 
application at the 
option of the appli- 
cant if he is pre- 
pared to pay in- 
creased fees for the 
longer term 



¡continued) 

LEGISLATION IN SELECTED COUNTRIES« {continued) 

4dhrmt,\ !!> 
international 

ri n: cations'1 

Trament of 
fertig» 

nationals 

Requirements for working of 
patent»; sa net ion t for 

non-wc eking 

Paris Convention (7th 
July 1884). European 
Convention on Patent 
Application», 1953 (28th 
December 1959). Agree- 
ment on the Interna- 
tional Patent Institute 
of The Hague, 1947 
(1st January I960) 

National treatment. A do- 
miciled agent in Switzer- 
land i» required. Foreign 
filing priority under the 
Pari» Convention 

Paris  Convention   (ltfth 
June 19«) 

The only foreigners 
can obtain protection iti 
Tanganyika are those 
who   comply   with   tt»t 

Paris   Convention   (7th 
July 1884} 

National  treatment   For- 
eign flling pf iority 

On request, compulsory licences 
may be granted by the court <l 
the invention wat not adequately 
worked in Switzerland within 
three year» from the date of 
registration of the patent. The 
patent may be revoked if after 
the expiry of two year» from 
the ione of the original licence, 
the granting of licence» is not 
sufficient to satisfy the need» of 
the Swiss market Where the 
legislation of the foreign coun- 
try of which the patentee i» a 
national or in which he has an 
establishment provides for revo- 
cation on ground» of failure to 
work after three year» from the 
date of ¡»sue of the patent, 
revocation may be sought in 
Switzerland in lien of a com- 
wtÊÈÊGnr Vhsa^emm 

May be revoked if net ex- 
wkma two years of fatue 

ÉW two consecutive 

other cases in which 
patents are subject 

tepH^lic me 

Total or partial expropriation in 
the public interest against com- 
pensation to be fixed by the 
court if necessary 

On application by any person alleg- 
ing ids interests to be prejudici- 
ally affected, a Divisional Court 
et the Supreme Court has spe- 
cial powers to revoke certificate« 
of registration in Tanganyika on 
any of the pounds upon which 
the UnMed Kingdom patent 
might be revoked. (See U.K. 
Bntow) 

Paris Convention (lOUl 
October 1925). Agree- 
ment on the Interna- 
tional Patent Institute 
of The Hague, 1947 
(28th September 1955) 

National treatment, 
eign filing priority 
Paris Convention 

For- Revocation if the invention i» not 
worked within two year» from 
the issue of the patent, or if it 
ceases to be worked for two 
consecutive years, or if the pat- 
entee introduces into Turkey ob- 
jects manufactured abroad and 
similar to those covered by the 
patent. An action for revocation 
may be brought before the Courts 
by any interested party 
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ANNEX D 

SYNOPTIC T4BLE OF MAJOR PROVISIONS OF PATENT 

I'tmMry 

Oficial title ana 
¿ate of current 
fitti nt law and 

regulations 1'atcrttablt subject matter 

UNION or Sovitr 
SOCIALIST KEI-I BLICS Statute on Discover- 

ies, Inventions ami 
Rationalization 
Proposals (1959). 
Regulation on 
Compensation for 
Discoveries, Inven- 
tions and Ration- 
alization Proposals 
mm 

The solution of a technical 
problem distinguished by 
the essential novelty, in 
any field of national econ- 
omy, culture, public health 
or national defence, which 
produces a positive restii!, 
it considered to he an in- 
vention. Such inventions 
are protected by granting 
either certificates of au- 
thorship or patents. Inven- 
tori may according to their 
choice request either: (1) 
8 certificate of authorship, 
in which case the State 
acquires the exclusive 
right to use the invention, 
and the inventor is entitled 
to compensation and other 
«wards specified by law; 
(2) a patent, in which case 
the inventor acquires the 
exclusive right to the in- 
vention 

Not patentable or eligible for 
certificates of author ship- 
substances chemically ob- 
tained (however, this does 
not apply to new pro- 
cesses). The following 
categories are eligible for 
certificates of authorship 
but not for patents : medi» 
cat, flavouring and food 
substances obtained by 
non-chemical processes 
(though patents may be is- 
sued for the methods of 
preparation) ; new proven 
methods of treating dis- 
eases; new and improved 
species of agricultural ani- 
mals, birds, etc. ; varieties 
of agricultural crops ob- 
tained by selection 

F..ramina ti H fry 
Patent Office Duration of patent 

Full    examination   as 
to substantial nov- 
elty and usefulness 
of invention. Ex- 
amination for nov- 
elty i? based on 
prior Soviet certifi- 
cates oí authorship 
and Soviet and for- 
eign patents and 
publications 

Patents: fifteen year- 
from date of filing 
no extensions. Cer- 
tificat» of author- 
ship : unlimited dura- 
tion 
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(continued) 

LEGISLATION IN SELECTED COUNTRIES« (continued) 

Adherence te 
international 

fattiti 
convention^ 

Treatment of 
foreiiin 

nationals 

llei/nir -menti fur tr-'tking ,f 
talenti, sun .'Miu for 

noHtp tktng 

Other caiei in trJii, à 
¡•utenti are tmbjeet 

te fttMir «## 

National treatment on a 
basii of reciprocity. Non- 
residents are required to 
me the Alt-Union Cham- 
ber of Commerce as their 
agent in connexion wiin 
granting the certificate of 
authorship or patent 

It an invention is of special im- 
portance to the State, the Coun- 
cil of Ministers of the USSR 
may, failing an agreement with 
the State on public organizations 
concerned, grant permission to 
«se the invention to an interested 
governmental agency and estab- 
lish the compensation to be paid 
to the patentee. The Government 
may ensure that certain dis- 
coveries, inventions or ntional- 
ization proposals concerning de- 
fence remain secret in the in- 
terest of the State 
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AIíHKX  D 

SYNOPTIC TABLE OF MAJOR PROVISIONS OF PATLXÏ 

Comntry 

OficUltittttni 
Ott »f current 
patent law ani 

regulation! I'attHtiblt lubjtet métter 
Examination by 
Pitt ut Offici Duration of fêtent 

L'KITEB AKAS RlFUBUC Paient Liw No. 132 
of 1949 as amended 
to 1958. Rules and 
Regulations No, 
230 of 1951 

New creations industrially 
exploitable, whether in con- 
nexion with new industrial 
products, new industrial 
ways or methods of new 
applications of industrially 
known ways or methods 

Sot patentable: inventions 
involving immorality or 
public disorder ; foodstuffs ; 
medical drugs or phar- 
maceutical preparations. 
Chemical processes are, 
hw'vtvtr, patentable 

Examination    as    to    Fifteen   years    from 
form only date of application; 

in special cases the 
patent is renewable 
for • period not ex- 
ceeding five yean 
Iß the case of in. 
Tentions covering 
yrocestvs relating to 
foodstuffs, medical 
drugs or pharma- 
ceutical prepara- 
tions, tilt patera 
term it tea yean 
from the date of as- 
fiatkm, and then 

no provision its 
of 
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(continuée) 

LF.CISI-ATIOK IN SELECTED COUNTRIES' (evntínmed) 

adhérence ta 
imUrnatianu 

talent 
contentions* 

fortiin 
national! 

»I Rrquiremrnli for working of 
fair nti; sanctions for 

non-mmrking 

Paris    Convention    (1st    National    treatment,    on 
July 1951 ) buis of reciprocity. Por- 

tigli filing priority un- 
en' the Parût Conven- 
tion 

At any time after expiration of 
three year* from grant of patent, 
the Patents Directorate may 
grant a compulsory licence in 
the following instances: if pat- 
entee falls to exploit invention 
sufficiently; if exploitation is 
Mopped for two consecutive 
years; if patentee has refused 
to grant right of exploitation or 
has imposed exorbitant condi- 
tions. The patentee is entitled 
to remuneration. The Patents 
Directorate has discretionary 
power to allow a patentee a pe- 
riod of two year* grace before 
authorising the grant of a com- 
pulsory licence. If invention is 
not exploited in Egypt within 
two years following the grant 
of a compulsory licence, the Pat- 
tata Directorate may, on request, 
cancel the patent 

Compulsory licences may also be 
granted to owners of "depend- 
ent" patents and vice verta, if 
Invention Is of great importance 

Other eases in whi-h 
patents are subject 

In publii tut 

Government may oppose the grant 
of a patent or, as the case may 
be, expropriate invention for its 
own exploitation, if it is of mili- 
tary value, concerns national de- 
fence or relates to public utility. 
In such cases, the patentee is 
entitled to just compensation 
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ANNEX   L 

SYNOPTIC TABLE OF MAJOR PROVISIONS OP PATENT 

( ,mntry 

I 
Oßeiel lille ani 
¿ale if CKTTtnt 
fimi Ian ani 

regulation! Patentable lubjett matter 
liraminali « hy 

l'aleni O fice Dtttatitm al falenl 

UNITSU  KINODOM  er 
(¡MAT IíRITAIN ANO 

NaiTR«!«   ItEJAND Pittati Art, 1W9: 
Defence Gartrtct* 
Aet, WS§; Pat- 
ent» Rules, Ì95S; 
Atomic Energy 
Act, 1915 

Any manner of new manu- 
facture and any new 
method or proceas oí test- 
ing applicable to the im- 
provement and control Í 
manufacture 

Not ¡nientebte: well estab- 
lished natural laws; in- 
geritoti* ideai or dtscovcr- 
tei with no indtinrial 
application ; inventions 
contrary to law nr moral- 
ity; «instances of food or 
Medicine which are mix- 
tare» of known ingredi- 
ent»; plant and animal 
wtrittte* 

Examination as to 
compliance with pat- 
ent* acts and for 
novelty and patent- 
ability 

Sixteen yeart from 
filing of complete 
ipecificalion, witr 
provision for extcn- 
•ion by five years, 
or in exceptions! 
«•e» ten, on the 
ground* of iñude- 
«Witt   remuneratici; 
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^continuée) 

LEGISLATION IN SELECTED COUNTRIES. (cMtt*t>«d) 

Aiktrrntt I« 
mlerimtiaml 

/w/rat 
rratro-'feaj* 

Trtûlmt*! of 
ferrif» 

RtqMiremtnls fat working <>/ 
tolrnls   tamiiimi lot 

Htm w-rking 

Other eairs in «huh 
farm»! ate tub)?,-! 

•O f KbliC KJf 

[ari» Convention (7th 
July 1884). European 
Convention on Formali- 
Lì,» of latent Applica- 
tions, 1'5J (3th May 
1<>55), European Con- 
vention on Classifica- 
tion of Patents, 1954 
(28th October 1955) 

National treatment. For- 
eign filing priority un- 
der Paria Convention 

At any time after the expiration 
of three years from the scaling 
of a patent any person interested 
may apply to the Comptroller - 
General for a licence under the 
patent o> for the endorsement uf 
the patent "licences of right"; 
if the invention is not being 
worked commercially in the 
United Kingdom to the fullest 
reasonable extent ; if demand for 
patented article is not being mot 
on reasonable terms or is being 
met to a substantial extent hy 
importation; or if by reason of 
the patentee's licence conditions 
an export market for the pat- 
anted article is not being sup- 
plied, or the working of some 
other patent is hindered, or the 
manufacture, use or sate of ma- 
terials not protected by the pat- 
ent or the development of com- 
mercial or industrial activities is 
unfairly prejudiced 

The Comptroller shall consider 
nature of invention, time elapsed 
since grant, and efforts of pat- 
entee fully to work, ability of 
licensee to work invention to 
public advantage and risks to be 
undertaken by him 

The Comptroller's powers shall be 
exercised to secure maximum 
working of inventions, suitable 
remuneration to patentee and 
protection for any person work- 
ing an invention under the pro- 
tection of a patent. Patent may 
be revoked after the expiration 
of two years from an order for 
a compulsory licence if such li- 
cence or an endorsement "licences 
of right" would not be effective 
for the purposes set out above. 
An appeal lies from any orders 
of the Comptroller made under 
the above provisions to a Judge 
of the High Court 

No Order may be made which is 
at variance with the Industrial 
Property Convention 

Any Government department ami 
any person authorized by it may 
use any patented inventimi for 
the services of the Crown (in- 
cluding the production or use of 
atomic energy). Applications for 
patents relating to defence may 
be withheld from publication. 
Applications relating to atomic 
energy uses may similarly In- 
withheld from publication until 
certified by the Crown as not 
kin« required for defence pur- 
poses. Provision is made for the 
payment of conpensation by the 
Crown. The Comptroller-Gen- 
eral must grant compulsory li- 
cences in respect of patents re- 
lating to foods, medicines or sur- 
gical or curative devices unless 
it appears to him that there are 
good reasons for refusal. An ap- 
plication for such i licence may 
be made at any time after grant 
and an appeal lies to a Judge of 
the High Court 
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ANNEX O 

SYNOPTIC TABLE OF MAJOS PROVISIONS OF PATENT 

Ccwnlr.v 

) 
Official tille and 
dale of current 
(••it< itt tutt and 

regulatini Patentable subject mailer 
Uxaminttitm b¡ 

Patent Office Duration ef patent 

UNITED STATES or 
AMEBICA     Patent Act of 19S2, 

amended to 1962; 
United States 
Code, Title 35, 
Patents. Rutes of 
Prtctice of the 
United States Pat- 
ent Office, 1949- 
1962, Atomic En- 
ergy Act of 1954 

Industrial   Property 
Law of 1955 

Any new and useful pro- 
cess, machine manufacture, 
composition of matter, or 
any new and useful im- 
provements thereof. Inven- 
tions must not be publicly 
known or used in #the 
United States, or patented 
or described in a printed 
publication in the United 
States or elsewhere, before 
the invention was made 
by the applicant, and, re- 
gardless of the date of in- 
vention, the invention must 
not be in public use or on 
sale or patented or de- 
scribed in a printed pub- 
lication more than one year 
before the date of the ap- 
plication for patent in the 
United States 

Not patentable : invention« 
contrary to public morals; 
business methods and sci- 
entific principles or dis- 
coveries not applied to a 
useful purpose ; atomic 
weapons 

Independent patents of in- 
vention granted for new 
and useful products, ma- 
chines, tools, etc., processes 
for industrial or commer- 
cial use or processes for 
preparing chemical pro- 
ducts, improvements and 
any other invention or dis- 
covery suitable for indus- 
trial application. Invention 
is not novel if publicly 
known anywhere prior to 
fling 

Noi patentable: medicinal 
and pharmaceutical pro- 
ducts ;    foods,   beverages, 

•chemical preparations; fi- 
nancial schemes; use of 
natural forces, theoretical 
ideas; inventions contrary 
to public health, safety, 
order or morals; the jux- 
taposition of known inven- 
tions, unless it represents 
a combination for uniting 
them 

Examination as to 
formal requirements, 
novelty and inven- 
tiveness 

Seventeen years fro» 
date of grant. No 
extensions except by 
special act of Con- 
gress 

Examination as to 
formal requirements 
only; opposition pe- 
riod of sixty days 
from publication in 
the Bulletin for In- 
dustrial Property 

Five or ten years at 
choice of applicant 
in respect of inde- 
pendent patents; for 
confirmation patents, 
the unexpired term 
ef foreign patent 
but not longer than 
ten years; for im- 
portation patenti. 
tve years. All terna 
take effect from the 
grant of the patent 

• Reference is made to the following chapters in the report 
dealing with the various above items: items 2, 3 and 4—part 

One. chapter 1 ; items 5 and 6—part One, chapter II ; items 7 
and Ô—part One, chapter III. 
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i continued) 

LEGISLATION IH SELECTED COUNTRIES« (eoniiniwrf) 

Adhérente to 
international 

fuient 
convention** 

Treatment ef 
foreign 

nati malt 

Requirement! fer working of 
patenti: san. tumi far 

non-w rkittg 

i Hk,' ¡tin in wkic» 
M?, lid a»í jiiíiii'rt 

I« put tk nie 

Paris Convention (30th 
May 1887). Pan-Amen- 
can Convention of 
Buenos Aires of 1910 
(2ht March 1911) 

National treatment One 
year foreign filing pri- 
ority under Paris Con- 
vention, Pan-American 
Convention of Buenos 
Aires (see S) and under 
my other reciprocal ar- 

No provisions in patent law. 
Atomic Energy Act of 1954 con- 
tains a temporary provision, ex- 
piring in 1964, for the grant of 
compulsory licences under a pat- 
ent when there has been a dec- 
laration after hearing that inven- 
tion is of primary importance in 
atomic energy field and that li- 
censing of the invention is of 
primary importance in effectuat- 
ing the policy and purpose of the 
Atomic Entrer Act 

Where violation of the anti-trust 
law* liy means of patents is 
found, the court may provide 
for the granting of licences on 
reas, u.ilile term» and in some 
cases, the grant of royalty free 
licences 

Convention of Caracas of 
1911, whh Bolivia, Co- 
lombia, Fcnador, and 
Peru  (19th December 
1914) 

National treatment The 
owner of a foreign patent 
te • one year prefer- 
ence, from grant, in ob- 
taining a corresponding 
patent, and may object 
to any application for an 
importation patent ap- 
plied for during this pa* 
riod, or may have such 

and void 

Patent must be worked within two 
years and working not discon- 
tinued for more than two yean, 
except in ease of accident or 
fort» majeure, the patent may 
be revoked on application by an 
interested party 

An invention of interest to the 
State or of bask publie intere« 
may be expropriated, in accord- 
ane« with the provisions of law 
regarding the expropriation of 
property 

b The date in brackets indicates the date of adherence. 
' The situation might be modified in view of Nigeria's recent 

f inherence to the Paris Convention. 

*The situation might he modified in view of Tanganyika's 
recent adherence to the Paris Convention. 
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